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ABSTRACT 

Buildings both commercial and residential are the largest consumers of electricity. Integrating 

Photovoltaic technology in building architecture or Building Integrated Photovoltaics (BIPV) 

provides an effective means for meeting this huge energy demands and provides an energy 

hub at the place of its immediate requirement. However, this technology is challenged with 

problems like low efficiency and high cost. An effective way of improving the solar cell 

efficiency and reducing the cost of photovoltaic systems is either by reducing solar cell 

manufacturing cost or illuminating the solar cells with a higher light intensity than is 

naturally available by the use of optical concentrators which is also known as Concentrating 

Photovoltaic (CPV) technology. Integrating this technology in the architecture is referred as 

Building integrated Concentrating Photovoltaics (BICPV).  

This thesis presents a detailed performance analysis of different designs used as BICPV 

systems and proposes further advancements necessary for improving the system design and 

minimizing losses. The systems under study include a Dielectric Asymmetric Compound 

Parabolic Concentrator (DiACPC) designed for 2.8×, a three-dimensional Cross compound 

parabolic concentrator (3DCCPC) designed for 3.6× and a Square Elliptical Hyperbolic 

(SEH) concentrator designed for 6×.  A detailed analysis procedure is presented showcasing 

the optical, electrical, thermal and overall analysis of these systems. A particular issue for 

CPV technology is the non-uniformity of the incident flux which tends to cause hot spots, 

current mismatch and reduce the overall efficiency of the system. Emphasis is placed on 

modelling the effects of non-uniformity while evaluating the performance of these systems. 

The optical analysis of the concentrators is carried out using ray tracing and finite element 

methods are employed to determine electrical and thermal performance of the system. Based 

on the optical analysis, the outgoing flux from the concentrators is predicted for different 

incident angles for each of the concentrators. A finite element model for the solar cell was 
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developed to evaluate its electrical performance using the outputs obtained from the optical 

analysis. The model can also be applied for the optimization of the front grid pattern of Si 

Solar cells. The model is further coupled within the thermal analysis of the system, where the 

temperature of the solar cell is predicted under operating conditions and used to evaluate the 

overall performance under steady state conditions.  

During the analysis of the DiACPC it was found that the maximum cell temperature reached 

was 349.5 K under an incident solar radiation of 1000 W/m2. Results from the study carried 

on the 3DCCPC showed that a maximum cell temperature of 332 K is reached under normal 

incidence, this tends to bring down the overall power production by 14.6%.  In the case of the 

SEH based system a maximum temperature of 319 K was observed on the solar cell surface 

under normal incidence. An average drop of 11.7% was found making the effective power 

ratio of the system 3.4. The non-uniformity introduced due to the concentrator profile causes 

hotspots in the BICPV system. The non-uniformity was found to reduce the efficiency of the 

solar cell in the range of 0.5-1 % in all the three studies. 

The overall performance can be improved by addressing losses occurring within different 

components of the system.  It was found that optical losses occurred at the interface region 

formed due to the encapsulant spillage along the edges of the concentrator.  Using a reflective 

film along the edge of the concentrating element was found to improve the optical efficiency 

of the system. Case studies highlighting the improvement are presented.  A reflective film 

was attached along the interface region of the concentrator and the encapsulant. In the case of 

a DiACPC, an increase of 6% could be seen in the overall power production. Similar case 

study was performed for a 3DCCPC and a maximum of 6.7% was seen in the power output. 

To further improve the system performance a new design incorporating conjugate reflective-

refractive device was evaluated. The device benefits from high optical efficiency due to the 
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reflection and greater acceptance angle due to refraction. Finally, recommendations are made 

for development of a new generation of designs to be used in BiCPV applications. Efforts are 

made towards improving the overall performance and reducing the non-uniformity of the 

concentrated illumination.  
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CHAPTER 1                               

Introduction  

Solar energy represents one of the largest available resources of renewable energy whose 

effective utilization still remains untapped. The use of Photovoltaic (PV) technology to 

convert the incoming solar radiation to electricity has so far proven to be an effective way of 

energy generation. The process becomes even more efficient by using the concept of optical 

concentration where large amount of solar energy is focused on small sized solar cells which 

not only helps to boost the solar cell efficiency but also magnifies the energy produced per 

unit of solar cell material by several times. Integrating such systems into building architecture 

also referred to as Building Integrated Concentrating Photovoltaic (BICPV) has a large 

potential to reduce the associated carbon footprint and the total cost associated with the 

production of clean energy. Generation of energy at the point of utilization would also reduce 

the transmission losses. With the UK targeting energy independence and aiming to fulfill its 

energy requirement up to 20 percent using renewable energy sources by 2020, a great amount 

of research and development in commercial applications using renewable energy sources is 

needed. The development of low cost optical concentrators to be coupled in building 

fenestrations will enable utilization of established technology for commercial applications 

making it easy and economical to add solar-electric capabilities to the large expanses of glass 

found in office, industrial, and commercial buildings and be a perfect replacement for glass 

on glass PV systems.  
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1.1 Aims and Objectives of Research 

 Develop an appropriate model to understand the optical, electrical and thermal 

performance of the BICPV system under non-uniform illumination. 

 Undertake analysis of suitable BICPV systems and explore opportunities of enhancing 

its performance  

 To design and manufacture a prototype suitable for building façade or window 

integration in the UK 

 Gain adequate experience and expertise in CPC design, enabling development of low 

cost BICPV system 

1.2 Research Methodology 

1.2.1 Literature Review 

A review of the CPV systems and the impact of non-uniform illumination in CPV systems 

were carried out to understand the scientific problem in detail. Understanding of the methods 

used to study this numerically and analytically have been explored. Key parameters in the 

analysis of the systems were identified. Use of internet search engines, bibliographic 

databases, patents was made through the university library services to carry out this task.  

1.2.2 Initial studies on non-uniform illumination analysis 

Powerful multiphysics simulation software COMSOL, based on finite element code was 

utilized to carry out the initial numerical analysis of existing CPV designs and the results 

obtained validated against experimental studies reported in the literature. This work helped to 

develop a code allowing parametric study for a variety of CPC shapes, two and three 

dimensional concentrator and by changing the material properties and the design of the 

concentrator. 
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1.2.3 Numerical model development  

A numerical model and a work flow procedure was developed to integrate the optical-thermal 

and electrical analysis of the complete system. Some of the outputs obtained from the optical 

analysis were used as inputs in this numerical model to carry out the calculations. Special 

emphasis was made on understanding the non uniformity effect of the solar cell.  

1.2.4 Prototype design & manufacture  

Utilizing the data obtained from the previous tasks an optimal design/ improvement for a 

BICPV was identified and a complete system was designed and manufactured using plastic 

materials with suitable optical properties. Proper characterization was done to enhance the 

properties of the concentrator. 

1.2.5 Experimental tests and characterization  

Experimental tests were carried out to study the performance of the integrated system. Both 

thermal and electric characteristics were studied and analyzed.  

1.2.6 Design Improvements  

A detailed analysis were carried out to identify the trade-offs associated with this prototype 

design.  Key losses were identified and solutions were proposed for the improvement of the 

systems. Based on this analysis a throughput method was developed to determine the 

performance of the system. Finally, suggestions were made on the future designs of BICPV 

systems.  

1.3 Contribution of the papers in the field 

 Development of a complete work flow procedure for carrying out a coupled optical-

electrical and thermal analysis of any given BICPV system 

 Impact of non-uniformity and temperature on the performance of BICPV system  
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 Losses occurring through the encapsulant joining the concentrator and the solar cell 

were identified.  

 Light trapping through the edges of the concentrator by attaching a reflective film is 

explored. 

 The concept of Conjugate Refractive- Reflective based BICPV systems is introduced 

1.4 Outline of the thesis  

Chapter 1 gives an introduction towards understanding the concept of CPV systems its 

inherent problems like non-uniform illumination and its effects. A brief literature is also 

presented to differentiate the solar cell technology used in the CPV applications, their 

strengths and their weakness.  This is followed by the key findings of article 1 and 7 

explaining the causes of non-uniform illumination in CPV systems and its impact on the 

overall performance. 

Chapter 2 of the thesis is based on the application of this CPV technology into building 

architecture. Different designs and their optical characteristics are presented. Two-

dimensional / linear and three-dimensional concentrators are studied part of the thesis. This 

chapter adds to the literature review presented in the earlier chapter.  

Chapter 3 of the thesis related to the development of a numerical model for the different solar 

cells used in these kinds of systems. The model is primarily designed to input the incoming 

non-uniform illumination and the front grid design of the solar cell to predict its electrical 

performance. Further the model can be applied for the optimization of the front grid pattern 

of Si Solar cells. The chapter summarizes the results from article 2, 8 and 9. 

Chapter 4 of the thesis concentrates towards the development of the numerical model for 

carrying out the thermal analysis of the system based on the electrical performance predicted 

in the previous section. Impact of temperature profiles and other thermal boundary conditions 
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on the overall performance of the system can be analyzed using this model.  A complete 

picture can be drawn while iterating the electrical performance of the system under the actual 

thermal conditions. The chapter summarizes the results from article 2, 3, 4 and 6.  

Chapter 5 of the thesis is essentially focused on the losses occurring in the BICPV system due 

to the encapsulant spillage and other optical losses occurring on the surface of the 

concentrator. The chapter summarizes the results from article 3, 4 and 5. 

Chapter 6 of the thesis summarizes the results from article 11. The design improvements that 

can be carried out in the BICPV system are highlighted. Enhancements to trap the light 

escaping from the concentrator are presented. The impact of the reflective film around the 

concentrator is quantified.  

Chapter 7 describes the conclusions from all the works published so far. It also lists the 

author’s contribution to all the articles as well as other related work. 

1.5 Background on Photovoltaics  

The sun is a potential source of energy, a natural fusion reactor continuously radiating energy 

which can be classified as Beam and Diffuse radiations [1]. The solar radiation received by 

the earth with and without scattering effects of atmospheric gases is known as Diffuse and 

Beam Radiation. The sum of both these radiations is known as the total or global solar 

radiation. The Earth’s atmosphere at any point of the time receives an average solar radiation 

of about 1,366 W/m2 over the course of a year. This value varies with respect to the time of 

the year and the location on earth with highest incidence close to equatorial regions. 

Solar energy represents one of the most promising and highly available forms of primary 

energy sources on earth. However, the potential for harnessing it and converting it to 

electricity and heat still remains untapped. The science of converting solar energy to 
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electricity is referred as Photovoltaics. The photovoltaic effect occurs due to the properties of 

some semiconductor materials such as silicon and germanium which are able to produce 

electrical power after receiving solar radiation. The most common photovoltaic cells are 

made of a single crystal of silicon doped on one side. Doping introduces a potential barrier 

across the silicon material. The solar radiation when incident on silicon creates an electron 

hole pair. A hole is formed where there is a lack of electron (p-side), and an excess of 

electrons is formed on the other side (n-side). When connected to an external circuit current 

flows through the circuit [1]. The electrical contact is usually made by metal bases on the 

bottom of the solar cell and by the use of metal grids (also known as busbars and fingers).  

 Becquerel in 1839 was the first who managed to convert the sunlight into electricity by using 

semiconductors. In 1954 Chapin manufactured the first solar cell silicon. Immediately after 

the emergence of the PV technology, solar panels were widely used in space missions and 

later in the first PV power stations. Although photovoltaics cells have been used since the 

early 1950s in space applications, the interest in their terrestrial use was heightened by the oil 

embargoes of the early 1970s. Since then, a steadily growing terrestrial industry has 

developed which, in the past, has supplied cells mainly for remote area applications where 

conventional electricity is expensive. Figure 1 shows a summary of the different solar cell 

technologies and the progress in their efficiencies over a period of last four decades.     
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Figure 1 Different solar cell technologies and the efficiencies [2]. 

 

Crystalline Si Solar cells are the cost effective solutions available today for small scale 

applications with efficiencies around 25 %.  An easy understanding of the above figure can 

be made by classifying the different photovoltaic technologies in terms of generation. All the 

silicon wafer based solar cells (in blue) are classified as first generation technologies. These 

devices now utilize screen printing for establishing metal contacts and are cheap when 

compared to all other types of solar cell technologies. The price for this simplicity is 

substantially lower cell performance than would otherwise be possible. The second 

generation makes use of thin film technology (in green). In the thin-film approach, a thin 

layer of the photovoltaic active material is deposited onto a supporting substrate. This not 

only reduces the use of semiconductor material on the finished product (over 100 times less 

material), but also allows for higher throughput commercial production. The module, instead 

of the individual cell, becomes the standard unit of production (a unit some 100 times larger 

unit).These technologies have very low efficiencies and would require a larger area to 

generate the same amount of power as compared to the first generation technologies. The 
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third generation photovoltaics cells (in pink) have very high efficiencies and are able to 

overcome the Shockley –Queisser limit. These solar cells are made by stacking several layers 

of different materials which absorb different regions of the solar spectrum and generate 

higher efficiencies. Others (in red) are emerging technologies which still have lower 

efficiencies.  

The photovoltaic module forms the heart of the PV system from the perspective of 

performance, cost, and reliability. The module represents 50–55% of the overall installed cost 

of a PV system.  

Current commercially available module technology can be broadly grouped into three 

categories: 

 Silicon (Mono- and multicrystalline) wafer based 

 Thin film (CdTe, CIGS, and a-Si) 

 Concentrating PV (single-crystalline Si and III-V multijunction cells). 

A brief introduction to each of these module technologies is given below. 

1.5.1  Silicon  

Crystalline Si solar cells are based on the concept of fabricating discrete solar cells from 

silicon wafers that have been sawn from a silicon ingot, or cut from a thinly grown 

multicrystalline sheet. The cells are then electrically interconnected to form a module. 

Currently, wafer-based crystalline-silicon (c-Si) technologies hold the majority market share 

of around 90 %. As volumes of c-Si product sales have grown and the technology’s 

performance has advanced, c-Si technologies have continued to show steady improvement in 

cost that have tracked along a 20% learning curve in price reductions. These may further be 
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classified to two types of cells monocrystalline and multicrystalline as can be seen in the 

Figure 2. 

 

Figure 2 Mono and Multicrystalline Silicon Solar Cells. 

 

Both mono and multicrystalline solar cells have efficiency in the range of 20-27.6 %. The 

only difference in them is that monocrystalline cells are made of a single silicon crystal and 

multicrystalline is a collection of several crystals together. The difference can be spotted 

visually as can be seen in Figure 2.The technology has demonstrated a reliable performance 

with operational lifetimes of more than 25 years [3]. 

1.5.2 Thin Film 

Thin-film technologies are designed to minimize semiconductor material costs by using thin 

layers— about 1 to 2 µm in thickness. Thin films also offer potential cost advantages by 

using large substrates (several square meters or even continuous sheets), more automation, 

and simpler cell interconnect schemes. They can also be made in a variety of forms; both 

flexible and rigid. Figure 3 shows an example of thin film cells. The most common thin films 

solar cells are made using cadmium telluride, amorphous silicon (a-Si) and copper indium 

gallium diselenide (CIGS). These semiconductors are deposited on a glass/ flexible substrate 

in a vacuum chamber. These cells have low efficiencies compared to crystalline Si solar cells. 
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The reported efficiency currently is between 13-23 % for the different technologies under this 

generation.   

 

Figure 3 Thin Film Solar Cells [4]. 

1.5.3 Concentrating Solar Cells  

Concentrating Photovoltaic (CPV) technology makes use of an optical concentrating element 

which concentrates the sunlight onto high-efficiency silicon or multijunction solar cells also 

referred as Concentrating Solar Cells. These cells are unique for the type of system and 

usually have different design based on the desired concentration level. CPV uses optical 

elements made of cheaper materials such as glass or PMMA which magnifies the electricity 

production to several times. Multijunction solar cells are capable of achieving much higher 

efficiencies compared to single junction silicon or thin film solar cells.  The systems 

developed using this technology usually requires tracking in order to constantly produce 

power. Currently the highest reposted efficiency of this solar cell technology is at 44.7%.  
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The fundamental distinction between concentrator and flat-plate PV technologies is the 

amount of sunlight reaching the solar cells within each module. The standard solar irradiance 

at the Earth’s surface 1000W/m2 is commonly referred as “one sun”; in CPV, light is focused 

on the cell up to 1000-suns (×) concentration. Because the CPV array relies on focusing 

direct sunlight onto the cell, the system’s array tracks the sun throughout the day to maintain 

the sun’s focus on the cell.  Figure 4 shows an example of a typical triple junction solar cell. 

 

 

Figure 4 A triple junction solar cell made of Ga0.35In0.65P/Ga0.83In0.17As/Ge [5]. 

 

Solar cells for concentrator applications require the cell to perform efficiently under different 

levels of illumination. These high efficiency solar cells need to be manufactured with certain 
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changes for them to operate at higher levels of illumination.  Some of the key Characteristics 

required by the cell according to [6] are that  

 Materials required should have high quality standards offering long minority 

carrier lifetimes 

 Providing high quality reflection control by using optimized anti-reflective 

coating and surface texturing for light trapping 

 Excellent finger metallization to reduce optical and resistance losses  

1.6 Concentrator Photovoltaics 

CPV seems to be the much needed breakthrough enabling the solar energy industry to be 

competitive in the power generation [7, 8] market.  Although, discovered more than three 

decades ago, this technology did not gain the needed momentum due to several reasons [9]. 

Today, with increasing solar cells efficiencies and their associated high costs for 

manufacture, CPV technology is back into business to make the best use of the technology 

advancement and the solar cell materials. CPV technology promises not only to reduce the 

cost of the overall system, but also increases the amount of power produced. It reduces the 

intake of raw materials needed for manufacture, improves recycling and makes it 

economically feasible to be used for a number of applications. A recent paper highlights the 

benefits of using CPV [10] and its role in increasing overall system efficiency and reducing 

the use of semiconductor material.  A typical CPV system consists of several elements 

essentially including an optical system which could be either reflective or refractive, 

concentrator solar cells, a thermal dissipation system, a casing or support system and a 

tracking mechanism. The overall performance of the CPV system depends on how effectively 

each of these elements performs individually and collectively. Typical optical concentrators 

include Fresnel lens [11-13], parabolic troughs [14], dishes [15, 16] or v-groove mirrors [17-
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19], refractive prism [20-23], luminescent glass [24-26],compound parabolic concentrator 

[27-32] or some other optical system [33, 34]. Solar concentration is sought to be one of the 

most effective ways of reducing overall energy generation costs.  The principles of optical 

concentration are well established [35-39] and explained for applications in both 

photovoltaics and solar thermal applications. The research and development of CPV 

technology effectively started at the National Sandia Laboratories in 1976 with Sandia-I and 

Sandia-II spurred by the oil crisis [40] in 1973. A brief history on the concentrators is 

presented by [41] highlighting the factors needed to push forward the large scale production 

of concentrators. One of the most early and successful implementation of concentrator PV 

saw its dawn in Saudi Arabia [42], where a complete village was powered using 

Concentrating PV system comprising of 160 arrays with 4000 square meters area and 

generating a power of 350 kW peak output. However with the end of oil crisis and absence of 

any significant breakthroughs the research and development in this area slowed down in the 

next few decades. In later times, the interest shifted towards applications for building 

integration and the CPV systems once again came back to picture with the development of 

several CPV systems for building applications like sky lighting, façade applications, wall 

curtains and few other applications still undergoing development. A recent review 

demonstrates latest developments and the scale of this industry [43]. With PV industry 

gaining impetus in power production recently a number of new companies are now coming 

forward to introduce CPV systems which can effectively produce electricity and readily 

compete with the conventional electricity costs [44].  

The use of CPV systems in BIPV and power generation remains to be the most important. 

Recently a hybrid power and desalination plant able to produce 30 000 cubic meters of pure 

water per day working on HCPV technology with a concentration ratio of 1500× was 

announced in the kingdom of Saudi Arabia [45]. Several other power plants working on CPV 
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technology are also being announced [46]. With these figures growing higher and higher 

CPV technology seems very promising. Concentrating the sunlight by using concentrators 

reduces the area of expensive solar cells or modules, and, increases their efficiency. 

However, this technology has one short coming as it requires continuous tracking to keep it 

normal to the sun. 

The amount of concentration produced by using a concentrator varies over a wide range of 

values. A geometrical parameter “Concentration Ratio” defined as the ratio of the areas of the 

concentrator and the solar cell is used for distinguishing the type of concentrator. Based on 

the illumination intensity it focuses on the solar cell, the concentrators may be classified as 

Low Concentration Photovoltaics (LCPV), Medium Concentration Photovoltaics (MCPV) 

and High Concentration Photovoltaics (HCPV) systems further details of which can be found 

under [47]. These systems utilize different type of solar cell technologies depending on the 

area of application and the economics of the system. An example is demonstrated in the 

Figure 5, showing how sunlight is simply concentrated on a small area of the solar cell by 

using a Fresnel lens and a secondary optics.  
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Figure 5 Representation of basic concentrator system using optical lens and a secondary 

concentrator [48]. 

The use of optical concentrator increases illumination intensity at the PV surface which 

would have otherwise simply reflected back to the atmosphere. The research and 

development of CPV technology effectively started at the National Sandia Laboratories in 

1976 with Sandia I and Sandia –II spurred by the oil crisis [40] in 1973. A brief history on the 

concentrators is presented by [41] highlighting the factors needed to push forward the large 

scale production of concentrators. One of the most early and successful implementation of 

concentrator PV saw its dawn in Saudi Arabia [42] , where a complete village was powered 

using Concentrating PV system comprising of 160 arrays with 4000 square meters area and 

generating a power of 350 kW peak output. However with the end of oil crisis and absence of 

any significant breakthroughs the research and development in this area slowed down in the 

next few decades. In later times, the interest shifting towards applications for building 

integration the CPV systems once again came back to picture with the development of several 

CPV systems for building applications like sky lighting, façade applications and few other 

applications still undergoing development.  With the PV industry gaining impetus in power 

production recently a number of new companies are now coming forward to introduce CPV 

systems which can effectively produce electricity and readily compete with the conventional 

electricity costs [44].  

By concentrating the sunlight on smaller areas the effective use of costly solar cell can be 

made, accompanied with enhanced efficiency and performance. The PV production is seeing 

an increasing trend and the demand for larger systems is also increasing. By the invention of 

high performance but expensive Multijunction solar cells, the demand for CPV systems is 

quite expected to increase. Wherever there is a demand for large scale applications and high 

performance, CPV systems will be utilized. The amount of concentration produced by using a 
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concentrator varies over a wide range of values. A geometrical parameter called 

“Concentration Ratio” is defined as the ratio of the areas of the concentrator and the solar cell 

is used for distinguishing the type of concentrator.  

A number of parameters are involved in the design and manufacture of a CPV system. The 

overall efficiency of the system is dependent on optical, thermal and electrical performance. 

For optical performance, proper material for the optics, shape and size play an important role. 

While concentrating sunlight, it is obvious that the thermal radiation on the solar cell 

increases and so proper heat sink is to be designed. The electrical performance of the solar 

cells needs to be matched to the illumination it receives and so needs proper care while 

designing the CPV system. Most of the systems used in power generation require accurate 

tracking as they are made such that they concentrate direct component of solar radiation.  

1.6.1 Why CPV 

The existence of CPV systems could essentially be related to the slow fall in prices of the PV 

systems, recent innovations on solar cells and the tremendous potential these systems offer in 

harnessing the available solar energy. The concentrator increases the intensity of solar 

radiation at the PV surface, reducing the area of expensive photovoltaic material required per 

unit power output. These concentrator systems are easy to manufacture when compared to the 

complicated procedures adopted for manufacturing solar cells. This shifts the burden of cost 

from the expensive solar cells towards optical concentrator systems. However solar cells 

remain the integral part of the PV system.  With time it is expected that the PV will grow and 

replace the existing technologies of power production. This simply implies that the larger 

system demands can be met through the use of CPV instead of PV systems making CPV 

research important. The technology is now quite mature utilizing the latest innovations in 

solar cell technology (Multijunction cells), capable of generating more electricity and has a 

potential market.  
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1.7 Types of CPV and Applications  

The concentrator systems not only try to focus more sunlight on solar cells, but it also 

reduces the cost of the energy produced by using the system. Concentrating the sunlight by 

using concentrators reduces the area of expensive solar cells or modules, and, increases their 

efficiency. However this has one short coming of tracking the sun by moving this system and 

keeping it normal to the sun. Based on the illumination intensity it focuses on the solar cell, 

the concentrators may be classified as low concentration systems, medium concentration 

systems and high concentrator systems. The systems utilize different type of solar cell 

technologies depending on the cost and efficiency of the solar cells.  

1.7.1 Low Concentration (LCPV) 

Low concentration systems are usually simple in their design, manufacture and operation. 

These systems have a concentration factor of less than 10X. a number of systems fall under 

this category, few notable include the Compound Parabolic Concentrators [11, 28-32, 49, 50], 

prism solar concentrator [20], V-troughs [32-34].  Recent commercial system gaining 

popularity these days is the Pythagoras Solar [51] as shown in Figure 6 which claims to have 

4× concentration and highest among BIPV systems. These systems suffer huge losses due to 

the non-uniform illumination of the solar cells. The use of dielectric material is made for 

making these concentrators [31].  
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Figure 6 Curtain Wall a BiPV application of Pythagoras Solar PVGU [52]. 

 

Few systems using Fresnel lens also can be included in this category, a system employing 

Fresnel lens was reported [53] to have a CR calculated to be 2.37. Other technologies under 

this category include the Luminescent concentrators and quantum dots as shown in Figure 7.  

 

Figure 7 Graphical representation of Luminescent Solar Cell. 

 

Luminescent materials typically make use of dyes in standard polymers like PMMA to 

achieve down shifting of spectrum [54], which can be used to enhance the performance of the 
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solar cells. Luminescent solar concentrators have been proposed recently for BIPV systems 

[55] where a stained glass window was modeled based on this concept. These systems are 

capable to provide a completely transparent surface with solar cells along the edge.  

1.7.2 Medium Concentration (MCPV) 

Medium Concentration systems have a concentration ranging between 10×-100× as shown in 

Figure 8.  These systems primarily employ Fresnel lens, mirrors and parabolic or V- troughs. 

There exists slight disparity in classifying medium type concentrators as some companies’ 

extend the range of medium concentrators to 150×.  Having a higher concentration factor 

demands more space and therefore are only suitable for outdoor applications. Several types of 

concentrators have been developed by researchers and companies. A recent review of 

majority of CPV systems using Fresnel lens is presented by [12], and was concluded that 

these concentrators are the most promising  and expected to bring breakthroughs that will 

help commercialise CPV systems technology in the near future.   

 

Figure 8 Representation of a Medium Concentrator PV system the Skyline X14 System [12]. 

 

Medium concentrators use silicon solar cells which might get heated during the day; this can 

reduce their performance drastically. Usually the MCPV systems attach large aluminium 

cooling fins to the back of each panel in order to dissipate the excess thermal heat. 
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1.7.3 High Concentration (HCPV) 

High concentration PV systems employed for power generation having a concentration factor 

greater than 100X as shown in Figure 9. Few notable include the Concentrix Solar [12], 

Amonix [56, 57] , Arima EcoEnergy [58], Emcore [59], Opel, Inc., SolFocus [60]. Most of 

these companies have gone bankrupt [61] or been acquired [62] by other big companies due 

to the huge competition from flat PV industry. Using higher concentration reduces the 

consumption of the solar cell material very significantly. If we have a HCPV system of 500X 

concentration, a 1 cm2 of solar cell area can produce the same electricity as a 500 cm2 simple 

PV system. However this shifts emphasis on the solar cell which needs to be capable enough 

to work under this high concentration. HCPV systems usually have a 2-axis tracking to 

capture the maximum amount of the available solar radiation. The high energy output from 

these systems and utilization of minimal solar cells area make this technology competitive 

with utility power generation. 

 

Figure 9 High Concentrating PV systems [47].         
 

1.7.4 Application of CPV systems 

CPV systems are finding their use in a number of applications including power generation, 

desalination and BiPV applications like facades, sky lighting and wall curtains. The use of 
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CPV systems in BIPV and power generation remains to be the most important. Recently a 

huge power cum desalination plant working on CPV technology was announced in the 

kingdom of Saudi Arabia [63]. Several huge power plants working on CPV technology are 

also being announced [64]. With these figures growing higher and higher CPV technology 

seems very promising. Table 1 shows the advantages and disadvantages of the different types 

of concentrators.  

Table 1 Comparison of different types of concentrators 

Type of 

Concentrator 

CR Advantages Disadvantages 

Low 1-10  Easy to manufacture 

 Both direct and diffuse 

solar radiation 

 Cost effective and single 

junction solar cells 

 No Tracking 

 

 Less efficient when 

compared to other 

CPV systems 

 Does not require 

much thermal 

management 

 

Medium 10-100  Bulky in size 

 Easy to manufacture 

 Single Axis tracking 

 Can be used for power 

generation 

 Can use both single or 

Multijunction solar cells 

 Only DNI 

 Tracking 

 Requires Thermal 

management 

 

High More than 100  Requires less space per 

watt generated 

 Requires precision 

components 

 Has the highest potential 

for power generation 

 Only DNI 

 Requires costly solar 

cells 

 Requires double axis 

Tracking 

 Active thermal 

management 
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1.8 Concentrator Solar Cells Technologies 

The Solar Cell design plays a key role in enhancing the performance of the entire CPV 

system. Depending on the concentration ratio, application and the type of concentrator 

different types of solar cells are utilized for having an optimum performance and 

reliability of the system. For applications demanding high concentrations like point 

focused systems, special kind of solar cells are needed which can perform with higher 

efficiency under high concentration and are durable for a large period of time. This 

increases the cost of the solar cells in the CPV systems. For applications that are line 

focused there is a scope of utilizing cheaper materials, with average efficiencies as the 

solar cells. The type of Solar cells to be used in the CPV system can be single junction 

silicon cells, thin films or multi-junction cells. The LCPV and MCPV system use some 

high quality single junction silicon cells, these cells are cheaper and their manufacturing 

is not much different from those used in conventional PV panels. On the other hand, 

some MCPV and almost all HCPV systems use Multijunction solar cells. The multi 

junction solar cells utilize materials having different band gaps and are bonded together 

to utilize maximum portion of the visible spectrum which tremendously increases its 

efficiency. On the contrary single junction solar cells only utilize only a limited portion 

of the visible spectrum.  

1.8.1 Types of Concentrator Solar Cell  

The Solar Cell is the key element of any CPV system, and its design plays an important 

role in enhancing the performance of the entire CPV system. In CPV systems special 

kinds of cells are required which can operate at high concentrations and elevated 

temperatures.  

These concentrator cells differ significantly from one-sun cells in several ways, 

including the method of manufacture and the overall cell design and their performance, 
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the concentrator solar cells generally include  bus bars around the perimeter of the cell 

which can be accommodated without blocking any of the incoming light [65]. In 

addition to the bus bars, they have a series of fingers which carry the current generated 

in the emitter towards the busbars.  Depending on the concentration ratio, application 

and the type of concentrator different types of solar cells are utilized for having an 

optimum performance and reliability of the system. The type of Solar cells to be used in 

the CPV system can be single junction silicon cells [6, 7, 27, 29, 66-68], thin films [69] 

or multi-junction cells [10, 67, 70-72]. For applications demanding high concentrations 

like point focused systems, multi-junction solar cells are needed which can perform 

under high concentration and extreme temperatures and are durable for a large period of 

time. This demands not only special materials and chemical processing but also a very 

effective design which further increases the cost of the solar cells in the CPV systems. 

These types of systems are mainly used in power generation where the high investment 

gets paid off [73].  For applications that are line focused there is a scope of utilizing 

cheaper materials or the usual Si solar cells with design improvements, and improved 

efficiencies. The LCPV and MCPV system use some high quality single junction silicon 

solar cells, which are cost effective as their manufacturing is not much different from 

those used in conventional PV panels. These Si solar cells can be manufactured by 

making improvements in material quality having longer minority carrier lifetimes [6], 

proper grid design, light trapping and improved surface passivation. These solar cells 

usually have a single junction and are capable of absorbing limited regions of the solar 

spectrum. On the contrary multi junction solar cells (III-V Cells) [10] utilize a broad 

portion of the visible spectrum but are expensive. Multi junction solar cells are made of 

several layers of semiconductor material so that different layers of the cell can absorb 

different regions of the light spectrum making them capable to utilize more of the 

spectrum and reach higher efficiencies. Few MCPV and almost all HCPV systems use 
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multi-junction solar cells [73]. The cells utilize materials having different band gaps and 

are bonded together to utilize maximum portion of the visible spectrum which 

tremendously increases its efficiency. Although, it’s not very long since these 

technologies came into existence reliability studies have been carried out [74] under 

simulated conditions, these results show that  these cells are expected to perform for at 

least 30 years.   

 

Figure 10 Comparison of 1Sun and concentrator cells made using LGBC processes [75]. 

 

In order to obtain high efficiency low cost cells, Laser Grooved Buried Contact (LGBC) 

[76] solar cell technology could be used to obtain efficiencies higher than 18% on 

mono-crystalline CZ wafer at lower cost. This process utilizes a laser to scribe grooves 

into the front surface which are subsequently plated electrochemically to form the front 

contact pattern. These cells are suitable for low to medium concentration systems due to 

selective emitter structure and low contact shading. Recent developments in order to 

improve the process have been highlighted by [77]. Smaller cells could be used instead 

of the large ones in order to produce the same amount of power as can be seen in Figure 
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10. Smaller cells ensure reduced material cost, effective heat transfer in the system, 

smaller currents and can be used in applications involving building integration.  

For high concentration applications multijunction or tandem cells are utilized. These 

cells are either made by stacking solar cells with different band gaps mechanically [78]  

or different materials are all grown on a single substrate and connected in series using 

tunnel diodes.  Depending on the stacking arrangement of p-n junctions with different 

bandgaps energies, these cells can capability utilize major portion of the solar spectrum 

very conveniently and reach higher efficiencies which is currently more than 40%.  

The triple junction solar cells function similarly to the conventional series connected 

single junction solar cells except that in the triple junction cell the sub cells are 

connected in series by tunneling diodes resulting cell voltage which is the sum of 

individual subcell voltages. The more recent development of high-efficiency 

multijunction solar cells converts 44.7% of the solar light into electrical energy and was 

developed by Soitec and CEA-Leti, France, together with the Fraunhofer Institute for 

Solar Energy Systems ISE, Germany as shown in Figure 11 . These cells have the 

capability to maximize the absorbed sunlight within CPV modules while maintaining a 

lattice matched architecture and allowing optimal operation under concentrations 

beyond a thousand suns. Further details about this cell may be found under [79]. 
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Figure 11  Multijunction solar cell having a record efficiency of 44.7 % [5]. 

 

1.8.2 Losses occurring in CPV systems 

Given the high performance of CPV systems, it is very important to manage the system 

as a whole to effectively derive the maximum power output. A number of losses occur 

in the CPV systems some of which are inherent but can be reduced by proper design. 

An ideal solar cell when placed under a CPV system undergoes a series of losses as can 

be seen in Figure 12. The ideal performance of a solar cell initially reduces due to some 

reflection losses of the concentrator and the solar cell, further the errors introduced in 

the concentrator geometry again tends to reduce the efficiency. The uneven or non 
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uniform illumination produced by the use of concentrator increases the cell temperature, 

cell resistance and lowers the efficiency.  

 

Figure 12 Losses occurring in the CPV system [75]. 

 

Once the solar radiation is incident on the system, there are some reflection losses at the 

first point of contact. Depending on the spectral absorptance of the top material these 

losses can be quantified. When entering the concentrator optics, several losses can take 

place due to the imperfections in the optics used. Once concentrated the light reaches 

the solar cell in a non-uniform fashion again causing losses in the solar cell. The non-

uniform illumination tends to raise the solar cell temperature and cause hotspots on the 

solar cell. This tends to further drop the output from the system. The spectral response 

of the solar cell also plays an important role, since the solar cells are tested under 
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standard AM1.5G spectrum the changing spectrum throughout the day tends to reduce 

the solar cell output considerably. The cells are usually connected in series / parallel 

connections using some form of stringing or circuit boards which can further reduce the 

outputs of the solar cells. Finally there are some losses introduced due to the wing 

resistance and due to tracking which cause the power output to drop. Almost 40% of 

energy is lost compared to what it should perform ideally throughout the process.   

The purpose of the optical system is to concentrate sunlight and direct it to the solar cell 

uniformly, but this does not happen in reality as some portions of the solar cell get more 

exposed and some portions remain not much exposed causing a non uniform flux 

distribution on the solar cells. Only a part of the solar energy is converted to electricity 

while most of it is dissipated in the form of heat. 

The presence of non uniformity increases the temperatures across some portions of the 

cells and causes hotspots which tend to deteriorate the cell performance significantly.  

Hence, its quantification helps in designing the solar cell appropriately and making 

proper prediction in its performance.  When under concentration, these solar cells 

produce larger amounts of currents, however this gets limited due to the losses caused 

by the increase in series resistance. As the concentration ratio of the system increases, it 

becomes more and more difficult to maintain uniformity of the incident flux on the solar 

cells.  

1.9 Challenges and Opportunities  

The CPV systems face a number of technological and decision-making problems. Some 

of the challenges include [80]  lack of standards in terms of cell size, test conditions and 

concentration levels. The CPV systems are continuously undergoing developments 

which make it difficult to standardize these systems, even making it difficult to do some 

standard pricing for these systems. The cost of the system depends on several factors 
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and types of application which causes anomaly in predicting a standard price for the 

system. The exceptional demand for semiconductor materials in the electronic industry 

causes shortage in the material supply which encourages the use of concentrators, but 

also makes it more challenging [47]. The CPV systems utilize cell sizes of few 

centimeters, however the advent of modern machining methods in manufacturing the 

cell sizes are expected to be smaller in the future. The concentration factor of available 

sunlight is also not standardized, a large variation exists among the industry having 

systems with a wide range of concentration. Also, there exists no standard performance 

rating procedure.  An overview on standardization of CPV systems and its benefits is 

presented in [81]. The IEC 62108:2007 is the first standard developed for standard 

testing of CPV systems. It specifies the minimum requirements for the design 

qualification and type approval of concentrator photovoltaic system suitable for long-

term operation. Details of results obtained by a company utilising this standard are 

presented [82].  Few more standards are being developed which are specific to some 

CPV systems including IEC TC82 WG7 which is a recent safety standard for CPV 

modules. Others include UL 8703, TUV TS3.80815.  The tracking plays a very 

important role in the working of medium and high CPV systems as it is an integral part 

of the system. Failing to track the sun could result in the deterioration of the 

concentrator edges which could reduce the long term working of the system. Other 

important parameters that remain common to PV systems include the impact of dust and 

soiling of the CPV systems [83, 84]. It was found that soiling affects CPV systems far 

more than simple PV panels, the effect of soiling cannot be generalised and is more site 

specific, but the key thing is to maintain the systems clean for better operation otherwise 

all the efforts of increasing the efficiency of the system are wasted. Furthermore, the 

CPV technology faces competition from Crystalline Silicon due to the high cost 

involved in manufacturing these special solar cells and accurate tracking. 
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Commercialization of CPV technology also poses a challenge due to several issues; 

some important issues include the formation of hot spots caused by the use of imaging 

Fresnel lens in CPV systems. The successful way of utilizing the imaging system is by 

having an accurate and reliable tracking system which increases the overall cost of the 

system and poses problems for commercialization. The overall performance of the CPV 

system is related to its optics, thermal dissipation and electrical performance of the 

system. The purpose of the optical system is to concentrate sunlight and direct it to the 

solar cell uniformly, but this doesn’t happen in reality as some portions of the solar cell 

get more exposed and some portions remain not much exposed causing a non uniform 

flux distribution on the solar cells. Xie et al [85] evaluated the flux distribution along 

the absorber using ray tracing simulations. Results indicated uniform distribution of 

solar irradiance for moderate concentrator ratios helping improve the overall efficiency 

of the system. The solar cell electrical performance varies throughout the day depending 

on its orientation and the flux incident on its surface. It’s very important that the solar 

cells are designed by proper current matching and the incident solar spectrum. Improper 

design causes increase in the resistance and reduces electrical performance of the 

system. Another important challenge which is expected is the expansion of Fresnel lens 

due to excessive heat. The Fresnel lens used in the high concentration system 

experiences thermal expansion if installed in very high temperature climates causing its 

deformation and degradation in performance. Hence improving the lens material could 

prove to be very substantial in the area of high concentrating Photovoltaics.  

1.10 Non Uniform Illumination in CPV 

The use of concentrators modifies the incident radiation on the solar cells, while 

amplifying it to several times and generating non-uniform illumination patterns which 

are both discrete and discontinuous in nature. Non uniformity can be caused over a 

single surface of solar cell subjected to non uniform illumination or to a series of cells 
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connected together and each being illuminated. There needs to be a distinction in type 

of non-uniformity caused in the concentrator solar cells [86]. In the first case, there is 

excessive illumination on some region of the solar cells and some are rarely illuminated. 

The regions illuminated excessively generate huge currents and get heated. This 

decreases the electrical output of the solar cell and some areas of the cell do not operate 

and the generation of cross currents causes dissipation of electrical power. In the second 

case a complete shadow effect occurring on one of the cells causes the whole series 

generator to stop supplying energy. Usually solar cells are connected in series in linear 

concentrators; where the current passing through each cell is assumed to be same. But in 

reality, there might be lot of difference between the current generated by each cell 

depending upon the amount of shading. In case of linear CPV systems it was pointed 

out by  [87] that the current is almost linearly dependent on the incident light, the 

current in a string of identical solar cells will be limited by the cell with the least 

illumination. The longitudinal radiation flux profile may be affected by several factors 

which could include the concentrator shape, size, defects in manufacturing. The cell 

receiving the lowest illumination might limit the current and the performance of the 

cells connected in series. The electrical energy produced in the illuminated cells is 

dissipated in the cell which is not illuminated, and this cell is heated.  

In the case of multijunction (GaInP/GaAs/Ge) III-V cells almost 37% of the energy 

absorbed in a solar cell is used for generating electric power and the rest 63% dissipates 

in the form of heat [88]. The cell temperatures could reach more than 1300 oC. The non 

uniformity further increases the I2R losses in the high concentration regions causing the 

cell to operate at much lower efficiency. Non-uniform illumination typically produces 

degradation in performance since higher intensities occur near the cell center further 

from the cell bus-bar, producing increased power losses in the cell front grid and front 

surface diffused regions of conventional planar cells [89]. The combined effect of non-
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uniform illumination and surface resistance on the performance of solar cell was 

described by [90].  It was predicted theoretically and experimentally evaluated that the 

dark regions in a partially illuminated cell acts as a load responsible for a drop in 

conversion efficiency, open circuit voltage and short circuit current values.  

The non uniformity arises due to several reasons related to the concentrator design, 

relative position of the solar cell and the sun, and external factors like shading [86]. The 

non uniformity in the illumination affects several parameters of the solar cell ultimately 

causing a drop in the overall cell efficiency. It is quite challenging to estimate the 

performance of concentrator solar cells under non uniform illumination and is simply 

beyond gathering the data collected by exposing the solar cells to a range of uniform 

illumination conditions. Some of the most notable causes, effects and methods of 

estimating or measuring the performance of solar cells subjected to non uniform 

illumination on the cell are highlighted below.  

1.10.1 Causes of non uniformity of incident flux 

The solar illumination once incident on the CPV system gets concentrated and is 

focused on the solar cells. The illumination reaching the solar cell is non-uniform and 

can cause hot spots on the solar cell. For cases where there is continuous tracking the 

non-uniform illumination may be introduced by only the optical element. But in cases 

where the system is fixed at a particular position the sun’s position with respect to the 

system may introduce the inhomogeneity.  The electrical performance of the solar cell 

varies throughout the day depending on its orientation and the flux incident on its 

surface. These parameters are very important during the design of the solar cells and 

need to be accounted for during their design process. [12] Evaluated the flux 

distribution along the absorber using ray tracing simulations. Results indicated that 

uniform distribution of solar irradiance for moderate concentrator ratios helps improve 
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the overall efficiency of the system. Few of the underlying causes of non-uniformity are 

listed in Table 2. 

Table 2 Causes of Non-uniformity and their underlying reasons 

Cause of            

Non-Uniformity 

Underlying reasons 

Concentrator Optics  Improper design 

 Inherent property of the optical element 

Shape Errors  Manufacture errors 

 Shrinkage 

Tracking Errors  Improper tracking 

 Losses due to modified spectral response caused by 

tracking 

Misalignment of 

Concentrator 

 Caused during manufacture 

 Optical dispersion in the cpv system 

Optical Properties  Impurities in materials 

 Specular materials lead towards higher illumination 

peaks 

Mechanical Failures  Aging 

 Fatigue and thermal stresses 

 Discoloration of the optics 

 Shape change 

 Buckling and warping 

Spectral Response  Change of the solar Spectrum throughout the day 

 Change of the spectrum received by the solar cell 
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1.11 Effects of non-uniform illumination  

The non uniformity in illumination profile causes several problems in the functioning of 

the CPV system. Some of them are related to the electrical performance of the solar cell, 

while others are related to the overall performance of the CPV system. The following 

discussion summarizes the effects in two basic categories of electrical and thermal 

impacts. It may be noted that some of the electrical parameters get affected as a 

consequence of thermal effects introduced by the non-uniform illumination profiles 

thereby reducing the overall system performance.  

1.11.1 Electrical  

The non uniform illumination produces ohmic drops higher than expected, mainly 

because the cell operates locally at higher irradiance [91]. In a non-uniformly 

illuminated solar cell it is found that an internal current flows even in open-circuit 

conditions, which is directly proportional to the irradiance and the degree of non 

uniformity [92].  The affected parameters that reduce the solar cell performance include: 

 total photocurrent 

 cell's short-circuit current 

 cell's short-circuit current density 

 average illumination intensity 

 open-circuit voltage 

 fill factor 

In silicon based concentrator solar cells, the diffused layer has a very low thickness 

which is usually about a micron, in the presence of non uniform illumination the open 

circuit voltage is affected primarily by the cell area and the sheet resistivity. The non-

uniformity produces a gradient in the charge carrier’s density which causes the lateral 

currents to flow through the emitter thereby causing a open circuit voltage drop. Gopal 
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et al  [93] studied the effect of non uniformity on photovoltaic decay and explored the 

possible mechanisms responsible for the discrepancies between the experimental results 

and models. The authors observed a drop in steady-state effective open-circuit voltage 

under non-uniform illumination, because of its modulation by the surface voltage 

caused by the sheet resistivity of the emitter region of the solar cells. In a PV cell the 

maximum current obtained is known as the short-circuit current (Isc) and the maximum 

voltage obtained is known as open-circuit voltage (Voc). The value of current 

corresponding to this open circuit voltage is zero and the value of voltage corresponding 

to the short circuit current is zero therefore yielding power at both points to be zero. 

Franklin et al [94] studied the effects of non-uniformity on the I-V characteristics of the 

solar cell both numerically and experimentally. Araki et al [95]  presented a calculation 

method for non-linear diode behavior of multi-junction concentrator cells due to the non 

uniform illumination. The method identified an increase in ideality actor due to the 

presence of non uniformity. The authors also pointed out that the presence of non 

uniformity significantly dropped the fill factor. The effect of concentration distribution 

on the cell performance was studied by [96] while using a 3-d lens as a concentrating 

element.  The fill factor was calculated as a function of sheet resistance under both 

uniform and non-uniform irradiation. It was found that the non-uniform simulation 

results agreed well with the real conditions.  

1.11.2 Thermal effects 

Concentrating sunlight onto small solar cell produces localized thermal heating. The 

characteristics of the illumination optics determine the illumination distribution across 

the cells, this could heat the cell along the surface causing degradation in its 

performance and cause non-uniform temperature profiles across the cell area  [89]. In 

multijunction cells different layers of the cell absorb different spectra of light producing 

a temperature gradient along its depth in addition to the temperature gradient along its 
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surface. The power dissipated from the solar cell plays a major role in determining the 

solar cell performance as only a part of the incident solar radiation is converted into 

electricity and the remaining is converted to heat. The concentrator solar cells are 

subjected to high amounts of radiation and so need a passive or active cooling 

mechanism to maintain lower operating temperatures. The heat dissipation from the 

solar cell ensures proper working and increases their life-time and decreases the wear 

caused by excessive temperatures.  The solar cell performance is very much related to 

the series resistance caused by its components, which depends on the cell base, emitter 

area and the amount of metal used in the grid design [97].  The operational cell 

temperature is usually determined by means of Voc vs. temperature data. The high flux 

level in concentrating systems along with non-uniformity affects this dependence and 

introduces some errors in measurements. [98] Experimentally validated and introduced 

a relation between maximum cell temperature and open circuit voltage for a particular 

concentration level under inhomogeneous irradiance. In their review [99] pointed out 

the nonuniform flux distributions over the receiver surface generally having a peak flux 

higher than the mean value at that concentration level, therefore requiring a cooling 

device capable enough to handle these peak intensities throughout the cell surface. [100] 

evaluated the temperature dependence of electrical characteristics i.e., temperature 

coefficients of Voc, Isc, FF and efficiency for InGaP/InGaAs/Ge triple junction solar 

cells. It was found that the temperature dependence of efficiency is mostly affected by 

the dependence of Voc on its temperature coefficients. The efficiency was found to 

increase with increasing Concentration Ratio (CR) due to the rise in Voc but again found 

to decrease with rise in the cell temperature. However, lesser impact on efficiency was 

observed at high concentrations. 

CPV technologies are currently evolving, which makes it difficult to predict their 

reliability for longer periods of time. However to overcome this shortcoming 
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accelerated tests are performed. Recently [101] thermal aging tests for concentrator 

photovoltaic solar cells and systems under illumination were deployed for more than 

10000 hrs in a thermal aging tester while forward biasing the solar cells at the required 

current. The thermal effects of the non-uniformity are more pronounced in case of 

HCPV systems, however it is equally important to be studied for both LCPV and 

MCPV systems.  

1.12 Importance for the industry  

CPV technologies are continuously undergoing developments. In order to match these 

developments in concentrators it is very important that the industry have certain 

capabilities to interlink the cell design with different kinds of concentrators and their 

optical performances. There, exists a need for an effective cell design model to ensure 

good conversion efficiency over the required concentration range, illumination patterns 

and variety of cell sizes as the ultimate aim of the system is to reduce the $/watt of 

electricity produced. Figure 13 demonstrates the non uniform illumination in the solar 

cell of a Whitfield Solar trough (vintage 2006), with the end removed to aid viewing 

inside. It shows the Fresnel lens at the top of the image and the resulting light spot that 

is formed by the Fresnel lens on the Narec LGBC silicon concentrator cell. This is a 

typical image of the spot size in the Whitfield collector, as it gives a generous allowance 

for tracking error. Inside the illuminated spot the illumination will not be uniform.  
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Figure 13 A cut out view of CPV system by Whitfield Solar. 

 

If a 'classic' imaging Fresnel is used, the resulting spot has a very peaky distribution 

across it. Whitfield Solar and their lens supplier modified the lens facets to get as even 

an illumination as possible within the spot, but even so the distribution obtained was 

certainly not a pure 'top hat' shape and a more like 2:1 from average to peak 

illumination was observed. 

A drop in solar cell efficiency due to non-uniformity reduces the amount of power 

produced and thereby tends to increase the cost of power produced per watt. 

Consolidation of an optimized design into processes capable of rapid throughput at 

reduced costs is sought to ensure means to process and evaluate cells with the properties 

needed as per the requirements [102]. Solar cell manufacturers have the capability of 

tailoring the solar cell design in order to match the illumination patterns of the CPV 

system. A few examples demonstrating the capability at Solar Capture Technologies 

(previously known as Narec Solar) to modify the cell architectures is shown in Figure 
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14. These include cell architectures with a) cell, with single long busbar, b) cell, with 

two bus bars at the cell short edges, c) trench cell having a series of busbars equally 

spaced throughout the cell. Several companies are using these types of cells and are 

targeting costs of 10 USD cents per kWh using CPV technology [103]. 

 

 

Figure 14 Grid patterns in Solar Cells a) cell, with single long busbar, b) cell, with two 

bus bars at the cell short edges, c) trench cell having a series of busbars equally spaced 

throughout the cell. 

1.13 Building Integrated Concentrating Photovoltaics  

Solar energy can be directly converted into electricity by the use of photovoltaic 

technology. One of the major components of our energy requirements is for buildings 

which consume more than 40 % of world’s energy. Solutions like Building integrated 

photovoltaics, which introduced PV systems into structural elements of the buildings 

considered them to be functional part of the building structure, or architecturally 

integrated into the building's design. These included semi transparent facades [104], 

glass ceilings [105], Clay solar tiles [106], BIPV foils or thin films [107]  and Sphelar® 
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cells [108] which are highly transparent and stable solar cells employing a solid state 

flexible construction which can be used in power producing façades, windows and other 

building applications. However, with increasing competition and costs, the solutions 

could not gain the much needed prominence. Some of the notable solutions are 

presented under [109] where many interesting products with satisfactory appearance and 

high efficiencies with good weather stability are presented. 

Concentrating sunlight and focusing it on smaller sized cells could help in reducing the 

expensive solar cell materials. Further, if we integrate these systems in our existing 

building structural elements a further prosperity of the application can be anticipated. 

Building integrated concentrating photovoltaic (BICPV) systems are the solution 

towards sustainable modern buildings. With optimized day lighting and simultaneous 

energy production, efficient buildings seem now closer to reality. Using the principle of 

concentrating sunlight reduces the amount of solar cell material required and makes it 

more cost effective. Integrating the structural elements like windows, facades, sky 

lighting, cladding, curtain wall etc. with concentrating photovoltaic technology further 

adds prospects of an entirely new market in its own. Only a few of such applications 

have been developed across the world. 

Some of the recent developments could be found under [43]. However, few other 

developments have been undertaken by our research groups very recently. A new 

concept of integrating concentrating photovoltaics has been recently demonstrated by 

[110], where a reflective type three dimensional compound parabolic concentrator (3D 

CCPC PV) was used as the optical concentrating element. The system maximum power 

output was found to be three times that of the similar kind of non-concentrator system 

with maximum electrical conversion efficiency of 14%.  Another system of a 3-d static 

concentrator called the square elliptical hyperboloid (SEH) with 4× was presented at 
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[111]. System was built using dielectric material and worked on the concept of total 

internal reflection. This system was found to have an optical efficiency of 40 % with a 

wider acceptance angle equaling 120 degree thus enabling the sunlight capture all day 

from both direct and diffuse radiations. Another similar system but with variable heights 

is presented under [112].  A two dimensional asymmetric CPC system based on 

dielectric concentrator was presented by [113] the system has a concentration ratio of 

2.8 capable of having maximum power ratios of 2.27. Another system based on see-

through prism CPV module for window integrated photovoltaics was presented under 

[23]. This system generates approximately 1.15 times more electricity than a 

conventional module while operating with 63% less solar cell area. Other systems based 

on CPV/T concepts were presented by [114]. Systems with CR>2.5 × are presented 

which can include the thermal and PV module together or separately with and without 

tracking mechanisms.   

Few industrial products are also currently available in the market working on this 

concept.  Solergy’s patented Cogen CPV™ technology system [69] working with a 

new, tilt & roll tracker design, is one of its kind BICPV system that can be directly 

installed in rooftop beams, greenhouses, orchards, crop rows, and ground-mounted. 

Another system by solar curtain wall solution is by Solaror® [115], which makes use of 

beehive shaped reflectors as the concentrating element. The system is translucent 

technology for improved interior illumination and has an aesthetically appealing 

architecture. Finally, the biggest company currently working on this application is 

Pythagoras solar whose solar windows or photovoltaic glass units (PVGU) uses a 

prismatic concentrator and bifacial photovoltaic cells. The PVGU units can generate up 

to four times than conventional thin film based insulated glass units.  The system is 

capable of providing low U- values thereby reducing the heat losses. The solutions 

offered are for both curtain wall and skylight applications.  
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1.14 Conclusions 

This chapter has focused on the challenges and opportunities in the area of CPV 

research. Significant developments are highlighted based on different types of 

technologies. It is important to identify and understand the gaps between research and 

the industry. The performance of a CPV system depends on a number of parameters 

including optical efficiency, heat dissipation, precision manufacturing and accurate 

tracking. The use of inexpensive materials and components shall be the key driver to 

lower the cost of the system. The systems can improve the reliability if they are able to 

perform in harsh environments. Failure of any component in the system degrades the 

performance of the system instantly so the overall system needs to be designed and 

manufactured accordingly. 

In order to lower the cost of the CPV systems, the important parameters include optimal 

solar cell design, efficient and robust concentrators accompanied by lower 

manufacturing costs which can be achieved via mass production. The high 

concentration PV systems require high precision components, very high quality solar 

cell material and demand reliability. In addition they require two-axis tracking to obtain 

desired efficiencies. Medium Concentration systems on the other hand can operate on 

single axis tracking and are proving quite useful in power generation systems. There 

exist wide opportunities for research and development in the area of CPV systems. 

Opportunities exist in material characterization, design of new concentrators, numerical 

modelling and testing of the CPV systems. The technology is being upgraded 

continuously due to the R&D efforts by industry and academia. Field testing proves to 

be of critical importance in identifying the material and operational deficiencies which 

are difficult to identify in industry standard tests [60] 
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CHAPTER 2 Building Integrated 

Concentrating Photovoltaics – A review 

2.1 Introduction  

According to the World Energy Council report [116] buildings are the largest 

consumers of electricity, accounting for about 40% of energy consumption in most 

countries. The increasing trend in energy consumption could only be reversed if we 

provide solutions which are economically viable and can integrate well within existing 

architecture. Photovoltaics tend to integrate well within the building architecture. 

Placing PV panels on the rooftops or roof spaces has so far been an effective way to 

utilize the PV technology to generate power. There are two different categories in which 

the PV technologies may be integrated, they are known as Building Applied 

Photovoltaics (BAPV) and Building Integrated Photovoltaics (BIPV).  

BAPV are regular solar cell systems that are generally installed on top of roofs whereas 

BIPV are solar cells integrated into the building envelope elements, such as construction 

materials as roof tiles and ceramic or glass facades. Unfortunately, most of the BAPV 

panels make most of the buildings lose their aesthetics and in some cases they 

completely mask the beautiful architecture which was a part of the building design. 

Figure 15 shows one such example where the addition of PV panels on the roof makes 

reduces the aesthetic appeal from the building.  Installing PV on roof space limits the 

size of the electrical output that may be extracted. 
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Figure 15 Building Applied Photovoltaics (BAPV) [117]. 

 

To address these issues, systems which could integrate seamlessly into the building 

architecture have been invented. These systems often known as Building Integrated 

Photovoltaics (BIPV) could displace conventional building materials. The net cost of 

installing such system is much lower compared to a typical PV system [118].  

2.2 Building Integrated Photovoltaics  

The general principle of Building Integrated Photovoltaics (BIPV) is that PV modules 

are integrated into the building envelope, substituting standard glass and other cladding 

materials with glass/glass laminates encapsulating PV cells within. These BIPV 

modules generate electricity at the ‘point of use’ thereby maximizing energy efficiency 

and eliminate transmission losses. The electricity generated using this system is directly 

feed into the building, making the source of energy the sole point of its consumption.  

However, they stand a very tough competition from the standard silicon panels [119]. 

Any increase in the electricity prices improves the viability of semi-transparent 

photovoltaic systems. By becoming an integral part of the building architecture BIPV 

can enhance the building energy efficiency through electricity generation but also can 

provide daylight transmission and improve the thermal properties of the building 

facades.  
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The key features expected of a Building Integrated Photovoltaic system include:  

 Natural integration in the building architecture  

 Modularity  

 Aesthetically pleasing design 

 Conformity with building design and standards 

Figure 16 shows once the recently developed BIPV system from the company Solar 

Cloth [120]. The system includes flexible thin film photovoltaics (FTFP) which are 

integrated into flexible and lightweight tensile structures.  

 

Figure 16 A single span car port using BIPV by Solar Cloth [120]. 

 

BiPV systems can be integrated into different building architectures these include 

windows, vertical glazing, canopies, green houses, curtain walls, roofs, window awning 

etc as shown in Figure 17.  
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Figure 17 Different types of BIPV architectures [121]. 

 

The use of BiPV systems has several advantages as pointed out by [118], the key 

advantages include :  

 Reduction in the investment for displacing the façade  

 Requires little or no energy storage as the point of electricity generation 

becomes the point of consumption 
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 Embeds into the building architecture and therefore minimizes any land use 

 Can form part of communication system for cellular communication 

 Improves the thermal insulation 

The potential market for Building Integrated Photovoltaics is both new constructions 

and refurbishment of existing buildings by retrofitting. The flexibility and modularity 

BIPV products offer makes it easy for them to be applied in any kind of building 

architecture.  

2.2.1 Limitations in BIPV system  

Most of the BIPV systems make use of the available first generation PV technologies. 

The decreasing cost of PV also means a reduction in the cost of BIPV systems. The 

colored PV panels make use of a special color coating over standard PV panels that act 

as a filter to block a considerable portion of the visible spectrum and reflect the color 

inside the coating. These panels are limited in their efficiency due to the addition of the 

coating.  

 

Figure 18 Concept of Colored PV panels. 

 

The limitation most of the BIPV systems face is the power produced per unit of the 

solar cell used, which is directly associated with the carbon footprint of the solar cells. 

An effective way to improve this is by incorporating concentrating photovoltaics in 
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these systems, which can substantially increase the power produced per unit of the solar 

cell material and reduce its associated carbon footprint.  

An effective way to improve the performance of such systems is to concentrate the 

incoming light. Concentrating Photovoltaic (CPV) systems make use of optical 

components which concentrate the incoming sunlight and focus it on solar cells. The 

concentrated light reaching the solar cell magnifies the production of energy several 

times. These optical components often referred to as concentrators, make use of 

reflective/ refractive principles of optics, individually or in combination for 

concentrating the sunlight. Incorporating the concentrating photovoltaics into any part 

of the building architecture is referred to as Building Integrated Concentrating 

Photovoltaics (BICPV).  

2.3 Building Integrated Concentrating Photovoltaic (BICPV) systems  

There is abundance in the available solar energy incident on the earth’s surface, but its 

effective use still remains untapped. Concentrating Photovoltaics (CPV) is one of those 

technologies which are being deployed for harnessing solar energy and generate large 

amounts of electrical power. A recent report on CPV [122] forecasts that the worldwide 

installations of CPV installed capacity will cross 1 GW by 2020. With solar cell 

efficiencies exceeding 40% there has been a great advancement in the area of 

photovoltaics over the last decade [123]. However these high efficiency solar cells are 

economically viable only when used under high concentration, which essentially relies 

on the optical system used for concentrating the incoming sunlight. There exist a 

plethora of CPV technologies in the market for power generation, but only a few have 

been designed so far for building integration. The CPV systems are primarily classified 

based on the concentration they can achieve on the solar cell. Based on the level of 

concentration these concentrators are divided into Low (< 10 ×), Medium (10×-100×) 
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and High (>100×) Concentrating Photovoltaic (HCPV) systems [47], where × (also 

termed as Cg)  represents the geometrical ratio of the areas of the entry and exit 

apertures. Concentrators may include one or more optical elements to achieve the 

desired level of concentration. Typical CPV systems incorporate non-imaging optics 

[124] to achieve the desired level of optical concentration. Based on the level of 

concentration, different solar cell technologies are utilized. Most commonly used 

include the single junction Si solar cells [125] for low and medium concentration 

systems and Multi-junction solar cells [88] for high concentration systems. The present 

study reviews and categorizes such system based on their make and performance.  

2.4 Non Imaging Optics  

Non imaging optics is a way of collection, concentration and transport of light [126]. 

Unlike traditional imaging optics, the techniques involved do not attempt to form an 

image of the source.  This is achieved primarily by relaxing the constraints of point to 

point mapping and collecting as much light as possible [127].  In solar energy 

application the prime objective of the concentrator is to increase the power density of 

the radiation. Several applications have been developed utilizing this methodology. 

Based on the optical principle used for concentrating the sunlight we classify these 

systems to be   

 Reflective based systems 

 Refractive based systems 

2.4.1 Reflective based System  

Basic Principle:  

The reflection based systems primarily make use of optical mirrors which reflect the 

incident light and focus it on the solar cells.  Figure 19 shows a simple V-shaped trough 

inclined at a certain angle. The reflectors redirect the incoming light on the solar cell, in 
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doing so some energy is lost from the incoming light rays, which is commonly referred 

as specular losses. Several CPV systems have been developed based on this concept.  

 

Figure 19 Reflective optics focuses light on the Solar Cell. 

 

The most popular design working on this is the Compound Parabolic Concentrator 

(CPC) as shown in Figure 20.  

 

Figure 20 Schematic diagram of a Compound parabolic concentrator [128]. 
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Descriptions of the CPC begin from the Cerenkov radiation and particle physics 

experiment  [129].  The CPC geometry was developed by Winston [130, 131], and 

further examined by  several others [128, 132]. A Compound Parabolic Concentrator 

(CPC) for solar energy applications consists of two different parabolic reflectors which 

can reflect both direct and a fraction of the diffuse incident radiation at the entrance 

aperture onto the absorber in addition to the direct solar radiation absorbed directly by 

the absorber. The geometry of the CPC is simply formed by rotating the axis of the 

parabola through a certain angle known as the acceptance angle (θa).  All light that hits 

the CPC at angles less than θa are accepted by it and reach the absorber surface 

admeasuring ‘2a’. 

 

Figure 21 Angular acceptance function of untruncated CPC, truncated CPC and CPC with 
mirror error δ [128]. 

 

These CPC can achieve ideal optical performance in the category of non-imaging 

optics. Figure 21 shows the angular acceptance function of a CPC, the changes 

occurring if truncated and the impact of any errors in the reflective mirror.  The 

maximum concentration these systems are capable to reach is given by  
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Further details about these systems can be found here [131]. The Compound parabolic 

concentrator with non-symmetrical design, i.e. with different acceptance half angles of 

the two parabolas, is termed as an Asymmetric compound parabolic concentrator [133]. 

2.4.2 Refractive /Dielectric based Systems  

Basic Principle  

The refractive based optics works based on the Snell’s law, consider light entering from 

a medium with refractive index n1 at an angle of incidence i, into another medium with 

refractive index n2.  

 2
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According to [127], the concentration ratio of a concentrator can be expressed in terms 

of the incident and refractive angles as  
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The maximum value of the angle of refraction is 90°, assuming the first medium to be 

air (n1=1), and the refractive index of the optical medium n2=n, we get  
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Where θ is the angle of incidence. The above equation is only true for 2D concentrators. 

In the case of a 3D concentrator the equation changes to  
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2.5 Systems Developed for Building Integration  

In the last few years several of such applications have been demonstrated [11, 27-31, 

43, 47, 50, 75, 110-113, 133-146].  Starting from simple reflective elements used to 

concentrate the light, complex designs based on dielectric materials have been used. 

Some of the systems developed along these lines have been showcased by several 

researchers [110-112].  Unlike conventional systems, some systems use luminescent 

materials to concentrate sunlight. One of the systems analyzed recently was a stained-

glass window proposed for building integration by Kerrouche et. al. [55]. These systems 

provide good aesthetics but have very limited efficiency. A new design of the 

Luminescent Solar Concentrator (LSC) window with front-face PV cells was proposed 

recently by Corrado et. al. [147].  This configuration allows the solar cells to receive 

both direct solar irradiation and wave-guided photons emitted from a dye embedded in 

an acrylic sheet, which is optically coupled to the PV cells.  A recent study [142] 

demonstrated a new mirror symmetrical dielectric totally internally reflecting 

concentrator (MSDTIRC) based on the method described by [130]. The system has a 

geometrical concentration of 4.9× and was proposed for building integration. In most of 

the literature, usually a singular component of the system analysis is presented and very 

little literature is present on the overall performance and analysis of such systems. A 

study on the optical performance of compound parabolic concentrators with polygonal 

apertures was carried out by Cooper et. al. [148]. Results show that the flux 

distributions at the exit aperture of polygonal CPCs was less uniform than that of the 

revolved CPC, with dark spots forming near the corners. A detailed performance 

analysis of a Cross Compound Parabolic Concentrator (CCPC) based concentrator for 

building integration was conducted by Baig et. al. [139]. The system was built using 

dielectric material and worked on the concept of total internal reflection. This system 

was found to have an optical efficiency of 40 % with a wider acceptance angle, thus 
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enabling sunlight capture throughout the day from both direct and diffuse radiations.  

Details of these systems based on the type of concentrator are discussed in the following 

sections.  

2.5.1 Two Dimensional/ Linear Concentrators  

Low concentration compound parabolic reflectors, enable the capture of a large fraction 

of the diffuse solar radiation (in addition to the direct component) – especially relevant 

for northern European climatic conditions. Previous research [133] showed that 

asymmetric compound parabolic PV concentrator significantly increased its power 

output compared to the flat PV system and suitable for building façade or window 

integration in the UK.  One of the first systems developed for building integration was 

proposed by [28].  

 

 

Figure 22 Asymmetric compound parabolic photovoltaic concentrator (ACPPVC) 

system [133]. 
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Figure 22 shows the schematic of a novel non-imaging asymmetric compound parabolic 

photovoltaic concentrator was designed and evaluated. An asymmetric design meant 

having two different angles of acceptance on either side of the normal. Detailed optical 

analysis and experimental analysis was presented was presented [133].  In order to 

reduce the quantity of reflector materials, system weight and cost, the ACPPVC was 

truncated by 54% leading to a geometrical concentration ratio of 2.01. The system was 

reported to have an optical efficiency of up to 85.85% for a wide range of solar 

incidence angles. Under outdoor testing the power produced by the ACPPVC was found 

to be 1.62 times that of the power generated by the flat PV panel. 

A symmetric design based on similar concept to be used for both electrical and thermal 

energy was proposed by [138]. An experimental prototype of the same has been 

manufactured and tested recently by [149]. The system was designed for a geometric 

concentration of 2.3×. The maximum power output of the CPC based PV/T system with 

cooling is approximately 34 W which is about twice of the power output in the absence 

of cooling. 

The asymmetric design was applied to refractive based optics and a new generation of 

concentrator was developed for building integration by [146]. Optical efficiencies of 

more than 90% were reported and it was concluded that the asymmetric concentrator is 

more suitable for use at building facades. These systems were termed as the first 

generation of Photovoltaic Facades of Reduced Costs Incorporating Devices with 

Optically Concentrating Elements (PRIDE) as shown in Figure 23. This system 

consisted of linear dielectric non-imaging concentrators with an asymmetric CPC and a 

geometric concentration ratio of 2.46. The system was essentially designed on the basis 

of the sun motion from a south facing wall. Prototypes were made using 3 and 9 mm 

wide solar cells and the concentrator was prepared using casting. The design was found 
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to give optical efficiencies over 40% even for incidence angles outside its angular 

acceptance range 

 

Figure 23 1st generation of PRIDE developed by [146]. 

 

A second generation of PRIDE also known as PRIDE-2  as shown in Figure 24 was 

developed by [27] incorporating 6 mm wide single crystal silicon solar cells as part of 

the IDEOCONTE project. The concentrator element was manufactured using injection 

molding process. The design was obtained by truncation of a asymmetric compound 

parabolic concentrator (ACPC). A cost reduction of about 40% was achieved when 

compared to a non-concentrating counterpart.  
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Figure 24  A second generation of PRIDE module developed by [28]. 

  

A third generation of PRIDE concentrator has been designed and manufactured by 

[113]. These systems were also named as dielectric asymmetric compound parabolic 

concentrators (DIACPC). Three different DIACPC systems were designed to have half 

acceptance angles of 0° and 55° (DiACPC-55), 0° and 66° (DiACPC-66) and 0° and 77° 

(DiACPC-77). The optical analysis of these systems showed that the DiACPC-55 

outperformed the other two designs. A prototype of the same was later reported [143] 

The indoor characterization of the system showed as  maximum power ratio of 2.27 

when compared to a similar non-concentrating counterpart.  
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Figure 25 Prototype of a DiACPC-55 based BICPV system [143]. 

 

A detailed optical-thermal-electrical modelling procedure for such type of system was 

shown recently [137]. Use of ray trace methods was made to carry out the optical 

analysis of the system. Based on the illumination profile found from the optical 

simulation, a coupled electrical and thermal simulation was carried out on the system. 

The impact of non-uniform illumination was also studied. A prototype was developed 

and tested for its electrical performance under 1000W/m2.  

 

Figure 26 Prototype of the BICPV module [137]. 
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About 0.5% absolute drop in solar cell efficiency was observed due to non-uniformity at 

5° incident angle. The model used the constants specified by [150], which resulted in 

some discrepancies between the modeled and experimental results.  

A further enhancement to this module was proposed by [136]. It was being observed 

that the encapsulant joining the concentrator unit and the solar cell was causing certain 

rays to escape. Use of reflective film was made along the edges of the concentrator to 

minimize these losses. A detailed optical-electrical and thermal model was used to 

predict the performance and compared to experimental results. Results showed an 

increase of 16% in the average power output while using this reflective film. On 

including the thermal effects it was found that the overall benefit changes to about 6% 

while using a reflective film. 

A tilted design of the asymmetric based dielectric system was recently presented [151] 

as shown in Figure 27. Optical ray tracing was carried out by truncating the 

concentrator at eight different intervals relative to the complete CPC.  It was found that 

the optimum output can be achieved by having a truncation leading to about 70% of the 

side area.   

 

Figure 27 PV integrated CPC for transparent façade [151]. 
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A novel linear concentrator proposed recently for building integration is the lens-walled 

compound parabolic concentrator [152], the experimental results showed an increment 

in the acceptance angle compared to the mirror based CPC system.  

 

Figure 28 System proposed for building integration (a) Lens –walled CPC (b) mirror 

CPC [152]. 

 

2.5.2 Three Dimensional Concentrators  

Several designs of 3D concentrators have been proposed for CPV applications. 

However, we will focus essentially on the systems which have been proposed for 

building integration.  The 3D concentrator principally concentrated the light from all the 

directions unlike the linear concentrators. One of the first designs proposed for building 

integration is the reflective 3D crossed compound parabolic concentrator (3DCCPC) for 

building integration [110].  The system consisted of an array of 3DCCPC placed over 

1cm 2 sized LGBC solar cells as shown in Figure 29. The developed system was found 

to perform with optical efficiencies of 75 % experimentally for a 60° acceptance angle. 

An improved optical efficiency of 81% was achieved experimentally in the second 

prototype of the system.   
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Figure 29 A first prototype of the reflective type 3DCCPC concentrator proposed for 

building integration [110]. 

  

 

Figure 30 Second prototype of the reflective type 3DCCPC [144]. 

 

Based on the similar design a refractive based 3DCCPC was modeled and 

experimentally evaluated by [139]. The refractive based system has higher acceptance 
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angle as compared to the reflective type system. A detailed optical, electrical and 

thermal modelling of the system was carried out with experimental validation. A 

maximum power ratio of 2.67 and an acceptance angle of 80° were found when 

comparing the electrical output of the concentrator unit with the bare cell. The 

temperature was found to have a parasitic effect on the overall performance of the 

system bringing about 14.6% drop in the overall power production.  

 

Figure 31 A refractive based 3DCCPC for building integration [139]. 

 

A further enhancement to the above system was recently reported [136] as shown in 

Figure 32 , where light trapping was performed by applying a reflective film along the 

edges of the 3DCCPC concentrator. A maximum power ratio of 2.73 was observed at an 

incidence angle of 10°.  The system optical efficiency improved, however this reduced 

the acceptance angle slightly.  
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Figure 32 3DCCPC based BICPV with a reflective film along the edges [136]. 

 

To encounter this problem another enhancement has been proposed known as the 

Conjugate refractive –reflective based system. The system utilizes the merits of both the 

refractive and reflective based 3DCCPC systems.  The system essentially consists of a 

reflective casing around the refractive based 3DCCPC system as shown in Figure 33. 

The impact of the air gap between the reflective and refractive geometry was evaluated.  

It was found that increasing air gap reduced the optical performance of the system. An 

average increase of 5.4 % improvement in the PR was found across the complete range 

of incidence angles. 
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Figure 33 Conjugate Refractive-Reflective based BICPV system. 

 

In another study, a 3D concentrator reported for the building integration is the Square 

Elliptical Hyperboloid (SEH) concentrator [145]. Four different concentration ratios 

were investigated: 4×, 6×, 8× and 10×. Results showed that the 4× system gives higher 

optical efficiency compared to the other systems. 

 

Figure 34 SEH based BICPV system [145]. 
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In a recent study, [140] a complete optical-electrical and thermal analysis of a 6×SEH 

based concentrator was studied under AM1.5G spectrum. The solar cell temperature 

was found to reach a maximum of 318K. A detailed analysis highlighting the 

illumination non-uniformity and its effect on the system performance has been 

presented. A maximum power ratio of 3.4 was found while using the temperature 

profiles obtained by the thermal analysis of the CPV unit.  

 

Figure 35 A 6×SEH concentrator for building integration [140]. 

 

Another 3D concentrator reported recently is the mirror symmetrical dielectric totally 

internally reflecting concentrator (MSDTIRC) [142]. The system is based on the 

concept proposed by [130]. The system was reported to achieve 4.2×, but has a very low 

half acceptance angle ~15°. Most of the dielectric based concentrators [136, 137, 140, 

143, 145] are manufactured using moulds. Clear polyurethane material crystal –clear 

200 ® [153] is used for preparing the concentrator units. Arrays of the concentrator 

units are prepared and attached to the solar cells by using an encapsulant material. 

Silicon solar cells based on LGBC technology are most commonly used as shown in 

Figure 37 . A Silicone elastomer having the same refractive index (1.5) should be used 

to encapsulate the solar cell in order to have best optical coupling.  
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Figure 36 A mirror symmetrical dielectric totally internally reflecting concentrator 

(MSDTIRC) [142]. 

 

 

Figure 37 Assembly of refractive based BICPV system. 
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2.6 Conclusions  

Two different types of optics are used individually or in combination to concentrate the 

light.  Regardless of the optics used, the main benefit of concentrating sunlight on a 

photovoltaic cell is to decrease the amount of expensive photovoltaic material required. 

Different designs of the BICPV system have been proposed in the last few years. Most 

of these systems are static which makes them suitable to be used for building 

integration. Further research needs to be carried out to make these systems financially 

more attractive. 
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CHAPTER 3 Solar Cell Modelling for 

BICPV applications   

3.1 Solar Cell Model  

The solar cell is the most important part of any CPV system. Having a properly 

designed solar cell for a given CPV system can ensure optimal use of the semiconductor 

material and deliver required performance of the system.  Even today, the energy 

generated using solar cells is expensive compared with the conventional sources of 

energy. CPV offers the best use of the semiconductor material for manufacturing solar 

cells, which would otherwise be used in making simple flat plate PV modules. 

Concentrating sunlight using cheaper optical systems onto smaller cells, CPV offers the 

potential of increasing the electrical output by several times while using the same 

amount of silicon solar cells.  

Silicon cells are of various types; however, for concentration systems Laser Grooved 

Buried Contact (LGBC) solar cells are found to be more suitable [33].  LGBC solar cell 

technology is now widely used for solar cells used in both low and medium (up to 100x) 

CPV applications. More than 18% efficiency can be obtained on monocrystalline 

Czochralski (CZ) silicon wafer using effective design and manufacture. LGBC cells 

were developed in the 1980’s, since their inception they have undergone numerous 

upgrades to improve their performance.  

Figure 38 represents the cell structure of a typical LGBC solar cell. The silicon wafers 

are initially etched to form the pyramidal front surface. A light uniform phosphorous 

emitter is diffused into the front surface, followed by the deposition of a silicon nitride 

anti-reflection coating.  
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Figure 38 Schematic diagram of a LGBC Solar Cell Structure [6]. 

 

The solar cells front contact pattern is defined by carrying out a laser grooving 

operation. The crystal damage from this process is removed using a wet chemical 

process, and a heavy phosphorous diffusion is done into the laser groove. An aluminum 

back surface field is created on the rear surface by aluminum deposition and thermal 

processing. Front and back contacts are formed simultaneously by electro-less plating 

nickel, copper and silver. Finally an edge isolation pattern is defined on the rear of the 

cell to define the shape of the cell and to ensure the cells have a high shunt resistance. 

Typically, the front metallization of these cells consists of a set of fingers and busbars. 

These cells are made in high volumes and are very reliable. They can have a selective 

emitter and very small finger spacing’s resulting in lower emitter resistive losses and 

lower contact losses. In our studies we used Laser grooved buried contact solar cells.  

3.2 One-diode model 

The Silicon solar cell as shown in may simply be represented as a P-N junction which 

separates the photo-generated carriers i.e. holes and electrons leading to a photo voltage 

under illumination. In the Figure 39 the term Rs is the distributed series resistance which 

is a lumped parameter representing series resistance from both top and bottom contacts 

as well as from the bulk semiconductor, Rsh is the shunt resistance and RL represents 

external load resistance which is chosen for maximum power transfer from the cell 
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depending on the concentration the cell operates. The concentrator solar cells under 

concentration produce very high current densities and as such require optimal series 

resistance for best performance. The series resistance includes the front grid pattern on 

the cell, the contacts, emitter and the bulk material thicknesses. It is important to have a 

series resistance to be 'n' times smaller for the same voltage loss as we move to a 

concentration level of 'n' suns. The role of the metal grid pattern is to admit maximum 

light without introducing excessive series resistance into the collection process of the 

charge carriers. The design of this metallic grid plays an important role in the design of 

the CPV system depending upon the level of concentration and the flux pattern.  

 

Figure 39 Schematic of a Solar Cell. 

 

 

Figure 40 Equivalent Circuit of Solar Cell. 

 

A simplified representation of the electrical circuit model of this cell is represented in 

Figure 40. The term Id represents the dark current and the term Iph represents the photo-
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generated current. The total current flowing in the external load RL is given by Eq 

(1.1.6) and (1.1.7) respectively. The term Io represents the reverse saturation diode 

current corresponding to the diffusion and recombination of electrons and holes in the p 

and n sides of the cell, V is the mean cell voltage across the external load resistance RL 

and VT is the thermodynamic voltage, Vj is the junction potential, kB is the Boltzmann 

constant, q is the electron charge and n is the ideality factor which is usually greater 

than 1.  

 ph dI I I   (1.1.6) 
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The Eq (1.1.7) is the general form of current generated in a solar cell; it may further be 

reduced depending on the emitter region Ie and the dark or finger region Ida. The term Iph 

strongly depends on the illumination and is directly proportional to its intensity. 
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The incident solar radiation leads to the increase of the temperature of the solar cell 

which further increases the population of electrons exponentially enhancing the dark 
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saturation current. The dependence of the saturation current on the temperature [150] is 

represented by Eq (1.1.12) which suggests that its value increases with temperature but 

decrease with increasing material quality. 

 3( ) exp go
o oo

B

E
I T I T

k T

 
  

 
 (1.1.12) 

 

The terms Ioo and Ego represent the saturation current and the band gap energy at 0 K and 

are both approximately constant with respect to temperature. According to [150] the Eq 

(1.1.7) may further be expressed as  

 3 1
1 2 3exp exp 1j
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T

VT
I C G C T C V

T nV

               
 (1.1.13) 

 

In order to solve the case with non-uniform illumination and determine the effective 

current density distribution on the surface, the solar cell needs to be simulated by 

solving the continuity equation as shown in Eq.(1.1.14). The continuity equation may be 

solved using either finite difference or finite element method. In both methods the 

domain is discretized into a number of small sub-regions referred as cells or finite 

elements. In finite difference method the differential equations are modeled and use of 

numerical integration is made to obtain the solution at discrete points, whereas in the 

finite element method, the entire domain is modeled and use of known physical 

principles is made to develop algebraic equations describing the approximate solutions.  

The finite difference method models the differential equations, whereas the finite 

element models the physical problem [154].  In our study the finite element method is 

applied to obtain the solution using COMSOL Multiphysics software [155]. The 

governing equation solved over the solar cell domain is represented in Eq. (1.1.14) 
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 .( )eV J Q     (1.1.14) 
 

Where V is the electric potential, Je is the current density and Q represents the current 

generated or the source term and σ is the conductivity of the material. The current 

generated per unit depth in the emitter region Je and Jd in the dark region may be 

expressed as  

 3 1
1 2 3exp exp 1j

e j
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VT
J C G C T C V
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 (1.1.15) 
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In order to obtain the constants C1, C2 and C3 a set of I-V curves are extracted for a 

given solar cell under different irradiance and temperature conditions. Eq(1.1.15) is the 

base expression used to characterize the I-V curves. A first guess of the series resistance 

and ideality factor are used which are obtained by means of the linear relation between 

(dV/dI) close to open circuit voltage conditions and the inverse of the short current 

intensity [150]. A curve fitting operation is performed using LINEST function in a 

spreadsheet to obtain the unknown variables. Once C1, C2 and C3 are determined, the 

series resistance and the ideality factor are optimized to obtain the best coefficient of 

determination.  

Usually an I-V curve is used to demonstrate the performance of the solar cell and can be 

generated by superposition of the solar cell diode I-V curve in the dark with the light-

generated current. The important parameters used to characterize the solar cell include 

the open circuit voltage (Voc) also referred as zero current condition, short circuit 

current (Isc) referred to as zero voltage condition, and fill factor FF.  Under a particular 
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operating illumination condition the power (P) will be maximized at a point known as 

the maximum power point. The parameter fill factor or ‘FF’ defines the maximum 

power that can be obtained using the solar cell and defined as the ratio of the maximum 

power from the solar cell to the product of Voc and Isc.  

The I-V curve is usually modeled under standard uniform illumination conditions, the 

presence of non- uniformity and modification in the flux intensity by concentration 

changes all the parameters and a modified I-V curve could be expected. The 

photovoltaic efficiency may be defined as shown in Eq(1.1.17). Where G is the optical 

power incident on the cell, and can be obtained both experimentally and numerically 

using ray tracing techniques.  

 sc ocI V FF

G
   (1.1.17) 

3.3 Finite element Method 

3.3.1 Electrical Boundary Conditions 

While performing the numerical analysis, it is very important to understand the relevant 

boundary conditions before applying them in modelling. The solar cell needs to be 

modeled completely unlike in the case shown by Mellor et al [156] where the system 

had a symmetric Gaussian illumination profile. The applicable boundary conditions are 

shown in Figure 43 and listed in Table 3 . Details about the modelling procedure may 

found in Article 2 attached in the appendix.  
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Figure 41 Electrical boundary conditions.  

 

 

 

Table 3 Electrical Boundary Conditions 

No Region Boundary Condition 

1 External edges of the cell  Electrical Insulation indicating no current flow 

across the outer edges i.e. of the form n.J=0 

2 Internal edges  No current generation at the interface of the 

illuminated and the dark region, hence the 

boundary condition is of the form n.(J1-J2)=0 
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3 Busbar External potential, which of the form V=Ve 

4 Dark Region Qd as indicated in Eq. (1.1.16) 

5 Illumination region Qe as indicated in Eq.(1.1.15) 

 

3.4 Parameter Extraction for modeling  

In order to model the solar cell there are few modelling parameters that need to be 

utilized. As a first approximation we can make use of the parameters suggested by 

[150]. However, these may change depending on the solar cell type and the spectrum 

under which the measurements are being carried out. Details of obtaining these 

parameters have been explained in article 3, 4 and 6 in the appendix. 

3.5 Influence of Illumination profile  

The illumination profile can play an important role in the overall performance of the 

CPV system. Most commonly a uniform illumination profile is desired from the optical 

systems used for optimum performance. However, given the inherent nature of non-

imaging optics this is not possible, and there exists a gradient of illumination profiles 

across the solar cell. The illumination profile was obtained by carrying out the optical 

analysis of the concentrators under both monochromatic and polychromatic spectrum. 

The results are shown in article 2, 3, 4 and 6 in the appendix. 

3.6 Photolithographic Masks for Non uniformity Testing 

Due to the changing sun movement, the flux distribution incident on the solar cells 

placed behind these concentrators tends to change. This could be evident at all the 

different incident angles. The specific shape of the illumination profile made by the 

concentrating element can be replicated using photolithographic masks as shown in 
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Figure 42.  Results obtained by using such a mask and several others have been 

presented in article 9.  

 

Figure 42 Photolithography mask. 

 

 

3.6.1  Optimization of Metallization  

An important feature that may be explored while carrying out the numerical analysis is 

the cell design optimization. The metallization plays an important role in the 

performance and price of the solar cell, optimum metallization ensures proper use of the 

emitter area towards solar to electric conversion. In order to optimize the metallization, 

parametric analysis while changing the finger widths, number and spacing /pitch may be 

performed. A case study on this topic is presented in article2.  
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CHAPTER 4 Thermal Modelling for 

BICPV systems 

4.1 Heat transfer in CPV 

The solar cell temperature plays a key role in determining the overall energy produced 

by the solar cell, hence making it important to perform the thermal analysis of the 

overall system and determine the solar cell temperature. The temperature profile spread 

over the solar cell has also been shown to have a positive influence on the electrical 

output [157]. Determining the temperature distribution gives an idea if there is any need 

of cooling arrangement for the system.  

4.2 3D Thermal Modeling of system 

To model the problem in 3D, we assume the heat flux reaching the solar cell as heat 

generated. Figure 43 shows the 3D model and the heat energy generated is represented 

by (5), adiabatic boundary condition along the sides of the glass represented by (3) other 

boundary conditions applicable are convection on all the other side’s represented by (1, 

2, and 4). It is important to note that the convective heat transfer would be different on 

different sides of the concentrator. By carrying out this thermal analysis the cell 

temperature can be extracted which may further be used to identify the impact on its 

overall system performance. Table 4 shows the boundary conditions applied on 

different regions. 
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Figure 43 Typical thermal boundary conditions. 

 

Table 4 Thermal Boundary Conditions 

No Region Boundary Condition 

1 External surface the 

concentrator 

Temperature To, Convective heat transfer 

coefficient ho 

2 External surface of glass Temperature Ti, Convective heat transfer 

coefficient hi 

3 Side surfaces of glass 
Adiabatic boundary,  

4 Side surfaces of 

concentrator 

Temperature Tav, Convective heat transfer 

coefficient hav 

5 Cell Heat generation, Q 

 

The thermo-physical properties of the different materials used has been listed in Table 5 

below. 

 

0
T

x
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Table 5 Thermo-physical properties of the different materials  

Component  Solar Cell Concentrator  Glass plate Encapsulation 

Material  Silicon Polyurethane Glass Sylguard 

Thickness (mm) 0.3 14.5 3 0.5 

Density (kg·m−3) 2329 1162 2500 1030 

Thermal 

Conductivity 

(W·m−1·K−1) 

149 0.1875 1.4 0.16 

Heat capacity 

(J·mol−1·K−1) 

19.789 1465 750 1030 

4.3 Meshing  

The most important step while solving the problem in finite element method is the 

meshing, which involves partitioning the geometry into smaller units known as the 

cells/mesh elements. These mesh elements can take different shapes and sizes. It is 

important that proper meshing be applied over the domain in order to obtain correct 

results. Different meshes were applied while carrying out the simulations. A grid 

independence test was carried out while performing both electrical and thermal 

modelling. A Sample mesh of the solar cell for carrying out the electrical analysis and 

solar concentrator with solar cell and glass plate are shown in Figure 44. A mesh 

independence test was carried out during the analysis. Also a convergence criterion of 

10 -2 was used when using the efficiency from the electrical analysis to carry out the 

thermal analysis. 
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Figure 44  a) Tetrahedral mesh applied to the solar cell while performing the electrical 

simulation b) Free Quad mesh applied on the concentrator and cell during thermal 

simulations 

4.4 Temperature of the solar cell for different systems  

Details of thermal performances and their results can be seen in the respective articles in 

the Appendix. A typical result obtained while simulating the different systems at normal 

angle of incidence and 1000 W/m2 is shown below.  Figure 45 shows the temperature 

distributions in the linear DIACPC concentrator. It was observed that the temperature of 

the solar cell reaches the value of 320K.  
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Figure 45 Temperature distribution across the DIACPC based BICPV system in K. 

 

Figure 46 shows the temperature distributions across the 3DCCPC based BICPV 

system. It may be seen that the temperature ranges to about 345K.  

 

Figure 46 Temperature distribution across the 3DCCPC based BICPV system in K 
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Figure 47 shows the temperature distributions in the case of an SEH based BICPV 

system. The temperature can be seen to reach a value of 316K. 

 

Figure 47 Temperature distribution across the SEH based BICPV system in K. 

 

 The highest temperature could be seen on the case of the 3DCCPC, essentially because 

of less concentrator material to dissipate the heat. The thermal analysis is carried out for 

various angular positions, for all the different concentrators. The temperature is seen to 

drop with increasing angle of incidence. Using the temperature distributions T(x, y) 

obtained from the thermal analysis, simulations are performed for each concentrator to 

study the influence of the temperature profiles. The results of this are presented in the 

individual articles as shown in the appendix.  

4.5 Influence of Illumination profile and temperature  

Using the temperature profiles obtained at different incident angles, the I-V 

characteristics are once again evaluated at the expected operating conditions to know 

what effect the temperature and its distribution has on the performance on the system. It 

was found that the temperature has a parasitic effect on the performance of the system. 

The Voc of the concentrator unit drops significantly and so the maximum power point of 
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the solar cell. Comparisons of the different electrical parameters are evaluated 

considering the cases of uniform and temperature and illumination profile compared to 

the non-uniform illumination and temperature conditions. In all the cases the Isc was 

found to increase slightly, however there is a considerable drop in the power output due 

to the drop in the Voc values. An important observation in the cases is that the increasing 

incidence angle results in the drop in the illumination on the solar cell and hence the 

influence of the temperature on the solar cell performance is found to be small. Details 

of these may be found in article 2, 3, 4 and 6 respectively. 

4.6 Overall Performance of the system 

The system performance drops by different % in different systems, primarily because of 

different designs and concentration levels. A brief summary of results is presented in 

the Table 4. Detailed results can be seen in Article 2, 3, 4 respectively.  

Table 6 The drop in Voc and the maximum power output in different systems  

System Highest 

Temperature 

Drop in Voc Drop in Pmax 

DIACPC 345 K  21%  23%  

3DCCPC 332 K 11 %  15%  

SEH 318 K 11%  12 %  
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CHAPTER 5 Losses in the BICPV 

System  

5.1 Losses in the system 

Detailed loss mechanism was studied for the different BICPV systems and the 

underlying causes were explored. The most commonly occurring losses in a BICPV 

system include the following:  

 Optical defects in the concentrator during manufacture  

 Misalignments between the cell and the concentrator 

 Solar cell material quality 

 Current Mismatch between the cells connected in series 

 Optical losses through the encapsulant 

 

Figure 48 Manufacturing errors  in a DiACPC system [136]. 
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An example of the manufacturing errors can be seen in Figure 48. The refractive based 

BICPV systems are essentially prepared using the casting process, during which there 

could be some shrinkage in the geometry of the concentrator. This shrinkage changes 

the optical profile of the concentrator unit and thus changes the predicted optical 

performance and the overall system output from the system. Figure 48 compares the 

designed geometry with the manufactured product. This causes differences between the 

experimental and the numerical results. These differences are discussed in Article 5.  

Other losses occur during the manufacture of the systems, where there is some 

misalignment between the concentrator unit and the solar cell during the assembly. This 

changes the illumination profile that is incident on the solar cell and thereby leads to the 

losses. Such losses are described in article 3 of the appendix. In addition to these losses, 

there are some inherent losses occurring in the systems essentially due to the material 

quality of the solar cells. Current mismatch could take place if one of the solar cells 

connected in the series array of the system fails to perform or is shaded.   

5.2 Optical Losses due to encapsulant spillage 

The encapsulant provides optical coupling between the secondary optic and adhesion 

between the two elements. A major problem during the bonding process is the spillage 

of the encapsulant around the bottom edges of the concentrator. It is difficult to control 

this spillage during the mass production of a CPV system. Any extra encapsulant along 

the edges of the concentrator makes the interface optically active and causes optical 

losses due to refraction as shown in Figure 49. If we reduce the amount of the 

encapsulant it compromises the mechanical strength of the bond and reduces its 

stability.  
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Figure 49 Losses from the encapsulant and concentrator interface. 

5.3 Optical Losses occurring on the outer periphery  

The dielectric based concentrator undergoes optical losses due to absorption and 

leakage of some incident light rays.  

 

Figure 50 Optical losses from the periphery of the concentrator. 
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Figure 50 shows the case where the light rays escape the periphery of the concentrator 

without undergoing total internal reflection.  These losses tend to increase with 

increasing angles of incidence. Such type of losses have been addresses and analyzed in 

detail in article 11. 

5.4 Losses due to shadowing of the Optical Concentrator 

Partial Shading could be one of the potential problems that could limit the power 

production of such systems. This could occur due to several reasons including but not 

limited to moving cloud, adjacent building, trees, etc. The behavior can be mimicked 

using mask to partially shade the entry aperture of the concentrator.  

 

Figure 51 Masks used for partially shading the SEH concentrator in lateral and 

longitudinal directions by 25(A, A1), 50(B, B1) and 75(C, C1) %. 

 

The amount of shading does not reflect the actual drop in the performance of the 

concentrator as can be seen in the Figure 52.  The maximum power output is computed 

under each of the shading conditions and summarized in Figure 53.  It is interesting to 
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observe that only when the system is shaded 50%, the power losses are equal, in other 

instances the power losses are different compared to the amount of shading. 

 

Figure 52 I-V characteristics obtained using different masks. 

 

Figure 53 Power losses under different shading conditions. 
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CHAPTER 6 Design Improvements  

6.1 Concentrator Design  

Design of the concentrator system plays an important role in how much power can be 

extracted from the CPV system. In most of the optical elements seen in the previous 

sections it was seen that the optical efficiencies were found to be low. A detailed 

investigation of this was made for all the different optical systems under study.  

At first we found a discrepancy in the simulated and experimental results. The possible 

causes of this discrepancy were shortlisted and it was found that the encapsulant used to 

join the solar cell and the concentrator together was optically active leaking out the 

concentrated light rays. To counter this problem simple solution were sought without 

changing the design of the system.  

An effective way to tackle this problem was by using reflective film along the periphery 

of the concentrator in the region where the encapsulant was touching the periphery of 

the concentrator.  This method proved to be effective in cases of both 2D and 3D 

concentrator. Summary of the results obtained in these studies are shown in the sections 

below.  Other problems in the system included the non-uniformity of the illumination 

profile on the solar cell. To counter this issue, use of sectioned curved instead of the 

actual profiles was used. The method was found to be effective, however was causing a 

drop in the system output. This issue still needs deeper investigations to optimize the 

system.  

An issue while attaching the reflective film around the periphery of the optical 

concentrator was that it was reflecting back the rays escaping through the encapsulant, 

but in addition also causing some specular losses for rays which were primarily 

undergoing total internal reflection. An improvement that could be applied to this was 
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to introduce an air gap between the reflective surface and the concentrator to only 

reflect the escaping rays. The presence of the reflective film on the bottom edge 

contributed more for smaller angles of incidence. An effective way to improve the 

system performance is to introduce a reflective sleeve around the concentrator with an 

air gap. This method will help trap rays which were escaping from the periphery of the 

optical concentrator. This type of system which makes use of both reflective and 

refractive concentrator in conjunction has been termed as conjugate refractive-reflective 

systems. A brief summary of results obtained for the case of 3DCCPC are also 

presented in the later sections.  

6.2 Use of Reflective films along the edges of 2D Concentrator   

During the manufacture process it is a normal practice to use an encapsulant material to 

act as an adhesive between the concentrator and the solar cell and at the same time 

protect the solar cell from weathering. In order to reduce these losses a reflective film 

can be added along the boundaries of the concentrator upto the height of the adjoining 

encapsulant layer as shown in Figure 54. This reflective film redirects the escaping rays 

towards the solar cell.  An important thing to consider this solution is in weighing the 

benefit of increasing the flux on the solar cell against the relative increase in 

temperature of the solar cell. 
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Figure 54 Schematic of the system while using a reflective film along its edges. 

 

A typical result at 0° incidence for the case without and with reflective film can be seen 

in Figure 46, the temperature distribution varies in the range of 308 - 345K in the 

system without the reflective film and 313-365 K in the case with the reflective film. To 

analyze the effect of such a change the electrical analysis solar cell is carried out by 

coupling it with the thermal analysis of the overall system. It was found that the 

temperature has a parasitic effect on the overall performance of the system. Still, the 

addition of the reflective film was found to improve the performance by an average 

increase of 6% compared to the 15.9 % predicted without including the thermal effects. 

In addition to this, the effects introduced due to the non-uniformity were also studied for 

the case with and without reflective film. In the case with no reflective film the average 

maximum power was found to drop 0.94 % whereas in the case with reflective film the 

average drop was just 0.5%. Detailed results can be found in the article 4 attached in the 

appendix. 
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(a) Without Reflector

                    

(b)  With Reflector 

Figure 55 Temperature contours of the CPV system with and without reflector at 0° 

incidence angle. 
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6.3 Use of Reflective films along the edges of 3D Concentrator   

A similar approach was adopted in the case of a 3DCCPC, by attaching a reflective film 

along the surface of the concentrator as shown in Figure 56. Simulation results showed 

that the optical efficiency dropped from 84.5 % to 55.6 % whilst the spillage thickness 

increased from 0.1 mm to 3 mm. Addition of a reflective film along the edges proves to 

be an optimal solution to reduce these losses. Experiments were performed while 

preparing prototypes of the systems with and without the reflective film. Results 

showed an improvement in the optical and electrical performance of the system.  

 

Figure 56 Prototype samples of the 3DCCPC without and with a reflective film 

 

The short circuit current was found to increase by a maximum of 8.5 %. The open 

circuit voltage was little affected by the addition of the reflective film. The maximum 

power out was found to rise by a maximum of 6.7% at 10 ° of the incidence angle. The 

optical efficiency was found to be lesser than the simulated results in both the cases. A 

maximum power ratio of 2.73 was observed at an incidence angle of 10 °. The use of 

reflective film along the interface region of the concentrator and the encapsulant was 

found to improve the performance of the system by 8.5%.  This concept could be 
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broadly applied to most of the secondary optics used in high CPV systems and could 

help towards making the CPV technology more efficient. 

6.4 Conjugate Refractive – Reflective based Concentrator  

In low concentrating systems the optical losses are very significant, which may occur 

due to several reasons. One of the most commonly encountered losses through the 

refractive based optics is through its periphery. An interesting way to trap these 

escaping rays is by placing a reflective sleeve around the refractive optics with an air 

gap. The most important parameter that determines the effectiveness of the air gap, 

having a minimum air gap can ensure the maximum performance. However, this comes 

with an added accuracy during manufacture. Figure 57 shows a schematic of such type 

of a system. The incoming rays which were escaping the periphery of the concentrator 

are being trapped using the reflective sleeve around it.  

 

Figure 57 Conjugate Reflective-Refractive based BICPV. 
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6.5 Manufacturing method 

In one of the previous work [139], the optical performance was found to be very 

different to that observed experimentally; some of the drawbacks included the 

manufacture procedure of the concentrator. In order to address these aspects related to 

the surface finish of the concentrator the manufacture method employed in the present 

study was modified. In the present study we have considerably improved the 

manufacturing procedure of the concentrator. Figure 58 shows the cast prepared for 

manufacturing the optical concentrator. A major challenge while preparing the mould is 

to get the geometry correct as designed. In the present study all the four sides of the 

concentrator assembly were machined individually and polished to obtain a smooth 

surface and then coupled together to form the mould for preparing the concentrator. 

Clear polyurethane material crystal –clear 200 ® due to its good transmission and 

dielectric properties is used to prepare the concentrating element. The concentrator 

material is resistant to humidity and several other solvents. Details on the preparation 

method have been discussed elsewhere for these type of concentrating systems [136]  

 

Figure 58 Mould used in the preparation of the 3DCCPC concentrator. 
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The sleeve was printed using 3D printing process as shown in Figure 59(a). Once 

printed, the reflective film was attached along the inner surfaces of the sleeve. Other key 

issues while manufacturing such a system is the alignment of the solar cell. It is very 

important that the solar cell remains perfectly parallel with the exit aperture of the 

concentrator. In earlier studies this issue was neglected. The solar cell has a bus bar on 

one side which requires a slot in both the solar cell packing and the reflective sleeve to 

accommodate the connecting wires which are soldered along the solar cell top and 

bottom surfaces. Figure 59(b) shows the solar cell while being fitted into the slotted 

groove of its packing. The reflectivity of the film as a function of the wavelength is 

shown in Figure 60.  The dielectric casted using the mould is shown in Figure 59(c). All 

these parts are assembled together by using an optically clear material between the solar 

cell and the dielectric 3DCCPC and shown in Figure 59(d). An air gap of 0.8 mm was 

found to be feasible for handling the parts and maintain the consistency of air gap. The 

use of an optically clear gel [142] was made to couple the solar cell and the refractive 

geometry together.  
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Figure 59 Prototype Assembly (a) the reflective sleeve (b) the solar cell resting on the 

slotted base (c) the refractive concentrator (d) the final assembly. 

 

 

Figure 60 Reflectance of the reflective film as a function of wavelength. 
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A comparison between the modelled optical efficiency and that obtained experimentally 

is shown in Figure 61(a). The experimental values obtained are in good agreement with 

the simulated results. A difference in the range of ±5% was seen the experimental and 

simulated results.  This difference may further be reduced by improved manufacturing 

techniques. A maximum optical efficiency of 77% was found in the conjugate system at 

10 ° incidence angle.  

 

Figure 61 Experimental optical efficiency and Performance ratio of different systems. 
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The PR for the different systems is shown in Figure 61 (b). The figure indicates the 

performance of the conjugate unit in terms of the total power output compared to a bare 

solar cell. A maximum PR of 2.76 was found in the conjugate system compared to 2.65 

obtained using the new refractive system indicating a maximum increase of 4.13 % in 

the performance. An average of 5.4 % improvement in the PR is seen across the 

complete range of incidence angles.  Detailed results of the above improvements may be 

found in the article 11 of the appendix.  
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CHAPTER 7 Conclusions and 

Recommendations for future Work 

7.1 Conclusions  

There is a growing need for solutions to combat the ever increasing energy needs of our 

society. Every step we take towards including the renewable energy generation shall 

bring us closer to a sustainable future. The problems of incorporating photovoltaic 

technology in building integration are being addressed by several researchers. An 

effective way to reduce the associated carbon footprint of solar cells and extract the 

maximum power from them is by the use of concentrating photovoltaics.  

There exist some inherent technical challenges when using non-imaging optics for 

achieving the desired concentration levels. The most important issue is the non-uniform 

illumination which can cause hot-spots on the solar cell and reduce its reliability. This 

problem is addressed in the thesis by looking at several designs of building integrated 

concentrating photovoltaics.  

7.2 Important findings of the study 

The first part of the thesis explains the basic causes of non-uniformity in CPV devices 

and its impact on the performance of the system. The existing designs of optical 

concentrators used in Building Integrated Concentrating Photovoltaics the current trends 

are also reviewed. Optimization of the illumination profile on the concentrator solar 

cells requires proper concentrator design; however it is also possible to improve the 

solar cell design without compromising the solar concentrator efficiency. Forming 

grooves on the reflector surface helps in scattering the solar flux uniformly across the 

solar cell reducing the hot spot formation. Improvements in grid pattern and optical 
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absorption properties on the front surface of the solar cell could prove to be useful in 

reducing the impact of non-uniform flux on the solar cells. 

The second part of the thesis were specifically addresses the impact of non-uniformity 

in these systems. Numerical modelling and experiments were performed on three 

different types of concentrators. These included a dielectric based Asymmetric 

Compound parabolic concentrator, a 3DCross Compound Concentrator (3DCCPC) and 

a Symmetric Elliptical Hyperboloid (SEH) concentrator. The illumination outputs from 

all these systems were evaluated using ray tracing. The results obtained from optical 

analysis using ray tracing were used as inputs in the electrical and thermal model of the 

system to determine the overall system output. Experiments were carried out to 

characterize the solar cells used in these systems. Statistical fitting operations were 

performed to extract the modelling parameters under monochromatic and polychromatic 

sources.  Further testing was performed to emulate the actual outputs from these 

systems and compared to the numerical predictions. Further, steady state analysis was 

carried out to determine the steady state temperature of the solar cells under actual 

operating conditions and the power loss was predicted.  

The effect of non-uniform illumination depends on physical parameters of the solar cell 

and the irradiance distribution. It was seen that the non-uniformity reduced the 

performance of the systems between 2-3% in almost all the cases. An important finding 

was made with regards to the solar cell having one busbar. It was found that non-

uniformity can also help improve the performance of the solar cell based on its spatial 

location. The best efficiency and reliability can be achieved under uniform illumination 

conditions, but these are difficult to achieve in CPV systems. A thermal analysis was 

carried out to analyze the solar cell temperature under the impact of solar radiation. A 

maximum cell temperature of 349.5K was observed across the cell in both uniform and 
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non-uniform conditions under a incident solar radiation of 1000W/m2 for the case of 

ACCPV. I-V characteristics of the cell were found to significantly change by the 

increased solar cell temperature. A detailed analysis is carried out on a solar cell to 

study the impact of non- uniform illumination, temperature and its geometric design by 

varying the number of fingers. 

In the case of 3DCCPC, a cell temperature of 332K was observed along the cell when 

the angle of incidence is 0°, with increasing angle of incidence the amount of 

illumination intensity falling over the solar cell decreases due to decreasing optical 

efficiency and so the operating temperature decreases to about 320K at an angle of 

incidence of 40°. 

A maximum temperature of 318K was observed in the case of the SEH concentrator 

during the thermal analysis for the solar cell at normal incidence. The spectral response 

of the system has been carried out and compared with a bare cell showing the effect of 

the absorption due to the UV stabilizer in the concentrator material. A maximum power 

ratio of 3.7 was observed under normal incidence. 

The third part of the thesis addresses the losses that can occur in these systems during 

its manufacture and presents techniques which can be used to address these losses. 

Some of the important factors that lead to the differences between the modeled and 

experimental results include the manufactured concentrator surface quality, geometry, 

molding defects and absorption quality. Other factors include the misalignment of the 

solar cell caused during the manufacturing process and the spreading of the encapsulant 

layer around the borders of the concentrator causing the rays near the borders to escape 

out because of similar refractive index. The layer formed around the periphery of the 

optical concentrator was found to leak the incoming solar radiation outside the desired 

solar cell area.  
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An effective and cheap way to overcome this issue was to apply a reflective film around 

the optical concentrator before its assembly. Based on the losses shown by initial optical 

modelling, the impact of using a reflective film along its edges was explored both by 

modelling and experiments. Detailed analysis was carried out to showcase the changes 

in optical, electrical and thermal performance of the ACCPV system. It could be seen 

that the illumination flux exiting the concentrator after using a reflective film increases 

significantly. Also, a change in the position of the hotspots and the illumination peaks 

occurs. The peak value of the illumination intensity changes from 24 to 34 Suns. An 

average increase of 15.9% was seen in the overall power output while keeping constant 

temperature of 25° C. However it’s important to note that that this illumination changes 

the operating solar cell temperature. To analyze the effect of such a change the electrical 

analysis solar cell is carried out by coupling it with the thermal analysis of the overall 

system.  During the thermal analysis the solar cell was found to reach a temperature of 

356-364 K for the case with the reflective film against a temperature range of 344-355K 

for the case without the reflective film. Hence the temperature profiles obtained by the 

thermal analysis were used to analyze the electrical performance. It was found that the 

temperature has a parasitic effect on the overall performance of the system. Still, the 

addition of the reflective film was found to improve the performance by an average 

increase of 6% compared to the 15.9 % predicted without including the thermal effects. 

 Similar solution was applied in the case of 3DCCPC based BICPV system. 

Additionally, the impact of the encapsulant spillage height was also analyzed.  It was 

seen that the increased spillage of the encapsulant has a detrimental impact on the 

performance of the system. Simulation results showed that the optical efficiency 

dropped from 84.5 % to 55.6 % whilst the spillage thickness increased from 0.1 mm to 

3 mm. Addition of a reflective film along the edges proves to be an optimal solution to 

reduce these losses. Modelling showed minimal effect on the optical efficiency when 
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using the reflective film along the edges of the concentrator profile. Experiments were 

performed while preparing prototypes of the systems with and without the reflective 

film. Results showed an improvement in the optical and electrical performance of the 

system. The short circuit current was found to increase by a maximum of 8.5 %. The 

open circuit voltage was little affected by the addition of the reflective film. The 

maximum power output was found to rise by a maximum of 6.7% at 10 ° of the 

incidence angle. The optical efficiency was found to be less than that predicted by the 

simulated results in both the cases. A maximum power ratio of 2.73 was observed at an 

incidence angle of 10 °. The use of reflective film along the interface region of the 

concentrator and the encapsulant was found to improve the performance of the system 

substantially.  This concept could be broadly applied to most of the secondary optics 

used in high CPV systems and could help towards making the CPV technology more 

efficient.  

Attaching a reflective film directly to the concentrator surface was found to cause 

specular losses. In order to address this issue, a novel conjugate system designed to 

utilize the merits of both reflective and refractive optics used to concentrate the 

incoming sunlight was presented. The 3DCCPC was enveloped by a reflective geometry 

of similar shape whilst maintaining an air gap between them. Having an air gap allowed 

only the escaping rays to reflect back and promote light trapping in the system. The 

theoretical analysis shows that the optical performance of the system can be improved 

by 11 % whilst maintaining an air gap of 0.1 mm between the reflective and the 

refractive surfaces. Experimental analysis is carried out by making a prototype of the 

proposed system to evaluate the proof of concept. A maximum power ratio of 2.76 was 

found under standard testing conditions at an incidence angle of 10°. 
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These methods show an effective way to enhance the performance of any given CPV 

system and open a new and interesting avenue for further research.  Using these simple 

techniques, further improvement in the performance could be achieved. 

7.3 Recommendation for future work 

A further extension of the present work may be applied for the case of other BICPV 

systems.  

 Detail investigation of the effect of spectrum on the optical and electrical 

performance of such systems 

 Improved techniques for manufacturing these types of systems may be explored.  

 New generation of these technologies with further sophistication in the optical 

geometry may be analyzed  

 Electrical and thermal analysis of the conjugate BICPV systems may be studied 

to analyze the system output 

 Use of downshifting dyes in the encapsulant can enhance the optical 

performance and electrical output of the CPV modules. The optical and 

experimental studies on this topic can be analyzed 

 Long term impact on the performance of the system and the effect of shading 

and material degradation on the overall performance of the system needs to be 

studied.  

 Thermal performance analysis to evaluate the overall heat loss coefficient in 

different BICPV systems 
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7.4 Contributions in articles  

7.4.1 Journals  

 [1] Baig H, Heasman K C, Mallick T K. Non-uniform illumination in concentrating 

solar cells. Renewable and Sustainable Energy Reviews 2012;16:  5890-5909. 

The complete review was performed and written by the author under the guidance of the 

supervisors. The second author who is the industrial supervisor gave expert opinion on 

the relavance to the insdustry and provided the pictures.   

 [2] Baig H, Sarmah N, Heasman K C, Mallick T K. Numerical modelling and 

experimental validation of a low concentrating photovoltaic system. Solar Energy 

Materials and Solar Cells 2013;113:  201-219. 

The optical study results were provided by the second author.  The numerical model 

was developed and paper written by the first author under the guidance of the 

supervisor.  

 [3] Baig H, Sarmah N, Chemisana D, Rosell J, Mallick T K. Enhancing performance of 

a linear dielectric based concentrating photovoltaic system using a reflective film along 

the edge. Energy 2014. 

The complete paper was concieved and written by the first author, the measurements on 

the solar cell for parameter extraction were carried out with the help of authors from 

University of Lleida . The optical analysis was carried out by the second author. System 

was built and tested by the first author. 

[4] Baig H, Sellami N, Chemisana D, Rosell J, Mallick T K. Performance analysis of a 

dielectric based 3D building integrated concentrating photovoltaic system. Solar Energy 

2014;103:  525-540. 
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The complete paper was  written by the first author, the measurements on the solar cell 

for parameter extraction were carried out with the help of authors from University of 

Lleida . The optical analysis was carried out by the second author. System was built and 

tested by the first author. 

[5] Baig H, N. Sellami, T.K. Mallick, Trapping light escaping from the edges of the 

optical element in a Concentrating Photovoltaic system, Energy Conversion and 

Management, 90 (2015) 238-246. 

The idea was concieved by the first author. The samples were prepared by the second 

author. The experiments and modelling were carried out by the first author, and the 

paper written under the guidance of the supervisor.  

[6] Baig H, N. Sellami, T.K. Mallick, Performance modeling and testing of a Building 

Integrated Concentrating Photovoltaic (BICPV) system, Solar Energy Materials and 

Solar Cells, 134 (2015) 29-44. 

The experiments and modelling were carried out by the first author.  The optical 

analysis and the sample preparation was carried out by the help of the second author and 

the paper written under the guidance of the supervisor.  

Conferences & others  

[7] Baig H, Mallick T. Challenges and opportunities in concentrating photovoltaic 

research. Mod Energy Rev 2011;3:  20-26. 

The complete review was performed and written by the author under the guidance of the 

supervisor. 
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[8] Baig H, Heasman K C, Sarmah N, Mallick T, Solar cells design for low and 

medium concentrating photovoltaic systems, in:  8th International Conference on 

Concentrating Photovoltaic Systems: CPV-8, AIP Publishing, 2012, pp. 98-101. 

The numerical modelling was carried out by the first author based on the results from 

one of the papers of the third author. The paper was proofread by the supervisors. 

[9] Baig H, Heasman K C, Mallick T K, Experimental Investigation of Non-Uniformity 

Effects in Low and Medium Concentrator Silicon Solar Cells, in:  IEEE PVSC 

Conference, 16-21 June, 2013Florida, USA, 2013. 

The complete paper was concieved and written by the first author under the guidance of 

the supervisors. 

[10] Baig H,, N. Sellami, H.Bahaidrah, T. Mallick. Optical Analysis of a CPC Based 

CPV/T System for Application in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. 28th European 

Photovoltaic Solar Energy Conference and Exhibition, Paris, 2014.  

A numerical model was developed by the first author to estimate the overall output as a 

function of the location. The optical analysis was carried out by the second author. The 

paper was completely written by the first author.  

7.4.2 Under Review 

[11] Baig H, S. Nazmi, T.K. Mallick. Conjugate Refractive –Reflective based  Building 

integrated Concentrating Photovoltaic (BiCPV) system. Energy  

The paper was completely conceptualized and written by the first author. The optical 

analysis and the experiments were carried out by the first author. The paper was 

proofread by the other authors. 
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After a gap of more than two decades, Concentrator Photovoltaics (CPV) technology is once again under

spotlight for making use of the best available solar cell technologies and improving the overall

performance. CPV finds its use in a number of applications ranging from building integration to huge

power generation units. Although the principles of solar concentration are well understood, many

practical design, operation, control issues require further understanding and research. A particular issue

for CPV technology is the non-uniformity of the incident flux which tends to cause hot spots, current

mismatch and reduce the overall efficiency of the system. Understanding of this effect requires further

research, and shall help to employ the most successful means of using solar concentrators. This study

reviews the causes and effects of the non-uniformity in the CPV systems. It highlights the importance of

this issue in solar cell design and reviews the methods for the solar cell characterization under non-

uniform flux conditions. Finally, it puts forward a few methods of improving the CPV performance by

reducing the non-uniformity effect on the concentrator solar cells.
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1. Introduction

Concentrating photovoltaics (CPV) seems to be the much
needed breakthrough enabling the solar energy industry to be
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competitive in the power generation [1,2] market. Although,
discovered more than three decades ago, this technology did
not gain the needed momentum due to several reasons [3]. Today,
with increasing solar cells efficiencies and their associated high
costs for manufacture, CPV technology is back into business to
make the best use of the technology advancement and the solar
cell materials. CPV technology promises not only to reduce the
cost of the overall system, but also increases the amount of power
produced. It reduces the intake of raw materials needed for
manufacture, improves recycling and makes it economically
feasible to be used for a number of applications. A recent paper
highlights the benefits of using CPV [4] and its role in increasing
overall system efficiency and reducing the use of semiconductor
material. A typical CPV system consists of several elements
essentially including an optical system which could be either
reflective or refractive, Concentrator solar cells, a thermal dis-
sipation system, a casing or support system and a tracking
mechanism. The overall performance of the CPV system depends
on how effectively each of these elements performs individually
and collectively. Using the basic principle of focusing large
amount of sunlight on a small solar cell by the help of an optical
concentrator, which could be a Fresnel lens [5–7], parabolic
troughs [8], dishes [9,10] or v-groove mirrors [11–13], refractive
prism [14–17], luminescent glass [18–20], compound parabolic
concentrator [21–26] or some other optical system [27,28], solar
concentration is sought to be one of the most effective ways of
reducing overall energy generation costs. The principles of optical
concentration are well established [29–33] and explained for
applications in both photovoltaics and solar thermal applications.
The research and development of CPV technology effectively
started at the National Sandia Laboratories in 1976 with Sandia-
I and Sandia-II spurred by the oil crisis in 1973 [34]. A brief
history on the concentrators is presented by highlighting the
factors needed to push forward the large scale production of
concentrators [35]. One of the most early and successful imple-
mentation of concentrator PV saw its dawn in Saudi Arabia [36],
where a complete village was powered using Concentrating PV
system comprising of 160 arrays with 4000 m2 area and generat-
ing a power of 350 kW peak output. However with the end of oil
crisis and absence of any significant breakthroughs the research
and development in this area slowed down in the next few
decades. In later times, the interest shifted towards applications
for building integration; the CPV systems once again came back to
picture with the development of several CPV systems for building
applications like sky lighting, fac-ade applications, wall curtains
and few other applications still undergoing development. A recent
review demonstrates latest developments and the scale of this
industry [37]. With PV industry gaining impetus in power
production recently a number of new companies are now coming
forward to introduce CPV systems which can effectively produce
electricity and readily compete with the conventional electricity
costs [38].

The use of CPV systems in BIPV and power generation remains
to be the most important. Recently a hybrid power and desalina-
tion plant able to produce 30,000 m3 of pure water per day
working on HCPV technology with a concentration ratio of
1500x was announced in the kingdom of Saudi Arabia [39].
Several other power plants working on CPV technology are also
being announced [40]. With these figures growing higher and
higher CPV technology seems very promising. Concentrating the
sunlight by using concentrators reduces the area of expensive
solar cells or modules, and, increases their efficiency. However,
this technology has one shortcoming as it requires continuous
tracking to keep it normal to the sun.

The amount of concentration produced by using a concentra-
tor varies over a wide range of values. A geometrical parameter
‘‘Concentration Ratio’’ defined as the ratio of the areas of the
concentrator and the solar cell is used for distinguishing the type
of concentrator. Based on the illumination intensity it focuses on
the solar cell, the concentrators may be classified as Low Con-
centration Photovoltaics (LCPV), Medium Concentration Photo-
voltaics (MCPV) and High Concentration Photovoltaics (HCPV)
systems further details of which can be found under [41]. These
systems utilize different type of solar cell technologies depending
on the area of application and the economics of the system.

1.1. Concentrating solar cells

The Solar Cell is the key element of any CPV system, and its
design plays an important role in enhancing the performance of
the entire CPV system. In CPV systems special kinds of cells are
required which can operate at high concentrations and elevated
temperatures.

These concentrator cells differ significantly from one-sun cells
in several ways, including the method of manufacture and the
overall cell design and their performance, the concentrator solar
cells generally include bus bars around the perimeter of the cell
which can be accommodated without blocking any of the incom-
ing light [42]. In addition to the bus bars, they have fingers which
carry the current generated in the emitter towards the busbars.
Depending on the concentration ratio, application and the type of
concentrator different types of solar cells are utilized for having
an optimum performance and reliability of the system. The type
of solar cells to be used in the CPV system can be single junction
silicon cells [1, 21, 23, 43–46], thin films [47] or multi-junction
cells [4, 44, 48–50]. For applications demanding high concentra-
tions like point focused systems, multi-junction solar cells are
needed which can perform under high concentration and extreme
temperatures and are durable for a large period of time. This
demands not only special materials and chemical processing but
also a very effective design [51] which further increases the cost
of the solar cells in the CPV systems. These types of systems are
mainly used in power generation where the high investment gets
paid off [52]. For applications that are line focused there is a scope
of utilizing cheaper materials or the usual Si solar cells with
design improvements, and improved efficiencies. The LCPV and
MCPV systems use some high quality single junction silicon solar
cells, which are cost effective as their manufacturing is not much
different from those used in conventional PV panels. These Si
solar cells can be manufactured by making improvements in
material quality having longer minority carrier lifetimes [46],
proper grid design, light trapping and improved surface passiva-
tion. These solar cells usually have a single junction and are
capable of absorbing limited regions of the solar spectrum. On the
contrary multi-junction solar cells (III–V Cells) [4] utilize a broad
portion of the visible spectrum but are expensive. Multi-junction
solar cells are made of several layers of semiconductor material so
that different layers of the cell can absorb different regions of the
light spectrum making them capable to utilize more of the
spectrum and reach higher efficiencies. Few MCPV and almost
all HCPV systems use multi-junction solar cells [53]. The cells
utilize materials having different band gaps and are bonded
together to utilize maximum portion of the visible spectrum
which tremendously increases its efficiency. Although, it has not
been very long since these technologies came into existence and
reliability studies have been carried out [54] under simulated
conditions, these results show that these cells are expected to
perform for at least 30 years.

In order to obtain high efficiency low cost cells, Laser Grooved
Buried Contact (LGBC) [55] solar cell technology could be used to
obtain efficiencies higher than 18% on mono-crystalline CZ wafer
at lower cost. This process utilizes a laser to scribe grooves into



Fig. 2. Multijunction solar cell having a record efficiency of 43.5% by solar junction

(Picture courtesy: Jurvetson-flickr).
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the front surface which are subsequently plated electrochemically
to form the front contact pattern. These cells are suitable for low
to medium concentration systems due to selective emitter struc-
ture and low contact shading. Recent developments in order to
improve the process have been highlighted by Serenelli et al. [56].
Smaller cells could be used instead of the large ones in order to
produce the same amount of power as can be seen in Fig. 1.
Smaller cells ensure reduced material cost, effective heat transfer
in the system, smaller currents and can be used in applications
involving building integration.

For high concentration applications multijunction or tandem
cells are utilized. These cells are either made by stacking solar
cells with different band gaps mechanically or different materials
are all grown on a single substrate and connected in series using
tunnel diodes. Depending on the stacking arrangement of p–n
junctions with different bandgaps energies, these cells have the
capability to utilize major portion of the solar spectrum very
conveniently and reach higher efficiencies which is currently
more than 40%.

The triple junction solar cells function similarly to the con-
ventional series connected single junction solar cells except that
in the triple junction cell the subcells are connected in series by
tunneling diodes resulting in a cell voltage which is the sum of
the individual subcell voltages. The most recent development of
high-efficiency multijunction solar cells is based on tuning the
bandgaps by Solar Junction as shown in Fig. 2, which is reported
[57] to have a record efficiency of 43.5%. These cells have the
capability to maximize the absorbed sunlight within CPV modules
while maintaining a lattice matched architecture and allowing
optimal operation under concentrations beyond a thousand suns.
Further details about this cell may be found under Wiemer et al.
[50].

An ideal solar cell when placed under a CPV system undergoes
a series of losses as can be seen in Fig. 3. The ideal performance of
a solar cell initially reduces due to some reflection losses of the
concentrator and the solar cell; further the errors introduced in
the concentrator geometry again tends to reduce the efficiency.
The uneven or non-uniform illumination produced by the use of
concentrator increases the cell temperature, cell resistance and
lowers the efficiency. Almost 40% of energy is lost compared to
what it should perform ideally throughout the process. The
purpose of the optical system is to concentrate sunlight and
direct it to the solar cell uniformly, but this does not happen in
Fig. 1. Comparison of 1Sun and concentrator cells made using LGBC processes

(Picture courtesy: Narec).
reality as some portions of the solar cell get more exposed and
some portions remain not much exposed causing a non-uniform
flux distribution on the solar cells as shown in Fig. 4. Only a part
of the solar energy is converted to electricity while most of it is
dissipated in the form of heat. The presence of non-uniformity
increases the temperature across some portions of the cells and
causes hotspots which tend to deteriorate the cell performance
significantly. Hence, its quantification helps in designing the solar
cell appropriately and making proper prediction in its perfor-
mance. When under concentration, these solar cells produce
larger amounts of currents, however this gets limited due to the
losses caused by the increase in series resistance. As the concen-
tration ratio of the system increases, it becomes more and more
difficult to maintain uniformity of the incident flux on the
solar cells.

This paper explores the causes and effects of non-uniformity in
CPV technologies, identifies the methods of measuring and pre-
dicting it and finally draws methods that could be utilized for
reducing its impact on the overall performance of the system.
2. Non-uniform illumination

The use of concentrators modifies the incident radiation on the
solar cells, while amplifying it to several times and generating
non-uniform illumination patterns which are both discrete and



Fig. 4. Hot spot development in the solar cell due to non-uniform illumination in a

concentrating system.
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discontinuous in nature. Non-uniformity can be caused over a
single surface of solar cell subjected to non-uniform illumination
or to a series of cells connected together and each being
illuminated. There needs to be a distinction in type of non-
uniformity caused in the concentrator solar cells [58]. In the first
case, there is excessive illumination on some region of the solar
cells and some are rarely illuminated. The regions illuminated
excessively generate huge currents and get heated. This decreases
the electrical output of the solar cell and some areas of the cell do
not operate and the generation of cross currents causes dissipa-
tion of electrical power. In the second case a complete shadow
effect occurring on one of the cells causes the whole series
generator to stop supplying energy. Usually solar cells are con-
nected in series in linear concentrators, where the current passing
through each cell is assumed to be same. But in reality, there
might be lot of difference between the current generated by each
cell depending upon the amount of shading. In case of linear CPV
systems it was pointed out by Coventry [59] that the current is
almost linearly dependent on the incident light, the current in a
string of identical solar cells will be limited by the cell with the
least illumination. The longitudinal radiation flux profile may be
affected by several factors which could include the concentrator
shape, size and defects in manufacturing. The cell receiving the
lowest illumination might limit the current and the performance
of the cells connected in series. The electrical energy produced in
the illuminated cells is dissipated in the cell which is not
illuminated, and this cell is heated.

In the case of multijunction (GaInP/GaAs/Ge) I–VIII–V cells
almost 37% of the energy absorbed in a solar cell is used for
generating electric power and the rest 63% dissipates in the form
of heat [60]. The cell temperatures could reach more than
1300 1C. The nonuniformity further increases the I2R losses in
the high concentration regions causing the cell to operate at much
lower efficiency. Non-uniform illumination typically produces
degradation in performance since higher intensities occur near
the cell center further from the cell bus-bar, producing increased
power losses in the cell front grid and front surface diffused
regions of conventional planar cells [61]. The combined effect of
non-uniform illumination and surface resistance on the perfor-
mance of solar cell was described by Vishnoi et al. [62]. It was
predicted theoretically and experimentally evaluated that the
dark regions in a partially illuminated cell acts as a load respon-
sible for a drop in conversion efficiency, open circuit voltage and
short circuit current values.

The non-uniformity arises due to several reasons related to the
concentrator design, relative position of the solar cell and the sun,
and external factors like shading [58]. The non-uniformity in the
illumination affects several parameters of the solar cell ultimately
causing a drop in the overall cell efficiency. It is quite challenging
to estimate the performance of concentrator solar cells under
nonuniform illumination and is simply beyond gathering the data
collected by exposing the solar cells to a range of uniform
illumination conditions. Some of the most notable causes, effects
and methods of estimating or measuring the performance of solar
cells subjected to non-uniform illumination on the cell are
highlighted below.
2.1. Causes of non-uniformity of incident flux

The solar illumination once incident on the CPV system gets
concentrated and is incident on the solar cells. The purpose of the
optical system is to concentrate sunlight and direct it to the solar
cell uniformly, but this does not happen in reality as some
portions of the solar cell get more exposed and some portions
remain not much exposed causing a non-uniform flux distribution
on the solar cells. For cases where there is continuous tracking the
non-uniform illumination may be introduced by only the optical
element. But in cases where the system is fixed at a particular
position the sun’s position with respect to the system may
introduce inhomogeneity. The electrical performance of the solar
cell varies throughout the day depending on its orientation and
the flux incident on its surface. It is very important that the solar
cells are designed by proper current matching and the incident
solar spectrum. Improper design causes increase in the resistance
and reduces electrical performance of the system. Xie [6] eval-
uated the flux distribution along the absorber using ray tracing
simulations. Results indicated that uniform distribution of solar
irradiance for moderate concentrator ratios helps improve the
overall efficiency of the system.

Few of the underlying causes of non-uniformity are listed
below.
�
 Concentrator optics: The concentrator geometry and optics
play an important role in determining the flux incident on
solar cells. Improper design can lead to non-uniformity of the
flux and reduce efficiency. Several types of optical elements
are utilized in the CPV systems. Each system tends to produce
a different degree of non-uniformity in illumination. Some
imaging optics like Fresnel lens have inherent problem of non-
uniform illumination which causes the movement of the focus
along the cell as demonstrated in Fig. 5. The effect of non-
uniformity can be found in all the types of CPV systems. Fig. 6
shows the optical power output through a building integrated
concentrating photovoltaic system where the optical concen-
trator used is an asymmetric dielectric based Compound
Parabolic Concentrator (CPC). The concentrator shape is
designed to operate for extended [63] periods which tends to
produce non-uniformities. Fig. 7 shows the non-uniform
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illumination profiles on the solar cell surface in LCPV and
HCPV systems.

�
 Shape Errors in concentrator profile: It is not sufficient to just

properly design the concentrator, but it is equally important to
manufacture and test the geometry for any errors introduced
in it. Non-uniformity is due to concentrator optical and shape
errors, which even if they are small would have a significant
effect on the flux profile [64]. Usually reflectors when used as
concentrators get some shape errors while manufacturing
which again could become a cause of non-uniformity due to
improper geometry.
Fig. 7. Flux distribution in high concentrato

Fig. 5. Shift in the sun focus causing non-uniformity of illumination.

Fig. 6. Flux distribution in LCPV system [63].
�

r ce
Improper tracking: Concentrating photovoltaic systems are
designed in such a way so that the reflected/ refracted sun rays
fall exactly on the cells. Improper tracking may cause them to
miss their target areas and deteriorate the system. Tracking is
mostly required for HCPV applications [45] where it becomes
necessary to always keep the solar cells normal to the sun;
failure to track the sun properly can again lead to non-
uniformity of flux on the solar cells. Although tracking is
important but it still cannot guarantee to produce a uniform
flux distribution. Franklin and Coventry [65] demonstrated
this in the case of a parabolic trough concentrator where the
Gaussian flux profile supposed to be in the center moved
across the cell. With improper tracking this effect would
further be enhanced and the higher flux may move towards
the corners of the cell as shown in Fig. 8 and cause further
problems. Schultz et al. [66] studied the performance of
multijunction cells under uneven illumination caused due to
tracking. By performing a raster scan over the subcells using
optical fiber connected to a spectroradiometer in the concen-
trator cell plane, it was found that improper tracking intro-
duced losses due to modified spectral response. Sabry and
Ghitas et al. [67] evaluated the non-uniform illumination
introduced across the edges due to low tracking accuracy
and structure misalignment. An increase in both open circuit
voltage and fill factor resulted from shading the edges was
found to occur.

�
 Misalignment of concentrator: In Building integrated applica-

tions where the solar cells are placed very close to each other,
certain misalignments can occur between the solar cells and
the concentrators again causing non-uniformity on the solar
cells. In HCPV systems the misalignment of the secondary
lls used in a dish concentrator [74].

Fig. 8. Tracking induced non-uniform illumination.
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concentrator tends to reduce the efficiency of the cell signifi-
cantly as shown in Fig. 9. A significant drop of about 12% was
observed in the Isc values by Schultz et al. [66] due to the
misalignment. Antóna and Sala [68] pointed out the misalign-
ment as a cause of optical dispersion in the CPV system. They
evaluated the EUCLIDES type CPV system which consisted of
an array of mirrors as the concentrator optical element. The
position between each mirror and its receptor was found to be
of utmost importance to avoid optical mismatch. Other causes
such as wind and weight loads were also found to cause
misalignments due to torsion of the structure.

�
 Optical properties: Several impurities are induced in the

optical elements like reflecting mirrors or refractive lens/
concentrators. These impurities change the reflective and
refractive properties of the concentrating element. Due to
which the concentrator behaves abruptly and produces a
non-uniform flux different to the one expected at the design
stage. The material used in the reflector could also be a cause
for the increase in the non-uniformity of the illumination
profile. Hatwaambo et al. [69] demonstrated that the use of
specular material had higher peaks as shown in Fig. 10
. 9. A 500x geometric concentration multijunction cell experiencing different

mination distribution patterns [66].

. 10. Peaks in illumination profile while using a specular and diffuse reflector

terial.
implying more heating as compared with a diffuse material
with rolling groves.

�
 Mechanical failures: Other than defects introduced while

manufacturing, installation or functioning several forms of
mechanical failures can occur in a CPV system due to aging;
these include loss of transmittance, discoloration of lens or
concentrator optics, fracture and mechanical fatigue [70],
shape change, buckling, and warping, details of which are
provided in [7].

�
 Spectral response: In the case of multijunction cells, the total

photo-generated current densities that can be attained depend
on the solar spectrum response of each individual cell. As the
solar spectrum changes during the day different subcells limit
the achievable photo-generated current density [66]. The
performance of the solar cell at a particular day or time is
different and varies throughout the period of the year, making
it important to understand and optimize the solar cell accord-
ingly. The efficiency of the concentrator cells also depends on a
number of factors including its spectral response, diffusion
lengths, surface properties, contact method and its configuration
[71]. The spectrum of light changes slightly once it passes
through the concentrator. The difference in the diffusion lengths
between the emitter and base changes the short circuit current
and makes it dependent on the incident solar spectrum. The
distribution of the generated charge carriers is also dependent on
the incident spectrum. It is very important to know the spectral
response of solar cells to determine the efficiency under standard
rating conditions. Using the spectral response a spectral mis-
match correction factor is used to calculate the cell current
corresponding to the standard test conditions. Schonecker and
Bucher [72] estimated the uncertainty due to non-uniform
illumination and its effect on spectral response for different
types of solar cells. Recently Victoria et al. [73] analyzed the
effects of spectral non-uniform irradiance distribution on multi-
junction solar cell performance. They suggested that in order to
accurately predict the performance of a MJ cell, the absolute and
spectral spatial non-uniform irradiance profiles created by the
system must be studied. The spectral variation significantly
decreases the current generated by one of the subcells which
consequently decreases the total current passing through the
series of subcells.

2.2. Effects of non-uniform illumination

The nonuniformity in illumination profile causes several pro-
blems in the functioning of the CPV system. Some of them are
related to the electrical performance of the solar cell, while others
are related to the overall performance of the CPV system. The
following discussion summarizes the effects in two basic cate-
gories of electrical and thermal impacts. It may be noted that
some of the electrical parameters get affected as a consequence of
thermal effects introduced by the non-uniform illumination
profiles thereby reducing the overall system performance.
a.
 Electrical: The non-uniform illumination produces ohmic
drops higher than expected, mainly because the cell operates
locally at higher irradiance [75]. In a non-uniformly illumi-
nated solar cell it is found that an internal current flows even
in open-circuit conditions, which is directly proportional to the
irradiance and the degree of non-uniformity [76]. The para-
meters that get affected finally reducing the solar cell perfor-
mance include

total photocurrent
b. cell’s short-circuit current
c. cell’s short-circuit current density
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d. average illumination intensity
e. open-circuit voltage
f. fill factor
In concentrator solar cells, the diffused layer has a very low
thickness which is usually about a micron, in the presence of non-
uniform illumination the open circuit voltage is affected primarily by
the cell area and the sheet resistivity. The non-uniformity produces a
gradient in the charge carrier density which causes the lateral
currents to flow through the emitter thereby causing an open circuit
voltage drop. Gopal et al. [77] studied the effect of non-uniformity on
photovoltaic decay and explored the possible mechanisms responsi-
ble for the discrepancies between the experimental results and
models. They observed a drop in steady-state effective open-circuit
voltage under non-uniform illumination, because of its modulation by
the surface voltage caused by the sheet resistivity of the emitter
region of the solar cells. In a PV cell the maximum current obtained is
known as the short-circuit current (Isc) and the maximum voltage
obtained is known as open-circuit voltage (Voc). The value of current
corresponding to this open circuit voltage is zero and the value of
voltage corresponding to the short circuit current is zero therefore
yielding power at both points as zero. Franklin and Coventry [65]
Fig. 12. Difference in IV characteristics of a multijunction solar c

Fig. 11. Difference in IV characteristics of a Si solar cell exp
studied the effects of non-uniformity on the I–V characteristics of the
solar cell both numerically and experimentally. Fig. 11 and Fig. 12
demonstrate the difference in the I–V characteristics of the solar cell
when exposed to uniform and non-uniform illumination patterns for
both silicon and multijunction solar cells. The parameter fill factor or
‘FF’ (abbreviated) defines the maximum power that can be obtained
using the solar cell and defined as the ratio of the maximum power
from the solar cell to the product of Voc and Isc. The value of the fill
factor in the modeled cell differs from that of the reference cell at the
same number of suns because of different losses in the metal grid
[78]. These differences result from the non-uniform illumination
profile and different grid design. The effect of concentration distribu-
tion on the cell performance was studied by Goma et al. [79] while
using a 3-d lens as a concentrating element. The fill factor was
calculated as a function of sheet resistance under both uniform and
non-uniform irradiation. It was found that the non-uniform simula-
tion results agreed well with the real conditions as shown in Fig. 13,
and was more pronounced with increasing sheet resistance values
(higher series resistance). Herrero et al. [80] studied the effect of non-
uniformity on multi-junction cells and found that the fill factor
decreases with an increase in non-uniformity. They attributed this
drop to the increase in series resistance losses which further
translates into fall of the solar cell efficiency. Araki and Yamaguchi
ell exposed to a uniform and non-uniform illumination [80].

osed to a uniform and non-uniform illumination [65].
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[81] presented a calculation method showing the cause for the non-
linear diode behavior of multi-junction concentrator cells due to the
presence of non-uniform illumination. The method identified an
Fig. 15. Variation of electrical characteristics with tempera

Fig. 13. Effect of non-uniformity in illumination profile on the fill factor [79].

Fig. 14. Effects of non-uniform illumination with chromatic aberration in a 3-

junction solar cell.
increase in ideality factor due to the presence of non-uniformity.
They also pointed out that the presence of non-uniformity signifi-
cantly dropped the fill factor. They modeled the interaction between
the chromatic aberration and non- uniform flux distribution and
simulated its effects on the Solar cell performance as shown in Fig. 14.
Usually the fill factor is expected to improve due to the presence of
chromatic aberration at the cost of low Isc, but it was found that the
recovery of FF by chromatic aberration was not sufficient to cancel
the damage caused by the nonuniform illumination.
�

ture
Thermal: Concentrating sunlight onto small solar cell pro-
duces localized thermal heating. The characteristics of the
illumination optics determine the illumination distribution
across the cells, this could heat the cell along the surface
causing degradation in its performance and cause non-uniform
temperature profiles across the cell area [61]. In multijunction
cells different layers of the cell absorb different spectra of light
producing a temperature gradient along its depth in addition
to the temperature gradient along its surface. The power
dissipated from the solar cell plays a major role in determining
the solar cell performance as only a part of the incident solar
radiation is converted into electricity and the remaining is
converted to heat. The concentrator solar cells are subjected to
high amounts of radiation and so need a passive or active
cooling mechanism to maintain lower operating temperatures.
The heat dissipation from the solar cell ensures proper work-
ing and increases their life-time and decreases the wear
caused by excessive temperatures. The solar cell performance
is very much related to the series resistance caused by its
components, which depends on the cell base, emitter area and
the amount of metal used in the grid design [78]. The
operational cell temperature is usually determined by means
of Voc versus temperature data. The high flux level in concen-
trating systems along with non-uniformity affects this depen-
dence and introduces some errors in measurements. Anton
for a triple junction solar cell adapted from [84].



Fig. 17. Grid patterns in solar cells.
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[82] experimentally validated and introduced a relation
between maximum cell temperature and open circuit voltage
for a particular concentration level. In their review Royne et al.
[83] pointed out the non-uniform flux distributions over the
receiver surface generally having a peak flux higher than the
mean value at that concentration level, therefore requiring a
cooling device capable enough to handle these peak intensities
throughout the cell surface. Nishioka et al. [84] evaluated the
temperature dependence of electrical characteristics i.e., tem-
perature coefficients of Voc, Isc, FF and efficiency for InGaP/
InGaAs/Ge triple junction solar cells as shown in Fig. 15. It was
found that the temperature dependence of efficiency is mostly
affected by the dependence of Voc on its temperature coeffi-
cients. The efficiency was found to increase with increasing
Concentration Ratio (CR) due to the rise in Voc but again found
to decrease with rise in the cell temperature. However, lesser
impact on efficiency was observed at high concentrations.

CPV technologies are currently evolving, which makes it
difficult to predict their reliability for longer periods of time.
However to overcome this shortcoming accelerated tests are
performed. Recently [85] thermal aging tests for concentrator
photovoltaic solar cells and systems under illumination were
deployed for more than 10000 h in a thermal aging tester while
forward biasing the solar cells at the required current. The
thermal effects of the non-uniformity are more pronounced in
case of HCPV systems, however it is equally important to be
studied for both LCPV and MCPV systems.

2.3. Importance for the industry

CPV technologies are continuously undergoing developments.
In order to match these developments in concentrators it is very
important that the industry have certain capabilities to interlink
the cell design with different kinds of concentrators and their
optical performances. There exists a need for an effective cell
design model to ensure good conversion efficiency over the
required concentration range, illumination patterns and variety
of cell sizes as the ultimate aim of the system is to reduce the
$/watt of electricity produced. Fig. 16 demonstrates the non-
uniform illumination in the solar cell of a Whitfield Solar trough
(vintage, 2006), with the end removed to aid viewing inside. It
shows the Fresnel lens at the top of the image and the resulting
light spot that is formed by the Fresnel lens on the Narec LGBC
Fig. 16. A cut out view of CPV system by Whitfield Solar (Picture courtesy:

Whitfield Solar).
silicon concentrator cell. This is a typical image of the spot size in
the Whitfield collector, as it gives a generous allowance for
tracking error. Inside the illuminated spot the illumination will
not be uniform. If a ‘classic’ imaging Fresnel is used, the resulting
spot has a very peaky distribution across it. Whitfield Solar and
their lens supplier modified the lens facets to get as even an
illumination as possible within the spot, but even so the distribu-
tion obtained was certainly not a pure ‘top hat’ shape and a more
like 2:1 from average to peak illumination was observed.

A drop in solar cell efficiency due to non-uniformity reduces
the amount of power produced and thereby tends to increase the
cost of power produced per watt. Consolidation of an optimized
design into processes capable of rapid throughput at reduced
costs is sought to ensure means to process and evaluate cells with
the properties needed as per the requirements [86]. Solar cell
manufacturers have the capability of tailoring the solar cell design
in order to match the illumination patterns of the CPV system. A
few examples demonstrating the capability at Narec to modify
the cell architectures is shown in Fig. 17. These include cell
architectures with (a) cell, with single long busbar, (b) cell, with
two bus bars at the cell short edges, (c) trench cell having a series
of busbars equally spaced throughout the cell. Several companies
are using these types of cells and are targeting costs of 10 USD
cents per kWh using CPV technology [87]. Examples of some of
the recent prototype cells produced at the Narec PV Technology
Centre for the ASPIS concentrator [88] are also shown in Fig. 18.
Fig. 18. Sample sized solar cells made for CPV applications.
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2.4. Economics of CPV and dependence on non-uniformity

The economics of CPV operation essentially depends on several
factors. The total system design includes concentrator design, cell
design, thermal management, tracking and peak power handling
capability within the solar cell. CPV is an attractive option to
increase the electric energy output while reducing the technology
and power production cost. However, the effect of non-uniformity
of the incident solar radiation and the higher operating tempera-
tures could reduce the efficiency of electric conversion and
decrease the lifetime of solar cells, thereby changing the whole
equation used to calculate payback period of the CPV system. The
effect of non-uniform flux could lead to drop in performance of a
system by a certain percentage which is not calculated or
predicted while making system calculations. The non-uniformity
may very well then further increase the price of the power
produced using CPV making it not profitable in the long term.
Recently Dai et al. [89] pointed out that a number of investiga-
tions and research have been focused on performances and
designs of solar cells with concentrators; however little effort
has been made to study and analyze this problem in detail.
Therefore it is very important to understand the impact of non-
uniformity on a case by case basis and include its effect while
making long term predictions or calculations of the CPV technol-
ogy. At the same time methods to measure this effect accurately
and reduce its impact need to be explored for the overall benefit
of the CPV industry.
Fig. 19. Equivalent circuit of solar cell.
3. Concentrator solar cell characterization and testing

Generally the characterization of concentrator solar cells is
carried out under uniform illumination conditions. However, in
reality these cells are exposed to non-uniform flux in working
conditions. The illumination flux on the solar cell can have a
profile very different to the one produced by using a concentrator
when compared to the uniform illumination conditions used to
carry out the cell characterization.

3.1. Modeling of solar cell subjected to non-uniform flux

The modeling of solar cell under non-uniform flux plays an
important role in the development of CPV based technology. Model-
ing can prove to be a very valuable tool to optimize the solar cell
design for particular application conditions based on the available
solar spectrum, the concentration ratio of the system and the optical
concentrating element. It helps in deciding on the material char-
acteristic required, doping to be applied and the layer thicknesses for
attaining optimum operating efficiency. The advantage of having
such a model is that it helps in exploring the performance of different
concentrator and cell combinations using cells of various types,
shapes, color, sizes and metallic grid design, with or without a
secondary optical cover, under different conditions. Mitchell [90]
analyzed two different cases of non-uniform illumination to examine
trends in behavior of solar cell performance. In both the cases the
flux was assumed to be a cosine function with maximum value of
flux along the bus bar in the first case and zero in the second case. It
was found that the shape of the illumination profile had no effect on
the ideal conversion efficiency modeled without series resistance
when compared to the case of uniform illumination. However, when
the series resistance was modeled a significant drop in cell conver-
sion efficiency was observed in the case where the minimum flux is
assumed along the bus bar. It was concluded that the effects of the
non-uniformity of the flux profile may be mitigated by incorporating
a lower top layer resistance. Also it was predicted that low top layer
resistance can have a number of economic benefits for concentrator
systems with reduced power losses in concentrating solar cells and
lower impact of the non-uniformity in the illumination. Chenlo and
Cid [91] studied the thermal and electrical characteristics of a solar
cell with cooling mechanism subjected to both uniform and non-
uniform illumination at a concentration of 24x using a Fresnel lens.
On comparing the best cell efficiency of 17.2% at uniform illumina-
tion with the module best cell efficiency a drop of almost 6% is
observed due to the combined effects of cell temperature rise, lens
losses and non-uniform illumination. Using detailed models a para-
metric study was carried out to study these effects and it was found
that the system losses are higher from the combined effects of non-
uniform illumination and temperature, than from the sum of both
effects taken independently.

The most commonly applied method to carry out the electrical
simulation is to divide the cell into smaller subcircuits represent-
ing different parts of the solar cell and model every subcircuit by
an electrical circuit as described by one diode with distributed
diode effect [65,92–95], two diode [96–98], or three diode model
[75]. The lateral resistances in the cell lead to a voltage drop
across the cell surface causing different points on the cell surface
to operate at different voltages and therefore produce different
current densities; this phenomenon also known as distributed
diode effect was considered while modeling by [94]. While
considering this phenomena the current from each row of unit
cells flows to the contact grid bar, where it adds to the current
contributions of the other rows. The voltage drops due to series
resistance along the row of unit cells are additive, and the voltage
drops along the contact bar are additive [90].

Luque et al. [75] investigated the temperature distribution in a
concentrator solar cell under non-uniform illumination considering
the cell to be electrically isolated from the heat sink. Representing
the cell as three distinct diodes, separated by resistors the cell is
modeled to evaluate the effects of non-uniformity in flux and
temperature. The nonuniformity was found to reduce the system
operation and increase the temperature and series resistance
thereby reducing cell efficiency. A simplified representation of the
electrical circuit model of the solar cell is represented in Fig. 19. The
term Id represents the dark current and the term Iph represents the
photo-generated current. The total current flowing in the external
load RL is given by Eqs. (1.1) and (1.2). The term Io represents the
reverse saturation diode current corresponding to the diffusion and
recombination of electrons and holes in the p and n sides of the cell,
V is the mean cell voltage across the external load resistance RL and
VT is the thermodynamic voltage, Vj is the junction potential, kB is
the Boltzmann constant, q is the electron charge and n is the ideality
factor which is usually greater than 1.

I¼ Iph�Id ð1:1Þ
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I¼ Iph�Io exp
Vj

nVT

� �
�1

� �
�

Vj

Rsh
ð1:2Þ

VT ¼ kBT=q ð1:3Þ

Vj ¼ Vþ IRs ð1:4Þ

Eq. (1.2) is of general form, it may further be reduced
depending on the emitter region Ie and the dark or finger region
Ida. The term Iph strongly depends on the illumination and is
directly proportional to its intensity.

Ie ¼ Iph�Io exp
Vj

nVT

� �
�1

� �
�

Vj

Rsh
ð1:5Þ

Ida ¼ Io exp
Vj

nVT

� �
�1

� �
�

Vj

Rsh
ð1:6Þ

The incident solar radiation leads to the increase of the tem-
perature of the solar cell which further increases the population of
electrons exponentially enhancing the dark saturation current. The
dependence of the saturation current on the temperature [99] is
represented by Eq. (1.7) which suggests that its value increases with
temperature but decreases with increasing material quality. The
terms Ioo and Ego represent the saturation current and the band gap
energy at 0 K and are both approximately constant with respect to
Fig. 20. Quarter finger space c

Fig. 21. Full finger space cell unit and current density
temperature.

IoðTÞ ¼ IooT3exp
�Ego

kBT

� �
ð1:7Þ

Using the above basic equations the solar cell can be modeled;
however different approaches have been adopted by different
researchers to analyze the effects of non-uniformity. Franklin and
Coventry [65] modeled the effect of nonuniformity by considering
a Gaussian illumination over the cell. In order to obtain the
solution, they used a quarter finger space unit of the cell as
shown in Fig. 20 and solved equations similar to the ones shown
above. Chemisana, Rosell, Mellor et al. and Domenech-Garret
[93–95] in their studies applied extended forms of these equa-
tions to model one complete finger space unit as shown in Fig. 21.
According to [99] Eq. (1.2) may further be expressed as follows for
which different forms were applied by Chemisana, Rosell, Mellor
et al. and Domenech-Garret [93–95]:

I¼ C1GþC2T3exp
�T1

T

� �
exp

Vj

nVT

� �
�1

� �
þC3Vj ð1:8Þ

Several profiles have been modeled to understand and predict
the effects of non-uniformity on the solar cells. Garner and Nasby
[43] developed a computer code to study simple profiles demon-
strated in Fig. 22. The method involved solving Poisson’s equa-
tions for each point on a grid generated on the surface of solar
cell. The results were verified against experimental studies. The
ell unit modeled by [65].

distribution in a Gaussian illuminated solar cell.



Fig. 23. Types of theoretical analysis considered for modeling solar cells.

Fig. 22. Different linear profiles studied by [43].
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concentration values were calculated as a function of the illumina-
tion profiles and concentration. Results showed that the efficiency of
the solar cells under uniform concentration increases to a maximum
till �30 suns and then decreases. However in the case of non-
uniform illumination the cell has maximum efficiency at low
concentrations and drop occurs with increased concentration.

Beatriz Galiana and Galiana[97,100] developed a three-dimen-
sional (3-D) distributed model using PSPICE software for concen-
trating solar cells based on elementary units made up of electrical
circuits. This model is capable of optimizing the front metal grid and
can help to determine the different causes of series resistance and
finally can predict the behavior of a solar cell under nonuniform
illumination for single and multijunction cells. A comparison of both
one-dimensional (1-D) and 3-D models has been presented in
Beatriz Galiana [97], using the model of distributed circuits as
shown in Fig. 23. They studied the optimum front grid design for
solar cells under 500x, 1000x and 2000x concentrations, results
were compared with 1-D models. It was concluded that 1-D models
miss out on several details like ohmic effects and alternative current
paths that arise at high concentration leading to a non-optimum
design. It was concluded that a 3-D model is essential when
modeling cells under high concentration. Olson [101] modeled the
currents spreading behavior under non-uniform irradiance in MJ
solar cells. They pointed that the non-uniform illumination can be a
major problem for tunnel-junction interconnected III–V MJ cells if
the resulting local photocurrent exceeds the peak tunneling current
density and can be mitigated via current spreading.

Algora et al. [102] highlighted the pending issues in modeling
solar cells subject to concentration, they used ATLAS simulation
software from Silvaco based on TCAD to do 2-D modeling of the
effects of nonuniformity in high concentrating CPV cells. However, it
was suggested that a 3-D model is necessary to model the
concentrator solar cells, especially for the cases of high concentra-
tion to demonstrate the effect of non-uniformity. Kerschen and
Basore [78] describes an approach for estimating the performance
and optimization of a concentrator cell as a function of its metalliza-
tion using PVOPTICS software. Direct measurements of the flux
profile are presented Coventry et al. [92] along the length of a single
axis tracking trough. They used OPTICAD to carry out the ray tracing
and carried out experimental measurements with a new custom
built measurement device. Steiner et al. [96] recently studied the
influence of the nonuniform illumination profile combined with a
specific tunnel-diode characteristic on the I–V curve of a triple-
junction solar cell.

3.1.1. Use of finite element modeling

Finite element method could be very well employed to model the
solar cells under both uniform and non-uniform illumination. Mellor
et al. [94] developed a two-dimensional (2-D) finite element model
for the front surface of solar cell to demonstrate the reduction in fill
factor and open circuit voltage as a result of non-uniform illumina-
tion. Results showed that the cell operating at open circuit region
under a Gaussian illumination profile produces internal currents
which flow from the central highly illuminated regions of the emitter
to the darker edge regions. The efficiency of a cell operating under
illumination with a peak illumination ratio of 10 and average
illumination of 12 suns is shown to decrease by more than 1.7%
when compared to a cell operating under a uniform illumination
under similar conditions. Domenech-Garret [95] studied the PV cell
behavior under the influence of combined profiles including Gaus-
sian, inverse Gaussian and off centered Gaussian profiles of non-
uniform temperature and radiation using a finite element model
using COMSOL software. They combined direct Gaussian tempera-
ture and radiation profiles, with several temperature amplitudes as a
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moving function. Results showed that the temperature profile spoils
the fill factor (FF) although the value of open circuit voltage (Voc)
remains unchanged for the case of a Gaussian temperature profile
with the same short circuit current (Isc) value. It was concluded that
the Gaussian temperature profile decreases the maximum power
value of a solar cell by about 4%. In a recent study by Chemisana and
Rosell [93], finite element modeling was carried out to evaluate the
performance of a Gaussian illuminated cpv cell under the influence
of different temperature profiles. The study was experimentally
validated by preparing a proper heat sink to generate the Gaussian
and anti Gaussian temperature profiles, which were again simulated
to analyze the solar cell performance.

In the studies by Chemisana and Rosell, Mellor et al. and
Domenech-Garret [93–95], the finite element model was pre-
pared to solve the continuity equation of space charge as shown
in Eq (1.9). While applying appropriate boundary conditions for
the cell element shown in Fig. 24. Further details on modeling
may be found in respective research articles and are along similar
lines described in previous sections.

�rðsrV�Je
Þ ¼ Q ð1:9Þ

In their study applied a constant temperature condition and a
temperature profile condition while solving the problem. Tem-
perature coefficients were also evaluated to accurately model the
impact of the temperature profile on the cell performance [93].
Fig. 24. Showing the Gaussian profiles of illumination and temperature [95].

Fig. 25. Showing the block diagram
3.2. Experimental characterization of concentrator solar cells

In order to evaluate large numbers of concentrator cells
necessary for production runs, an indoor test facility is needed
[86]. Concerns over the performance measurements techniques
for the concentrator solar cells have been expressed over several
decades [61], since these Concentrator solar cells operate in a high
irradiance environment which is very different from the usual one
sun conditions under which typical solar panels work. The high
irradiance leads to increased sample currents, produces difficul-
ties in maintaining and measuring cell temperatures and causes
problems in accurately determining the total illumination power
incident on the cell with the added disadvantage of having a non-
uniform illumination. The measurement of concentrator solar cell
characteristics is a difficult task. Usually a large area pulse solar
simulator is used to carry out the measurements, and is capable of
recording data every few milliseconds. While performing the
experiment the Isc at a 1 sun concentration is used as a reference
to predict the performance at N suns. Concentration ratio is
assumed to be a ratio of Isc obtained at any concentration to the
short circuit current at 1 sun. This process assumed a linear
behavior of Isc with the concentration. It was found that this
method is only favorable at low concentrations by Scheiman et al.
[103] and some improvements were presented to provide addi-
tional geometrical aids to determine the concentration level and
linearity of the solar cell with both experimental and mathema-
tical results.Cuevas et al. [76] demonstrated experimentally the
importance of measuring the photogenerated current and open
circuit voltage characteristics under the influence of nonuniform
illumination. Andreev et al. [104] simulated the different light
intensity distributions and carried out I–V curve measurements
for GaAs solar cells. It was found that the nonuniform irradiance
has an effect on the concentrator cell temperature coefficient.
They studied the combined effects of temperature and flux
distribution on high concentrator cells using a flash tester, light
guiding elements and a built in heater. Results showed the
importance of coupling both temperature and flux distribution
effects while optimizing the solar cell. They also highlighted their
importance in the value of temperature coefficients of the fill
factor which help in making the right choice of the cell structure
and the grid configuration. Schonecker and Bucher [72] pointed
out the influence of spectral response and nonuniform illumina-
tion on solar cells. During the testing of solar cells monochromatic
of IV-100 system used by [107].
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source is used, and if the test cell area is large it is found that only
a part of the solar cell gets illuminated leading to an error due to
the difference in the local spectra response of the solar cell under
the impact of actual conditions. They used three different setups
to measure the influence of the nonuniform flux and spectral
response on solar cells. It was concluded that the inhomogeneity
caused on the cell area while testing under uniform illumination
can be controlled by carrying out measurements against a
reference cell of equal size to that of the test cell. Sinton and
Pauley [105] developed a new method for measuring the I–V
characteristics of solar cells making use of a series of short pulse
of light with different intensities under steady state ensuring that
it would resemble performance under actual sunlight which
varies throughout the day and each day every year. Using this
method a variable voltage is applied to the solar cell during a light
pulse to measure the instantaneous current at a given voltage and
light intensity. Shimotomai [106] developed a method and appa-
ratus for measuring I–V characteristics of solar cells having an
improved irradiance on the solar cell test plane. Using a means of
adjusting irradiance the solar cell placed on the testing plane is
divided imaginarily into a number of sections and a selected
member for adjusting irradiance is disposed opposite the test
plane to equalize the irradiance level at every section. Katz et al.
[107] demonstrated the use of an high flux-test facility that
allows the localized irradiation to be replicated using a parabolic
mirror and a optical fiber that guides the concentrated solar
irradiation to the concentrator solar cell located indoors. Using
this method, almost the same spectral output of localized irradia-
tion can be generated. New equipment IV-100 as shown in Fig. 25
was developed [108] to measure the I–V characteristics of con-
centrator solar cells under non-uniform illumination. This system
mainly consists of a flash lamp capable of reaching high
Fig. 26. Photolithographic masks for different illumination patters used by [107].

Fig. 27. Masks used to perform
irradiance levels of up to 200 suns. Using photolithography,
masks were made replicating the flux patterns produced by using
concentrating elements as shown in Fig. 26. The effect of non-
uniformity in illumination and temperature was studied experi-
mentally by Lu et al. [109]. In their study, they made use of a non-
uniform factor (a) to describe the non-uniformity of illumination.
Higher factor indicates higher non-uniformity. It was found that
both FF and maximum power reduced with increasing a values
and a relationship was developed with the use of another
proportionality constant b. While correlating b for different
temperature and illumination profiles it was found that the effect
of nonuniform illumination could be considered equivalent to a
certain degree rise in temperature values. It was concluded that
the non-uniform illumination raises the temperature of the cells
and induces a nonuniform temperature gradient across the cells
causing a nonuniform power loss and then causing a power
degradation of the complete CPV system. Herrero et al [80,110]
developed an indoor procedure based on a CCD camera to
characterize different illumination patterns produced by Fresnel
lens and secondary optical elements. Further, they reproduced
these patterns using masks as shown in Fig. 27. These masks were
prepared by a high resolution photoplotter and performed experi-
mental evaluation of the influence of nonuniform illumination on
the solar cell performance. Fig. 28 describes the methodology
adapted, where the illumination profiles are captured using the
CCD camera, and reproduced on masks, which are placed above
the solar cells and their effects of nonuniform illumination is
analyzed. Using a parameter PAR (Peak to average ratio of the
Gaussian profile) the different illumination profiles were defined
and tested in a solar simulator by placing these masks over the
cells. These methods of evaluating the efficiency lead to results
which were close to the actual optical system.
3.3. Optimization of the flux profile on solar cells for CPV

The nonuniformity in illumination is associated with a decrease in
the conversion efficiency. However, there are few cases where it
could actually help in improving the performance of the concentrator
solar cells. This could be basically related to the type of the flux
profile of the incident radiation. A profile with high intensity close to
bus bars [90,111] has been found helpful in improving the perfor-
mance. However, if the non-uniform irradiance distribution could be
adequately chosen, even higher efficiency levels would be attainable.
Benitez and Mohedano [111] studied the problem of calculating the
flux pattern that maximizes the efficiency of a cell for a given average
concentration factor and presented an approximate expression to
measure the cell power output difference between the optimum and
nonoptimum illumination profiles at a given voltage. Huang et al.
[45] developed a computer program to simulate the flux distribution
for a concentrator employing Fresnel lens. Results indicated that the
uniformity could be largely improved when the receiver plane is
placed somewhat upwards or downwards from the focus. However
this could reduce the concentration ratio of the system significantly.
The design and optimization of a concentrator solar cell is a result of
indoor characterization.



Fig. 29. Optimization cycle for a solar cell design.

Fig. 28. Methodology followed to characterize the illumination profiles and perform experiments on the solar cells using masks.
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several compromises between different challenging mechanisms as
can be seen in Fig. 29. Optimizing one parameter could affect the
others that may be equally important to improve the efficiency of the
solar cells. A key list of information needed for a CPV design is the
type of application, where it is to be installed, type of solar cells to be
used and finally the expected cost of the system. Based on this
information, the type of concentrator and its geometry can be
identified. Based on ray tracing the optical performance of this
concentrator geometry is evaluated, fine tuning the geometry may
be required in order to improve the performance or reduce the
amount of material used for the concentrator manufacture typically
the CPC’s if used are truncated in order to have a balance between the
amount of material and optical performance. Based on the optical
analysis, one can obtain the average flux distribution for any day,
month or year. This flux distribution obtained may then be applied
on any solar cell to analyze the performance and obtain the current
density distribution which may again be integrated to obtain any
other electrical parameters of the solar cells. The flux distribution
diagram can again be used to optimize the cell design and
performance based on the metallic grid design, number of grid
fingers, finger spacing, bus bar design and back contact of solar cell.
Further, the thermal performance of the solar cell may be analyzed
to obtain the temperature profile of the cell. Most of the LCPV
applications do not need thermal management, and can work
effectively with simple passive cooling arrangements. However,
MCPV and HCPV applications require a special thermal management
system involving a slightly complex design. While manufacturing
the solar cells, they usually undergo testing under uniform illumina-
tion conditions. Using special masks as described in the earlier
section based on the optical analysis of the concentrator, its
performance can be analyzed well before it is placed in the real
outdoor conditions and its electrical characteristics obtained. The
optimization process involves mutual exchange of data between the
different domains of required system, its optical performance, cell
performance and thermal management. Based on several trails an
optimum design could be attained for a particular application. It’s
equally important to keep an eye on the simplicity of manufacturing
process and its associated costs, in order to attain the best CPV
system for any given application. Chen and Yi [112] demonstrated
the application of both ray tracing shown in Fig. 30 and simple
slumping method which can be employed to manufacture a free
form two-stage concentrator.
4. Measures to reduce the effect of non-uniformity

4.1. Solar cell

In order to translate the high performance of these concen-
trator cells into lower energy costs the CPV system must be
designed with optimum operating characteristics. The concentra-
tor cells need to have the right size and shape depending on the
illuminated region in concentrating systems. Cells can take
shapes of square, circle, rectangular and any other shape depend-
ing on the type of concentrating system. They also need to
account for the variation in the flux intensity across their area.
Cell doping can play an important role in the performance of solar
cell, Weaver [113] studied the effects of design and process
parameters on silicon concentrator cells performance especially
the effect of doping. They compared three types of cells with nþ-
p, back surface field (pþn-nþ), and the pþ-n cells. They found



Fig. 31. Improvement in the Cell performance with optimization of fingers [94].

Fig. 30. Use of ray tracing to analyze the flux distribution in concentrator (a) flux distribution on the cell surface(b) flux distribution along the x–y axis [112].

Fig. 32. Use of a Secondary Optical Element (SOE) can improve the uniformity

[121].
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that the pþ–n cells to be the most effective at higher concentra-
tions. Khemthong and Iles [86] suggested that the cell size must
be chosen to provide the required circuit current and voltage,
within the limits set by the concentrator. Employing a suitable
cell back surface ensures good heat transfer from the cell. The
top-surface contact areas must be able to handle the planned
peak current and the cell must also withstand a high voltage
build-up. The conversion efficiency of a solar cell primarily
depends on the product of three important factors they are the
short circuit current density Jsc, the open circuit voltage Voc and
the curve fill factor FF. The LGBC cells can be optimized depending
on the type of the concentrating system, by changing process
parameters like the groove depth, finger pitch and copper thick-
ness an improvement can be made in its overall performance for
concentrator systems [46]. The improvement in the solar cell
performance is dependent on several inherent factors [55,61] that
affect the cell series resistance like the cell size, grid spacing, grid
conductance, sheet resistance of the top and the bottom layer.
Heasman et al. [55] developed the Czochralski Silicon (Cz–Si)
solar cells for use up to 100� concentrations. The cell design for
lowest power loss and ease of production had two bus bars, 42
gridlines with a total grid line shading loss of about 9%. Optimized
grid design has been seen as an important parameter in improv-
ing the solar cell efficiency [86]. A study by Mellor et al. [94]
showed that optimization of the front contact pattern, by increas-
ing the number of fingers to suit the degree of non-uniformity,
can mitigate the decrease in each characteristic significantly.
Some of the results showing the effects on fill factor and efficiency
of the cell are highlighted in Fig. 31. Recently, Morvillo et al. [114]
studied the influence of metal grid patterns on the performance of
silicon solar cells at different illumination levels. Optimizing the
grid structure minimizes the combined effect of emitter-layer
resistance, grid-metal resistance, shading loss due to grid reflec-
tion, and contact resistance between the metal and the semicon-
ductor. Cells based on new manufacturing techniques could prove
to be capable of tolerating the non-uniform illumination. Special
Slivers cells [115] could also be used for combating the non-
uniform illumination which occurs in concentrator systems.

4.2. Concentrator element

A considerable improvement in the concentrator design and
geometry can effectively reduce the effect of non-uniformity. A
classical method employed to improve uniformity is to have a
secondary optical element as shown in Fig. 32. [116] demonstrated
the use of a Fresnel lens capable of reducing the effect of non-
uniformity. A free form Koehler design [117] found the use of low-
angle scattering reflectors to be effective in giving a uniform flux
distribution, which results in a higher fill factor and improved the
solar cell performance. Hatwaambo et al. [118] recently demon-
strated the use of a semi-diffuse aluminum sheet reflector with
rolling grooves oriented parallel to the plane of the solar cell
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module. The existence of these grooves helped in scattering the solar
flux uniformly across the solar cell reducing the hot spot formation.
The flux distribution across the solar cell could be very helpful in
designing the concentrator design and manufacture. Methods of
measuring the flux are presented by Adsten et al. [119]. Irradiation
distribution diagrams were presented by Smyth et al. [120] as a
function of the projection of the sun. These diagrams form a useful
tool to visualize the annual or seasonal distribution on any CPV
system whose acceptance angle primarily depends on the projected
incident radiation. These could be helpful in determining potential
facade’s areas of building where CPC has the highest power output
and cost effectiveness.

In the cases where there is uniformity of flux over concentrator
cells [122], the degree of uniformity in incident flux becomes
important while predicting the peak power at lab scale measure-
ments. So it becomes important that the cells be measured under
uniform illumination conditions which could be implemented by
using occlusions. During their study on characterization of the
spatial distribution of irradiance and spectrum in concentrating
photovoltaic systems Victoria et al. [73] found that adding an SOE
to a Fresnel lens significantly reduces those non-uniformities and
improves performance of the system.

4.3. Tracking

An innovative way of tracking the sun known as [123] Tracking
integrated concentrating photovoltaics was recently demonstrated.
In this system tracking the complete CPV system or tilting the
optical element of the concentrator is avoided and the absorbing
surface is laterally moved along with the optical lens to track the
sun. This could be a possibility which can be explored in future for
reducing the external solar tracking therefore minimizing the
impact of non-uniform illumination on the system.

4.4. Manufacturing

With improved manufacturing methods, the manufacture of the
cell that can perform as predicted in its design can be achieved. New
Fig. 33. Gaussian and Anti Gaussian profi
methods of improving the cell manufacture are always sought by
the industry. A recent improvement developed at Narec is the
incorporation of an Al BSF into the LGBC cell process. In addition,
a concentrator cell to be operated at 2x requires lesser copper in its
contact as compared to the cell to be operated at 100x. Optimization
of copper thickness can be easily adjusted by varying the time in the
copper plating bath. However this increases the time needed for
batch manufacturing. The concentrators to be used in the CPV
system should be accordingly manufactured with low errors and
high tolerance. Conventional methods like continuous roll emboss-
ing, hot embossing, compression molding, glass molding are utilized
for manufacturing the optical concentrators. Proper manufacturing
can lead to excellent concentrators, without the chromatic aberra-
tion and high irradiance uniformity [116].
4.5. Thermal management

The non-uniformity of the incident solar radiation causes
heating in the cell causing power loss and making it important
to have a thermal management system coupled for its proper
functioning. Both passive and active cooling may be applied to
manage the thermal state of the solar cell. Use of air could be
made to alleviate the temperature [24] in some low concentrating
systems. Natarajan et al. [124] recently presented a study on the
thermal management of the solar cells subjected to concentration
of 10x. Using a passive cooling arrangement proved to be a viable
solution for reducing solar cell temperature effectively. Several
studies [125–128] have been performed using micro channels to
provide cooling to electronic devices which could be very well
applicable to CPV systems. Details of several other systems can be
found under Royne et al. [83]. Recently, Chemisana and Rosell
[93] modeled and experimentally evaluated the influence of the
temperature profile generated via active cooling behind the CPV
cell. In their study they evaluated the effects of having a Gaussian
and anti Gaussian temperature profiles generated via cooling
arrangements behind the cells as shown in Fig. 33. They found
that, the Gaussian profile improved the electrical performance by
le generated via a thermal dissipater.
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1.52%. On the other hand the anti Gaussian profile decreased the
performance by 3%.
5. Conclusions

A review of the causes and effects of the non-uniform illumi-
nation on Concentrator solar cells has been presented. Major
studies explaining methods used for modeling and experimental
characterization are highlighted for both single junction and
multijunction solar cells. The important parameters that could
cause the non-uniformity include the concentrator geometry,
design and manufacturing methods. The major effects of the
non-uniformity are to decrease the electrical efficiency, cause
non-uniform heating in the solar cell, decrease the fill factor
ultimately increasing the $/watt produce. The non-uniformity is
found to have impact on all types of concentrator system,
however the impact is more pronounced in the case of HCPV
systems.

Modeling of the effect of non-uniform illumination can be
carried out using theoretical and finite element methods in 1-D,
2-D or 3-D. The profiles of the incident solar radiation after
passing the concentrator can take any shape, however the most
commonly studied profiles include the Gaussian profile. The
experimental methods to study the impact of non-uniformity
are still undergoing developments. Both single flash and multi-
flash systems are adopted to measure the performance of con-
centrator solar cells. Use of lithographic masks could be made to
produce the non-uniform illumination patterns to give perfor-
mance results under the effect under these conditions. Outdoor
testing methods for predicting the performance of the concen-
trator solar cells are also highlighted.

Optimization of the illumination profile on the concentrator
solar cells requires proper concentrator design; however it is also
possible to improve the solar cell design without compromising
the solar concentrator efficiency. Forming grooves on the reflector
surface helps in scattering the solar flux uniformly across the
solar cell reducing the hot spot formation. Improvements in grid
pattern and optical absorption properties on the front surface of
the solar cell could prove to be useful in reducing the impact of
non-uniform flux on the solar cells. It’s important to maintain
accuracy and tolerances while manufacturing the optical ele-
ments of the CPV system for better performance.
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a b s t r a c t

Concentrator solar cells need to be designed optimally depending on the concentrating photovoltaic

(CPV) system, application and operating conditions to ensure the best system performance.

The important factors while designing include concentration ratio, cell material properties, expected

operating temperature, cell shape, bus bar configuration, number of fingers their size and spacing.

The irradiation incident on the solar cell while being concentrated experiences several losses caused by

the different physical phenomena’s occurring in the system. A particular issue for CPV technology is the

non-uniformity of the incident flux on the solar cell which tends to cause hot spots, current mismatch

and reduce the overall efficiency of the system. Understanding of this effect and designing the cell while

considering these issues, would help in improving the overall performance of the system. This study

focuses on modelling a low concentrating photovoltaic system used for building integration, optimising

the cell metallisation and analysing the effects of temperature on the overall output of the system.

The optical analysis of the concentrator is carried out using ray tracing and finite element methods to

determine electrical and thermal performance under operating conditions. Furthermore, an analysis is

made to understand the effects of non-uniformity on the output of the device. About 0.5% absolute drop

in solar cell efficiency was observed due to non-uniformity at 5o incident angle. A relative drop of 1.85%

was observed in the fill factor due to non-uniformity of the flux distribution. A maximum cell

temperature of 349.5 K was observed across the cell in both uniform and non-uniform conditions under

an incident solar radiation of 1000 W/m2 which further reduced the performance of the solar cell.

The solar cell design was also analysed by varying the number of fingers and the optimum grid design

reported. A small prototype concentrator based on the design proposed was made using polyurethane

and tested experimentally with the optimized solar cell design. On comparing the results obtained

using the experimental data a good agreement in the system output could be seen. The difference in the

overall system output was seen to be of the order of 11% which could be due to several losses occurring

in the prototype which were not accounted in the model.

Crown Copyright & 2013 Published by Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Solar cells are expensive even today when we would compare
them with conventional sources of energy. CPV offers the best use
of the silicon material for manufacturing solar cells which would
otherwise be used in making simple flat plate PV modules.
Concentrating sunlight using cheaper optical systems onto smal-
ler cells, CPV offers the potential of increasing the electrical
output by several times while using the same amount of silicon
solar cells. The concentrating photovoltaic systems are classified
based on their level of concentration usually described as
013 Published by Elsevier B.V. All
concentration ratio (CR). The concentration ratio can be defined
as the number of times the solar radiation is magnified by using
the optical element on a solar cell and is mathematically
expressed as the ratio of the area of the optical element aperture
to the solar cell area. The amount of sunlight incident on the solar
cells is rated on the basis of suns (� ) where 1� corresponds to
standard illumination at AM1.5, or 1 kW/m2.

The CPV systems consist primarily of an optical concentrating
element which could be a Fresnel lens [1–3], parabolic troughs
[4], dishes [5,6], v-groove mirrors [7–9], luminescent glass
[10–12], refractive prism [13–15] or a compound parabolic
concentrator [16–21]. Other elements of the system include solar
cells and a heat dissipation system. Systems operating in the
range of 2�–10� are usually referred as low concentrator
photovoltaic (LCPV) systems. These LCPV systems find their
application into building integration [16,18,22], and are expected
rights reserved.
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of a LGBC solar cell structure [28].

Fig. 2. Illumination produced by using a Fresnel lens.
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to expand their market in the near future. Usually CPV systems
are designed for operating under high direct normal incidence
(DNI) and so use tracking arrangements. However for low con-
centration applications the optical element can concentrate both
direct and diffuse part of the solar radiation, when making use of
non-imaging optics [23]. Designing the optical element of such
systems involves performing detailed ray trace simulations which
lead towards understanding their optical performance and pre-
dicting their overall efficiency.

Once the light is concentrated by the optical element, it is
incident on the solar cells whose sole purpose is to convert this
solar irradiation to electrical energy. Hence, the solar cell is
usually referred to as the heart of the CPV system. Depending
on the concentration ratio, application and the type of concen-
trator different types of solar cells are utilized for having an
optimum performance and reliability of the system. The type of
solar cells to be used in the CPV system can be single junction
silicon cells [16,18,24–28], thin films [29] or multi-junction cells
[26,30–32]. Silicon cells are of various types; however, for con-
centration systems laser grooved buried contact (LGBC) solar cells
are found to be more suitable [33]. LGBC solar cell technology is
now widely used for solar cells used in both low and medium (up
to 100� ) CPV applications. More than 18% efficiency can be
obtained on monocrystalline Czochralski (CZ) silicon wafer using
effective design and manufacture. LGBC cells were developed in
the 1980s, since their inception they have undergone numerous
upgrades to improve their performance. Fig. 1 represents the cell
structure of a typical LGBC solar cell. The silicon wafers are
initially etched to form the pyramidal front surface. A light
uniform phosphorous emitter is diffused into the front surface,
followed by the deposition of a silicon nitride anti-reflection
coating.

The solar cells front contact pattern is defined by carrying out
a laser grooving operation. The crystal damage from this process
is removed by a wet chemical process and a heavy phosphorous
diffusion is done into the laser groove. An aluminium back surface
field is created on the rear surface by aluminium deposition and
thermal processing. Front and back contacts are formed simulta-
neously by electroless plating nickel, copper and silver. Finally an
edge isolation pattern is defined on the rear of the cell to define
the shape of the cell and to ensure the cells have a high shunt
resistance.

Typically, the front metallization of these cells consists of a set
of fingers and busbars. These cells are made in high volumes and
are very reliable. They can have a selective emitter and very small
finger spacing’s resulting in lower emitter resistive losses and
lower contact losses.

Concentrator cells differ significantly from conventional screen
printed one-sun cells in several ways, including the method of
manufacturing process, the overall cell design and their
performance. The concentrator solar cells generally include bus
bars around the perimeter of the cell which can be accommo-
dated without blocking any of the incoming light [34]. The cost of
the concentrator solar cells plays the most important role in
making CPV technology feasible. Improvements [28] in material
quality having longer minority carrier lifetimes, proper grid
design, enhanced light trapping and improved surface passivation
can further lead to the development in this technology.

The high irradiance caused by using an optical concentrator
improves the efficiency of the solar cells, which is again limited
due to losses caused by the increase in series resistance losses.
These resistance losses are directly proportional to the square of
the concentration levels under which they operate [28]. The main
contributors to the losses include the emitter sheet resistance, the
resistance of the gridline and the contact loss at the metal–
semiconductor contact area and the resistance of the semicon-
ductor material [35]. Whilst, requiring a different design process
compared to conventional screen printed solar cells making them
slightly more expensive than the conventional solar cells. Recent
developments in order to improve the design and manufacturing
process have been highlighted by [36]. However, one limitation
these cells encounter is that they are capable of absorbing limited
regions of the solar spectrum, which is not the case in multi-
junction solar cells.

Solar cells only convert a partial amount of absorbed solar
radiation into electrical energy; the remaining energy is
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dissipated in the form of heat in the bulk of the solar cell. The
incoming solar radiation (Gi) incident on the CPV system gets
enhanced in its intensity (G) and distribution pattern once it
passes through the optical concentrator. The uniform flux inci-
dent on the optical device gets refracted/reflected and trans-
mitted on the solar cell usually in a non-uniform fashion, leading
to several losses in the solar cell operation [37]. Fig. 2 shows an
example of a LCPV where the incident radiation not only gets
concentrated but also becomes non-uniform in its distribution.
The non-uniform illumination heats the solar cell in an improper
manner, leading to hotspots at certain locations. It is highly
unlikely to avoid the non-uniform illumination while using
concentrating systems; however, knowledge about its extent
helps in proper design of the solar cell. The heat generated due
to the solar cell operation tends to increase its temperature which
decreases its performance. Usually, these systems rely on con-
vective cooling from atmosphere, or employ passive cooling
mechanisms like phase change materials or fins. Predicting the
operating temperature of the cell enables a proper heat dissipa-
tion design and finding the operational power output of the solar
cell. Systems with higher heat generation increase the tempera-
ture further and require active cooling mechanisms.

The design of a CPV system involves integrating a low cost
optical system with concentrating solar cells. Based on the user
requirements of the concentration ratio, physical dimensions of
the cell, placement of the busbars and its application, the solar
cells are designed and manufactured. Using this information the
solar cell manufacturer carries out some calculations using PC1D
simulations [33] or make use of their in-house routines involving
some rules of thumb assuming the flux distribution to be uniform
across the cell. However, no information on the optical perfor-
mance of the concentrator or the non-uniformity of flux is utilized
while carrying out the solar cell design. This could perhaps lead to
an improper cell design reducing its performance and expected
output.

While developing new applications, a lot of effort goes into the
conceptualization of the product, its design, manufacture and
testing. However, numerical modelling can be of great use in
curtailing all these expenses and hence optimizing the product
development processes. So far, individual efforts have been made
to perform the optical analysis [38], thermal analysis [39] and the
electrical analysis [40] of CPV systems. However, for the first time
we try to present a firsthand analysis procedure to perform the
coupled optical, thermal and electrical analysis of the system to
determine its overall electrical output. The procedure may further
Fig. 3. LCPV system use
be improved to optimize the solar cell design for the application,
thereby improving the overall system performance. In the present
study we carry out a multiphysics numerical analysis involving
optical, electrical and thermal study of a low concentrating
photovoltaic system. The optical element is modelled using ray
tracing techniques to determine the optical performance and its
output flux is utilized for carrying out detailed solar cell electrical
and thermal performance modelling to predict the electrical
output the system would be able to generate. The essential aim
is to replicate the performance of an existing system based on the
incident solar illumination, and identify a procedure to evaluate
the actual performance of the system. Furthermore, analysis is
also made to evaluate whether the current design would perform
optimally under the actual design conditions or would need to be
altered.
2. Numerical modelling of CPV system

2.1. System description

The system under study is a dielectric asymmetric compound
parabolic concentrator with acceptance half angles (0o and 55o) as
shown in Fig. 3. The concentrator is a linear system which means
its two dimensional, further details on the system may be found
under [38]. The main application of the system is to serve as a
double glazed building integrated photovoltaic system employing
concentrating technology. The concentrator element is made of
clear polyurethane material due to its good transmission and
dielectric properties. The concentrator material is resistant to
humidity and several other solvents.

The different natural phenomena’s occurring in the CPV
system can be seen in Fig. 4, the upper layer which is usually
made of glass, which transmits light to the dielectric concentrator
which further concentrates the light on the cell by total internal
reflection. The encapsulation layer between the cell and the
concentrator reduces the intensity by 5–10%. Silicon elastomer
having the same refractive index (1.5) is to be used to encapsulate
the solar cell and as a binding material for the concentrators on
top of the solar cells in proper alignment. The solar cell generates
electricity while receiving the irradiation. Only a part of the total
energy is converted to electricity while the rest is dissipated as
heat to the adjoining glass layers and the air gaps. Some of the
light escapes through the gaps and is transmitted which helps for
day lighting purposes.
d in the case study.



Fig. 4. Passage of sunlight through the system.

Fig. 5. Physical dimensions of the solar cell.
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The LGBC solar cells used in this system are 6 mm wide and
116 mm long and have two bus bars towards its corners each
2.5 mm wide. The cell has six grid fingers having a width of
35 mm, spaced 965 mm apart, as shown in Fig. 5.
Fig. 6. Schematic of a solar cell.
2.2. Modelling theory

In order to numerically analyse the whole system it is
important to examine each component independently while
establishing relationships in their input and output variables.
This includes optical analysis of the concentrator, followed by the
electrical analysis of the solar cell, and finally the thermal analysis
of the whole system and relating its impact on the overall
performance of the system.
2.2.1. Optical analysis of the concentrator

The primary function of the optics used in the concentrating
system is to direct all the incident radiation on the aperture to the
solar cell surface. In order to analyse the performance it is
important to know the fraction of incident light that reaches the
cell surface and what would be the acceptable angles of incidence.
The concentrator is designed to maximise the collection within a
given field of view defined by a pair of extreme rays. In the
present study, the ray-trace simulation is carried out using in
house codes. The basic reflection and refraction equations used in
the in house code are shown in the following:

rref l

-
¼ rinc

-
�2 n:rinc

-
� �

n ½law of reflection� ð1Þ

nr :rref r

-
¼ nirinc

-
þ nrrref r

-
:n�nirinc

-
:n

� �
n ½law of refraction� ð2Þ

Each generated ray is examined for conditions for reflection,
refraction and total internal reflection at intersection points of the
dielectric concentrator. The basic assumption in the simulation is
to consider the lambertian reflection, where the scattering has not
been taken into consideration. The optical analysis of the system
has been performed in detail and presented [38], and so will not
be outlined here. More emphasis instead will be laid on perform-
ing the electrical and thermal analysis of the system.



Fig. 7. Equivalent circuit of solar cell.

Table 1
Thermo physical properties of the components.

Component Solar

cell

Concentrator Glass

plate

Encapsulation

Material Silicon PMMA Glass Sylguard

Thickness (mm) 0.3 14.5 3 0.5

Density (kg m�3) 2329 1162 2500 1030

Thermal conductivity

(W m�1 K�1)

149 0.1875 1.4 0.16

Heat capacity (J mol�1 K�1) 19.789 1465 750 1030

Table 2
Electrical properties of the solar cell.

Component Material Thickness (mm) Width (mm) Conductivity (S/m)

Emitter Silicon 300 6 0.01

Finger Copper 35 0.035 952

Bus Bar Copper 35 2.5 13.33
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2.2.2. Electrical analysis of the solar cell

The silicon solar cell as shown in Fig. 6 may simply be represented
as a P–N junction which separates the photo-generated carriers
i.e. holes and electrons leading to a photo voltage under illumination.
In the figure the term Rs is the distributed series resistance which is a
lumped parameter representing series resistance from both top and
bottom contacts as well as from the bulk semiconductor, Rsh is the
shunt resistance and RL represents external load resistance which is
chosen for maximum power transfer from the cell depending on the
concentration the cell operates. The concentrator solar cells under
concentration produce very high current densities and as such require
optimal series resistance for best performance. The series resistance
includes the front grid pattern on the cell, the contacts, emitter and
the bulk material thicknesses. It is important to have a series
resistance to be ’n’ times smaller for the same voltage loss as we
move to a concentration level of ’n’ suns. The role of the metal grid
pattern is to admit maximum light without introducing excessive
series resistance into the collection process of the charge carriers. The
design of this metallic grid plays an important role in the design of
the CPV system depending upon the level of concentration and the
flux pattern.

A simplified representation of the electrical circuit model of
this cell is represented in Fig. 7. The term Id represents the dark
current and the term Iph represents the photo-generated current.
The total current flowing in the external load RL is given by Eqs.
(3) and (4), respectively. The term Io represents the reverse
saturation diode current corresponding to the diffusion and
recombination of electrons and holes in the p and n sides of the
cell, V is the mean cell voltage across the external load resistance
RL and VT is the thermodynamic voltage, Vj is the junction
potential, kB is the Boltzmann constant, q is the electron charge
and n is the ideality factor which is usually greater than 1.

I¼ Iph�Id ð3Þ

I¼ Iph�Io exp
Vj

nVT

� �
�1

� �
�

Vj

Rsh
ð4Þ

VT ¼ kBT=q ð5Þ

Vj ¼ Vþ IRs ð6Þ

The Eq. (4) is the general form of current generated in a solar
cell; it may further be reduced depending on the emitter region Ie

and the dark or finger region Ida. The term Iph strongly depends on
the illumination and is directly proportional to its intensity.

Ie ¼ Iph�Io exp
Vj

nVT

� �
�1

� �
�

Vj

Rsh
ð7Þ
Ida ¼ Io exp
Vj

nVT

� �
�1

� �
�

Vj

Rsh
ð8Þ

The incident solar radiation leads to the increase in the tempera-
ture of the solar cell, which further increases the population of
electrons exponentially enhancing the dark saturation current.
The dependence of the saturation current on the temperature [41]
is represented by Eq. (9) which suggests that its value increases with
temperature but decrease with increasing material quality.

IoðTÞ ¼ IooT3exp
�Ego

kBT

� �
ð9Þ

The terms Ioo and Ego represent the saturation current and the
band gap energy at 0 K and are both approximately constant with
respect to temperature. According to [41] the Eq. (4) may further
be expressed as

I¼ C1GþC2T3exp
�T1

T

� �
exp

Vj

nVT

� �
�1

� �
þC3Vj ð10Þ

In order to solve the case with non-uniform illumination and
determine the effective current density distribution on the surface,
the solar cell needs to be simulated by solving the continuity equation
as shown in Eq. (11). The continuity equation may be solved using
either finite difference or finite element method. In both methods the
domain is discretized into a number of small sub-regions referred as
cells or finite elements. In finite difference method the differential
equations are modelled and use of numerical integration is made to
obtain the solution at discrete points, whereas in the finite element
method, the entire domain is modelled and use of known physical
principles is made to develop algebraic equations describing the app-
roximate solutions. The finite difference method models the differ-
ential equations, whereas the finite element models the physical pro-
blem [42]. In our study the finite element method is applied to obtain
the solution using COMSOL Multiphysics software [43]. The governing
equation solved over the solar cell domain is represented by

�r:ðsrV�Je
Þ ¼Q ð11Þ

where V is the electric potential, Je is the current density and Q

represents the current generated or the source term and s is the
conductivity of the material. The current generated in the emitter
region Qe and in the dark region Qd may be expressed as

Qe ¼ C1GþC2T3exp
�T1

T

� �
exp

Vj

nVT

� �
�1

� �
þC3Vj ð12Þ



Table 3
Electrical boundary Conditions.

No Region Boundary condition

1 External edges of the cell Electrical insulation indicat

2 Internal edges No current generation at th

boundary condition is of th

3 Busbar External potential, which o

4 Dark region Qda as indicated in Eq. (11)

5 Illumination region Qe as indicated in Eq. (10)

Fig. 9. Typical thermal b

Fig. 8. Electrical boundary conditions (for representation purpose the geometry

aspect ratio is not preserved).
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Qd ¼ C2T3exp
�T1

T

� �
exp

Vj

nVT

� �
�1

� �
þC3Vj ð13Þ

Usually an I–V curve is used to demonstrate the performance of
the solar cell and can be generated by superposition of the solar cell
diode I–V curve in the dark with the light-generated current. The
important parameters used to characterize the solar cell include the
open circuit voltage (Voc) also referred as zero current condition, short
circuit current (Isc) referred to as zero voltage condition, and fill factor
FF. Under a particular operating illumination condition the power (P)
will be maximized at a point known as the maximum power point.
The parameter fill factor or ‘FF’ defines the maximum power that can
be obtained using the solar cell and defined as the ratio of the
maximum power from the solar cell to the product of Voc and Isc.

The I–V curve is usually modelled under standard uniform
illumination conditions, the presence of non-uniformity and modifi-
cation in the flux intensity by concentration changes all the para-
meters and a modified I–V curve could be expected. The photovoltaic
efficiency may be defined as shown in Eq. (14). Where G is the optical
power incident on the cell, and can be obtained both experimentally
and numerically using ray tracing techniques.

Z¼ IscVocFF

G
ð14Þ
ing no current flow across the outer edges i.e. of the form nJ¼0

e interface of the illuminated and the dark region, hence the

e form n(J1–J2)¼0

f the form V¼Ve

oundary conditions.
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2.2.3. Thermal analysis of the solar cell

Concentrating technology is used primarily to improve both the
output of the photovoltaic cell and the economic viability while
reducing the overall cost. The use of concentration introduces
higher cell operating temperatures and non-uniform illumination
of the cells which can degrade its performance. Hence, it is
important to perform the thermal analysis of the system and
determine the variation in the solar cell temperature. The heat
transfer takes place by different mechanisms in different CPV
systems which would require appropriate boundary conditions to
be applied in order to evaluate the thermal performance. In a CPV
system most of the solar radiation incident on the solar cell is
dissipated in the form of heat, whilst a smaller proportion is
converted to electrical energy. In order to fully analyse the solar
cell a coupled electrical and thermal analysis is necessary to
identify the impact. Very few studies have been performed on
analysing the thermal performance of the CPV cells under non-
uniform illumination and the presence of a dielectric concentrator.
Recently, Han et al. [44] made a thermal and electrical modelling
on the influence of immersing CPV cells under dielectric liquids for
cooling purposes. Results indicated improvement in electrical
performance and drop in cell temperatures. All the radiation
reaching the solar cells is not converted to electricity, part of it is
reflected back and out of the system and the rest is converted to
heat which is dissipated out. The heat source can be modelled as
Table 4
Thermal boundary conditions.

No Region Bounda

1 External surface the concentrator Temper

2 External surface of glass Temper

3 Side surfaces of glass Adiabat

4 Side surfaces of concentrator Temper

5 Cell Heat ge

Fig. 10. (a) Tetrahedral mesh applied to the solar cell while performing the electrica

thermal simulations.
shown below.

Qh ¼ ð1�ZelecÞ n Qo ð15Þ

where ‘Qo’ indicates the optical power output in W/m2 at the
outlet of the concentrator and Zelec is the electrical efficiency of the
solar cell. In addition to the above heat source, there could also be
some heat generation due to the current flow which could cause Joule
heating. However, this would be more predominant in the case of
high concentrations applications. The equation applicable for solving
the continuum would be the standard steady state heat transfer
equation.

@qx

@x
þ
@qy

@y
þ
@qz

@z

� �
þQh ¼ 0 ð16Þ

where qx, qy and qz represent the heat transfer in the x, y and z

directions and Qh represents the heat generated. Further details
on heat transfer modelling may be found under [45].
2.3. Material properties

The material properties are an important part of the numerical
simulation. Table 1 and Table 2 indicate the set of material
properties used in the simulations.
ry condition

ature To, Convective heat transfer coefficient ho

ature Ti, Convective heat transfer coefficient hi

ic boundary, @T=@x¼ 0

ature Tav, Convective heat transfer coefficient hav

neration, Q

l simulation and (b) free quad mesh applied on the concentrator and cell during



Fig. 11. Ray trace diagram at 51 incidence angle.

Fig. 12. Optical power output from the concentrator
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2.4. Boundary conditions for different analysis

2.4.1. Electrical boundary conditions

While performing the numerical analysis, it is very important to
understand the relevant boundary conditions before applying them in
modelling. The solar cell needs to be modelled completely unlike in
the case shown by Mellor et al. [46] where the system had a
symmetric Gaussian illumination profile. The applicable boundary
conditions are shown in Fig. 8 and listed in Table 3.

Using the above mentioned boundary conditions the continuity
equation is solved as suggested by Mellor et al. [46] for a range of
busbar potential to obtain the I–V curves.

2.4.2. Thermal boundary conditions

To model the problem in 3D, we assume the heat flux reaching
the solar cell as heat generated. Fig. 9 shows the 3D model and the
heat energy generated is represented by (5), adiabatic boundary
condition along the sides of the glass represented by (3) other
boundary conditions applicable are convection on all the other
side’s represented by (1, 2, and 4). It is important to note that the
convective heat transfer would be different on different sides of
the concentrator. By carrying out this thermal analysis the cell
temperature can be extracted which may further be used to
identify the impact on its overall system performance. Table 4
shows the boundary conditions applied on different regions.
showing the non-uniformity in flux distribution.



Fig. 13. Normal Current density plotted in the emitter region (a) non-uniform and (b) uniform illumination conditions.

Fig. 14. Resistive losses plotted in the emitter region (a) non-uniform and (b) uniform illumination conditions.
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2.5. Meshing

The most important step while solving the problem in finite
element method is the meshing, which involves partitioning the
geometry into smaller units known as the cells/mesh elements. These
mesh elements can take different shapes and sizes. It is important
that proper meshing be applied over the domain in order to obtain
correct results. Different meshes were applied while carrying out the
simulations. A grid independence test was carried out while perform-
ing both electrical and thermal modelling. A Sample mesh of the solar
cell for carrying out the electrical analysis and solar concentrator with
solar cell and glass plate are shown in Fig. 10.
3. Results

Using ray tracing technique the optical analysis is carried out
to obtain the flux profile at the absorber surface of the concen-
trator. Furthermore, using finite element methods, the solar cell is
divided into a number of small elements and applying the



Fig. 16. Simulated junction voltage profiles in (V) along the emitter obtained under (a) non-uniform and (b) uniform illumination (right) conditions at short circuit

conditions.

Fig. 15. Current flow near Open Circuit conditions.
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Table 5
Variation in simulated parameters due to non-uniformity.

Parameter Non-uniform Uniform Difference

Isc (A) 0.52953 0.53244 0.55%

Voc (V) 0.645 0.65 0.15%

Pmax(W) 0.262626 0.269453 2.53%

FF 0.764192 0.778572 1.85%

g 0.180027 0.184707 2.53%

Fig. 17. I–V and power curves under both uniform and non-uniform illumination.
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relevant boundary conditions the electrical characteristics of the
cell are modelled. The efficiency of the solar cell is simulated to
obtain the amount of heat rejected by the solar cell, which is
utilized to evaluate the thermal performance of the CPV system.
While carrying out the thermal performance of the system the
operating cell temperature of the cell is obtained which helps in
obtaining the actual performance of the system.

3.1. Optical performance

The optical power output is obtained by carrying out ray trace
method, more details about which may be found elsewhere [38].
To demonstrate the effect of the illumination distribution pattern,
one case was considered in this study. At an incident angle of 5o

and under an illumination of 1000 W/m2, the illumination inten-
sity incident on the cell is evaluated and represented in Figs. 11
and 12. This case is chosen, as it shows higher non-uniformity
effects. As shown in the ray-trace diagram in Fig. 11 most of the
ray incidents on the aperture of the concentrator at 5o incidence
angle are concentrated toward the one end of the receiver. The
rays reflected from the upper parabola and the lower parabola
concentrated within a small range. Since the concentrator under
consideration is linear and 2-dimensional; the flux profile is
constant along the length of the concentrator. Very few fluctua-
tions in the flux profile can be seen in the optical power output
until the first 400 mm distances in the y direction ranging
between 1 and 2 suns. A sharp peak is observed at approximately
4500 mm along the y direction of the cell which is about 17 Suns
of concentration dropping towards the end of the cell. On
averaging the intensity over the cell, we obtain a value of
2096 W/m2. It was observed that there were losses occurring
across the concentrator under these conditions; a closer look in
the optical ray trace diagram indicated that a huge portion of rays
are lost through the edges of the concentrator. However, since
this study is focused on identifying the effect of non-uniformity
on the cell performance, the obtained optical power output is
used as an input for the electrical performance. The 51 incidence
angle is chosen to demonstrate the non-uniformity of intensity
distribution for the ray incident close to the acceptance half angle.

3.2. Electrical performance

Using finite element modelling approach as described by
Mellor et al. [46], electrical modelling of the solar cell is carried
out to investigate its performance for both uniform and non-
uniform flux conditions. The non-uniform flux profile was aver-
aged and distributed evenly across the cell area to carry out the
simulations and compare. While carrying out the simulations and
comparing the results it is also important to consider the amount
of flux incident on the dark regions which is the fingers and the
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busbars. Usually CPV systems have their busbars outside the
illuminated absorber surface, however, it may not be the case
always as can be seen in the present system. A further improve-
ment in the performance may be obtained by utilising the flux
falling on the busbars and the fingers and diverting it to the
emitter regions [47].
3.2.1. Current density distributions

The current density is simulated for the cell subjected to both
uniform and non-uniform illumination patterns. The behaviour of
the solar cell under short circuit conditions subjected to these
conditions is presented in Fig. 13 where the current density is
plotted in the emitter of the cell. Current density in the fingers
and busbars is not plotted in order to visualize the impact of the
intensity profile and not for making a quantitative analysis. It can
be clearly seen that the high flux incident on the cell in the case of
non-uniform illumination causes non-uniform current generation
along the cell. A peak may be noticed at the same place very
clearly where there is high illumination. The current generated in
the emitter due to the illumination flows through the adjacent
fingers and then leads to the busbars, and finally gets absorbed.

Non-uniformity of the flux profile impacts more on the fill
factor of the cell. Both the position and the intensity of flux play
an important role in determining the resistive losses. If the flux is
high along the central regions, higher current densities are
Fig. 18. Temperature profiles in
produced along the same region then the current generated will
have to travel further through the metal fingers and consequently
resistive losses will be higher. However, if most of the light falls
closer to the collection point, the fill factor would be higher.
Resistive losses are also calculated under both circumstances,
higher flux leads to high resistive losses and can be noticed
in Fig. 14.

The resistive losses are calculated using the following:

Pres ¼

Z
V

J:E:dv ð17Þ

A typical phenomenon observed in the non-uniform illumi-
nated cell is the localised high current density generations and
localised heating and temperature rise. The resistive heat losses
inherently present in most of such cells would certainly rise due
to the non-uniformity of the incident energy flux.

While carrying out the simulations it was observed that the
current value was not reaching zero at open circuit voltage and
very small currents were found to be flowing across the cell.
To investigate this phenomenon, the current density flow was
plotted as shown in Fig. 15. It may be clearly seen that the areas
having high illumination generates photocurrent which passes
through the fingers and enters the bus bar. Whereas, areas which
are less illuminated, the current enters from the busbars to the
fingers. Similar phenomenon was also observed by Franklin et al.
(K) across the CPV system.
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[48], and reported that the current generated from highly illumi-
nated region does not reach open circuit and the current pro-
duced is passed towards the dark region of the cell. It is
interesting to note the junction voltage profiles near the short
circuit conditions; contrary to the definition we find a potential
difference across the length of the cell due to the illumination
profile. Higher potential can be observed in the case of non-
uniform illumination as compared with the case of uniform
illumination as can be seen in Fig. 16. The regions being highly
illuminated tend to develop a higher potential compared to those
less illuminated.
3.2.2. I–V characteristics under uniform and non-uniform

illumination

The I–V characteristics are considered as the best method to
evaluate the performance of the solar cell. A parametric analysis is
carried out while biasing the cell to evaluate the I–V curve of the cells
subjected to both uniform and non-uniform illumination patterns.
Applying bias on the cell in small increments, the output power and
current are modelled for both uniform and non-uniform illumination
conditions. In both cases the total illumination on the cell is identical
and the temperature is maintained uniform at 298 K. Fig. 17 shows
the simulated I–V curves under both uniform and non-uniform
illumination conditions. A drop in the maximum power point
Fig. 19. Temperature profile along the cell w
can be observed due to the effect of non-uniformity having a
magnitude of the order of 2.5%. Table 5 gives a detailed account of
the I–V characteristics, obtained under both uniform and non-uniform
conditions. The difference between open-circuit voltages is approxi-
mately 5 mV, and the cell efficiency reduces from 18.4% for uniform
illumination to 18% for non-uniform illumination conditions. Fig. 16
shows the voltage profiles along the emitter at the maximum power
point conditions under both non-uniform and uniform illumination
conditions. The voltage profiles are greatly affected by the non-
uniformity and are the main cause for the drop in fill factor.

Considering an annual average daily sunshine of 7 h and 1000
W/m2 irradiance, the incident solar energy per square metre a day on
a south facing wall is 7 kWh. So, with a 0.47% drop in solar cell
efficiency due to the non-uniform intensity distribution the daily
energy yield will be 32.9 Wh less than the modules with homo-
geneous intensity distribution. This results 12 kWh of less annual
energy yield due to the non-uniform intensity distribution.
3.3. Thermal performance

Based on the procedure described in the earlier section, a
model for evaluation of thermal performance of CPV system was
developed for the comparison of the temperature profile across
the concentrator, Encapsulant, rear glass and the cell under both
idth under non-uniform illumination.



Fig. 20. I–V characteristics under operating temperatures of 349.5 K and standard conditions of 298 K.
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uniform and non-uniform conditions. Fig. 18 shows the contour
plot of the temperature along a section of the concentrator
subjected to non-uniform illumination conditions. Different con-
tours could be obtained based on the boundary conditions used.
In the current study a convective heat transfer coefficient of h

¼10 W/m2 K was used on the outside surface, and that of 8
W/m2 K was used in the inside surface of the CPV system. In the
interior regions a convective heat transfer coefficient of 5 W/m2 K
was assumed while carrying out this simulation. The concentrator
temperature was found to be within the range of 305–345 K, the
Sylguard layer temperature was found to be around 343–345 K
and the rear glass was found to reach 349 K. During the analysis it
was found that the effects of non-uniformity are not pronounced
while modelling for this system and the temperature of the cell
was more or less constant throughout its cross section as can be
seen in Fig. 19. A cell temperature of 349.5 K was observed along
the cell (Fig. 20). Considering the temperature obtained under
these operating conditions the I–V curves are plotted for both
operating and standard temperature conditions. A considerable
drop in the open circuit voltage amounting 0.1 V is observed as
compared to the I–V curve obtained under standard temperature
conditions. The maximum power was found to have dropped
from 0.269 W to 0.228 W which results in a significant drop in the
electrical efficiency. The electrical efficiency under operating
temperature conditions was found to be 15.6% compared to
18.47% found under standard conditions. The operating tempera-
ture is 51 1C higher than the standard temperature, which means
a 0.3% drop in efficiency per degree rise in temperature is
observable.
3.4. Cell design optimisation

An important feature which may be explored while carrying
out the numerical analysis is the cell design optimisation. The
metallisation plays an important role in the performance and
price of the solar cell, optimum metallisation ensures proper use
of the emitter area towards solar to electric conversion. In order
to analyse the current system, a complete analysis was performed
under uniform and non-uniform conditions for incoming solar
radiation of 500 W/m2. It was found that the cell temperature
reached 333.7 K reported elsewhere [47]. A substantial drop
in the open circuit voltage similar to the earlier case was seen.
The open circuit voltage dropped by 0.1 V.

In order to optimise the metallisation, parametric analysis
while changing the finger widths, number and spacing/pitch may
be performed. However, in the current study we present the
analysis carried out while changing the number of fingers, which
again automatically changes the pitch. Fig. 21 shows the I–V

curves under operating temperature conditions while varying the
number of fingers. The cell with just two fingers was found to
have a higher short circuit current amounting 0.2562 A, which is
essentially because more amount of emitter area exposed to the
incoming solar radiation. Fig. 22 shows the power characteristics
of the solar cell. A maximum power of 0.1046 W could be seen in
the six finger configuration. Even though it has a lower short
circuit current it essentially has maximum power. Further opti-
mization can be carried out in order to understand the effect of
the finger thickness on the performance. A detailed study in this
aspect will be reported in the near future.



Fig. 21. I–V characteristics at operating temperatures while varying the number of fingers from 2 to 12.
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3.5. Prototype development

Based on all the analysis presented a prototype was developed
for carrying out the model validation and indoor characterisation.
The prototype can be seen in Fig. 23, has eight concentrator units.
The total surface area at the aperture is 158 cm2. An optically
coupled glass was applied at the air-dielectric interface to avoid
any optical losses occurring due to the air-dielectric interface. The
use of clear polyurethane was made in order to mould the
concentrator unit. Polyurethane has good transmission properties
and has multiple applications while being used as a replacement
to glass. The polyurethane used has a commercial name as Crystal
Clear-200s. The material is water white clear and made specifi-
cally for applications that require absolute clarity and a refractive
index of 1.4996 [49] which is very much comparable to that used
in our modelling. The casting of the polyurethane is quite simple
as the material cures at room temperature. The quality of the
clarity in the material is high and does not require post curing.
The solar cells used in making of the prototype are shown in
Fig. 24. The solar cells are manufactured using the laser grooved
buried contact (LGBC) process. The cells have dimensions of
116� �6 mm as used in our modelling. The cells are connected
to each other by using the soldering process and using a tabbing
strip. The concentrator is attached to the solar cells by using an
encapsulating material which protects the solar cell from
moisture and weathering. Silicone encapsulant material
Sylguard-184 from Dow corning [50] is used while preparing
the module. The concentrator units are attached to the rear glass
plate and the solar cell assembly after the uncured encapsulation
material is in place. The material not only binds the concentrator
unit to the solar cell but also protects it from moisture and
corrosion.

3.6. Experimental analysis and comparison

A set of experiments were carried out while varying the angles
of incidence, to validate our modelling predictions. The setup as
shown in Fig. 25 includes an ABET class-A solar simulator [51].
The simulator consists of a a xenon lamp and a filter to provide an
AM1.5 solar spectrum. The maximum illumination area of is
156�156 mm, with a nominal working distance of 200 mm.
The uniformity of the illumination is 95%. In addition the setup
included another small setup made of aluminium with a pro-
tractor scale that can be used to change the angles of the incident
radiation on the CPV module. The IV characteristics of the system
were recorded using an IV curve tracer from EKO instruments.
The solar simulator was usually switched on for a warm
up enabling a steady energy flux output. Using a temperature
photodiode the simulator was calibrated while varying the
current going to the xenon lamp.



Fig. 22. Power characteristics at operating temperatures while varying the number of fingers from 2 to 12.

Fig. 23. Prototype of the CPV module.
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Fig. 24. Solar cell used in the prototype.

Fig. 25. Experimental setup used for indoor characterization using ABET solar

simulator.
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Fig. 26 shows the comparison between the results predicted
using the numerical modelling and those obtained experimentally
at the 51 incidence angle. In order to draw the comparison the
voltage over the eight units was averaged since the system under
experiment had eight concentrator units connected in series. It
may be seen that the results obtained numerically are close to the
experimental results. Table 6 highlights the values obtained both
numerically and experimentally, it may be seen that the short
circuit current (Isc) was found to be 515 mA as compared to
529 mA predicted by our numerical calculations giving a differ-
ence of 2.7%. This could have several causes, one of which could
be the solar cell material quality. The open circuit voltage Voc can
be seen to vary by 5.2%. Again, this may be attributed to the
junction temperature of the solar cell while testing and the
modelling constants used in our numerical model. The maximum
power output obtained is about 11.4% less than the actual
predicted power. The fill factor (FF) of the solar cell seen to have
a drop of about 3.6% compared to the numerical prediction.

The maximum power output obtained experimentally is
231.6 mW compared to 262.6 mW obtained by our numerical
prediction, indicating an 11.4% difference in the result. All the
differences obtained above may be summarised due to the
following causes:
�
 Optical defects in the concentrator

�
 Misalignments between the cell and the concentrator

�
 Junction temperature difference in experiment and modelling

causing a difference in Voc
�
 Solar cell material quality

�
 Current mismatch between the cells connected in series

�
 Solar simulator non-uniformity

�
 Modelling constants used in electrical model.

A detailed study is to be performed to draw an overall picture
highlighting the key factors causing differences in experimental
results, by revaluating the solar cell constants used in modelling
for the system to improve the numerical accuracy. Further work is
planned to test the system under outdoor conditions and a much
better solar simulator to counter the deficiencies obtained in the
results. Finally, it may be clearly seen how much numerical
modelling can help in designing the CPV system with complete
prediction of the expected system output. The materials used,
their properties, design and methods of manufacture determine
the overall output of the system. Modelling can play a significant
role in the role in the design of both the solar cells and the optical
concentrator and can help in optimising the material usage.
4. Conclusions

This paper is aimed to demonstrate the process of carrying out
a comprehensive optical, electrical and thermal analysis of CPV
system. The optical power output was analysed to carry out
coupled electrical and thermal characteristics of the CPV system.
A detailed analysis is carried out on a solar cell to study the
impact of non-uniform illumination, temperature and its geo-
metric design by varying the number of fingers. The following
conclusions could be derived from the work.

Non-uniform illumination can reduce or improve the perfor-
mance of the solar cell depending upon the flux profile incident
on the solar cell. In this study was observed that the non-
uniformity reduced the performance of the solar cell as was
evident through the I–V characteristics of the solar cell presented
for uniform and non-uniform illumination cases.

The current density was found to be proportional to the
illumination intensity only along the edge regions; however,
along the cell interior, a deviation in the profile could be noticed.
This deviation could be particularly caused by the high currents
flowing through the adjacent finger. A thermal analysis was
carried out to analyse the solar cell temperature under the impact
of solar radiation. A maximum cell temperature of 349.5 K was
observed across the cell in both uniform and non-uniform condi-
tions under a incident solar radiation of 1000 W/m2. I–V char-
acteristics of the cell were found to significantly change by the
increased solar cell temperature. A drop of almost 0.11 V could be



Fig. 26. Validation of the numerical results with the experimental results of the system at 5o incident angle.

Table 6
Comparison of Experimental and Numerical results.

Parameter Numerical Experimental Difference

Isc (A) 0.529 0.515 2.74%

Voc (V) 0.645 0.611 5.27%

Pmax(W) 0.262 0.231 11.45%

FF 0.764 0.736 3.69%
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observed in the open circuit voltage. It may be pointed out that
cooling the solar cell may again prove to be an important method
of improving the solar cell performance. A parametric analysis
was carried out by changing the number of fingers in the cell. It
was found that the short circuit current decreased while increas-
ing the number of fingers. This may be attributed to the reducing
emitter area while increasing the number of fingers. It was
observed that the cell with six fingers performed the best under
operating conditions. The work carried out until now establishes a
basis for several analyses that can now be carried out to optimize
the cell design.

A prototype of the system was prepared using polyurethane
material with a commercial name of Crystal Clear-200s. The assem-
bly of the concentrating unit was tested under standard conditions
of 1000 W/m2 and 25 oC using a ABET class-A solar simulator at
Heriot–Watt University. I–V characteristics obtained for the system
were compared with those obtained numerically. The experimental
results are in close proximity of the numerical results, the differences
obtained are, however, in an acceptable range and are subjected to
various reasons requiring a separate study.
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a b s t r a c t

In the present study, we model and analyse the performance of a dielectric based linear concentrating
photovoltaic system using ray tracing and finite element methods. The results obtained are compared
with the experiments. The system under study is a linear asymmetric CPC (Compound Parabolic
Concentrator) designed to operate under extreme incident angles of 0� and 55� and have a geometrical
concentration ratio of 2.8�. Initial experiments showed a maximum PR (power ratio) of 2.2 compared to
a non concentrating counterpart. An improvement to this has been proposed and verified by adding a
reflective film along the edges of the concentrator to capture the escaping rays and minimise optical
losses. The addition of the reflective film changes the incoming distribution on the solar cell. Results
show an increase of 16% in the average power output while using this reflective film. On including the
thermal effects it was found that the overall benefit changes to about 6% while using a reflective film.
Additionally, the effects of the non-uniformity of the incoming radiation are also analysed and reported
for both the cases. It is found that adding the reflective film drops the maximum power at the output by
only 0.5% due to the effect of non-uniformity.

© 2014 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

PVs (photovoltaic devices) convert sunlight directly into elec-
tricity but have low efficiencies, typically in the range of 17e22%.
These PV devices when used for grid connected electricity supply
are subjected to further grid losses. BIPV (Building Integrated
Photovoltaics) systems are gaining importance particularly because
PV power is generated at the point of consumption reducing the
supply losses and are very well integrated to the buildings archi-
tecture. However, this technology faces problems like low effi-
ciency and high cost. Using Concentrating photovoltaic systems and
coupling it with the building architecture could prove economical
and sustainable solution. Building integrated Concentrating
Photovoltaic (BiCPV) systems benefit from the concentrated sun-
light and integrate well within the building architecture.

A CPC (Compound Parabolic Concentrator) designed for solar
energy applications essentially consists of two different parabolic
.
ig), t.k.mallick@exeter.ac.uk
reflectors. These parabolas reflect the incoming solar radiation and
focus it on the absorber surface. In order to improve the efficiency
of BIPV a concentrator could be integrated with the existing system
[1e3], this would increase the incident solar radiation and reduce
the area of the photovoltaic material needed, hence reducing the
cost of the complete system. Low concentration compound para-
bolic reflectors, enable the capture of a large fraction of the diffuse
solar radiation (in addition to the direct component) e especially
relevant for northern European climatic conditions which experi-
ences lesser sunny days. Depending on the location of the site the
design of such systems changes considerably. Previous research
showed that asymmetric compound parabolic PV concentrator
significantly increased its power output compared to the flat PV
system and suitable for building façade or window integration in
the UK. Several designs of CPC for different absorbers have been
presented [4e6] and detailed parametric and experimental ana-
lyses of optics and heat transfer have been undertaken. Studies [7]
show that the use of CPC can enhance the efficiency of PV system by
more than 60% to that compared with a standalone PV system. Low
cost dielectric materials have been utilised in concentrators [8]
termed as PRIDE (Photovoltaic Facades of Reduced Costs Incorpo-
rating Devices with Optically Concentrating Elements) technology
incorporating 3 and 9 mm wide single crystal silicon solar cells.
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Fig. 1. Sample of the concentrator element made using polyurethane.
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Results showed excellent power output compared to a similar non-
concentrating systemwhen it was characterised both indoors using
a flash and continuous solar simulator. A second generation PRIDE
concentrating system was developed to incorporate 6 mm ‘Saturn’
solar cells because of the problems in the optical system in the
previous generation [8]. Using injection moulding process the op-
tical concentrator was made and a 3 kWp was built and tested
experimentally. A power ratio of 2.01 was found.

In the present study, a third generation of similar concentrator
with an added reflective film on the concentrator edges is pre-
sented. Recently, a procedure to carry out a detailed analysis of such
a system was presented [9]. However, there were some short-
comings in the modelled results. The modelling parameters were
essentially taken from a published data. In the present study the
modelling parameters have been exclusively evaluated for the solar
cell under study. Using the new model parameters, the system is
Fig. 2. Solar Cell used in the system.

Fig. 3. Schematic of the system while using a reflective film along its edges.
analysed to understand the benefit of adding a reflective film at the
edges of the concentrating element. Using Ray trace method the
optical analysis of the concentrating element is carried out. Based
on the optical results the electrical and the thermal performance of
the solar cell is modelled using finite element method. Finally, the
overall system outputs are compared for the case of a CPV unit with
and without a reflective film.
2. Linear concentrating photovoltaic system

The system as shown in Fig. 1 is a linear concentrating
photovoltaic system essentially consisting of a linear (line-axis)
Fig. 4. Schematic ray-trace diagram of the DiACPC-55 with 100 representative rays
when used without and with a reflective film.



Fig. 5. Energy flux distribution on receiver without reflective film on the edges.
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concentrator element attached to a solar cell using an encapsula-
tion material and placed between two glass sheets. The concen-
trating element is a dielectric asymmetric compound parabolic
concentrator with acceptance half angles (0�&55�). The concen-
trator design is two-dimensional which means it would experience
similar illumination profile along its length. Themain application of
the system is to serve as a double glazed building integrated
photovoltaic system employing concentrating technology [9]. Clear
polyurethane material crystaleclear 200® [10] due to its good
transmission and dielectric properties is used to prepare the
concentrating element. The concentrator material is resistant to
humidity and several other solvents. Sylgaurd-184 [11] is used as an
encapsulation material, it not only helps to prevent the solar cell
from weathering, but also acts as an adhesive between the
concentrator and the solar cell. The Laser Grooved Buried Contact
solar cells used in this system are 6 mmwide and 116 mm long and
have two bus bars towards its corners each 2.5 mm wide. The cell
has six grid fingers having awidth of 35 mm, spaced 965 mmapart as
Fig. 6. Energy flux distribution on receiv
shown in Fig. 2. The remaining area on the top surface is known as
the emitter (blue colour).

The following steps are adopted to prepare the array of
concentrating elements.

1. The casts are cleaned and dried.
2. The polyurethane material is prepared according to the re-

quirements and poured in these castings.
3. A curing process follows this.
4. Using thin tin-plated copper strips the solar cells are soldered in

series.
5. The solar cells are fixed on a glass plate using a glue material.
6. The encapsulant is prepared and poured all over the solar cells

until it distributed smoothly over the surface and left to dry
overnight.

Different natural phenomena occur in the CPV system [9], the
upper layer which is usually made of glass transmits light to the
er with reflective film on the edges.
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dielectric concentrator which further concentrates the light on the
cell by total internal reflection. The encapsulation layer between
the cell and the concentrator reduces the intensity by 5e10%. Sili-
con elastomer having the same refractive index (1.5) is used to
encapsulate the solar cell and to bind the concentrators on top of
the solar cells in proper alignment. The solar cell generates elec-
tricity while receiving the irradiation. Only a part of the total energy
is converted to electricity while the rest is dissipated as heat to the
adjoining glass layers and the air gaps. Some of the light escapes
through the gaps and is transmitted which helps for day lighting
purposes. One of its main features is that it is transparent and re-
fracts all the light entering the aperture via total internal reflection.
It has good transmission properties and excellent strength and ri-
gidity to retain the shape of the complex profile.
Fig. 8. Comparison of model simulated and experimentally obtained IeV character-
istics for different levels of solar radiation and operating temperature.
3. Optical analysis

The optical model was based on the refraction laws where a
source of light with desired intensity impinges on the concentrator
and the output along the absorber surface is estimated. The optical
efficiency of the CPC is obtained for different incident angles of the
incident rays. For each incident angle, an optical simulation is
carried out determining the energy of the incident rays reaching
the solar cells after going through the refractive element.

Only an optical analysis of the system has been presented earlier
[12] highlighting the procedure and comparing the results obtained
for three DiACPC(Dielectric Asymmetric Compound Parabolic
Concentrators ) with different acceptance angles. During manu-
facture of the system a key defect was causing the rays to escape
from the edges of the concentrator. The spreading of the encap-
sulant layer around the borders of the concentrator was causing the
rays near the borders to escape out because of similar refractive
index as shown in Fig. 3(a). During the manufacture process it is a
normal practice to use an encapsulantmaterial to act as an adhesive
between the concentrator and the solar cell and at the same time
protect the solar cell from weathering. In order to reduce these
losses a reflective film can be added along the boundaries of the
concentrator upto the height of the adjoining encapsulant layer as
shown in Fig. 3(b). This reflective film redirects the escaping rays
towards the solar cell.

In order to identify these losses in the real situation, the optical
analysis is carried out for the DiACPC-55 while considering addi-
tional encapsulant material around the edges so that the light
escapes through refraction around the concentrator edges.
Fig. 7. Comparison of the optical efficiency of the system at different incident angles.
A schematic rayetrace diagram of the DiACPC-55 with 100 repre-
sentative rays is shown in Fig. 4. The light rays entering the
concentrator undergo four possible behaviours while entering the
concentrator.

1. Rays reach the solar cell surface directly without any reflection
2. Rays reach the solar cell surface by one or more reflection
3. Rays escape the concentrator edges due to the presence of the

encapsulant material
4. Reflected back by the metallisation present on the solar cell or

due to multiple reflections occurring in the concentrator
3.1. Energy flux distributions at the receiver

The optical analysis is performed mainly to determine the light
intensity and its distribution on the exit aperture of the concen-
trating element. These parameters determine the amount of power
produced by the solar cell attached to the concentrator. A homo-
geneous flux distribution is always desirable for attaining higher
electrical efficiency and increasing the reliability of the solar cell
device however the concentrating light is found to have a non-
uniform distribution. This non-uniformity can have a parasitic ef-
fect on the performance of the system [13]. Figs. 5 and 6 represent
the energy flux distributions at the receiver under a direct insola-
tion of 1000 W/m2 when the system is operating with and without
Table 1
Solar cell parameters.

Cell parameters Values

Cell width 6 mm
Cell length 115 mm
Busbar width 2.5 mm
Finger width 35 mm
Emitter sheet resistance 100 U/,
Finger resistance per unit length 0.3 U/cm
Operating conditions
Illumination intensity range G 835e1144 W/m2

Temperature range T 32e42.5 �C
Diode equation parameters
Constant j1 0.423364826 AW�1

Constant j2 �2551484.076 Am�2.K�3

Constant j3 �183.38 Am�2.V�1

Ideality factor n 1.33
Eg 1.124 eV
kB 1.380 � 10�23 J.K�1

qe 1.602 � 10�19 C



Fig. 9. Experimental and finite element simulated IeV characteristics of a solar cell
under uniform illumination 1141 W/m2 and temperature of 314 K.
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a reflective film. The figures show the variation of the light intensity
falling on the solar cell at different angles of incidence. It may be
seen that the energy distribution changes both its peak and the
location for different incident angles for the two cases.

In the case of the concentrator, with reflective film the peak
values can be seen to reach 34 suns at incident angles of 0 and 50�,
which represent extreme angles. However in the case without
Fig. 11. Electrical output at different incidenc

Fig. 10. Electrical output at different incidence
reflective film, the peaks go only up to 24 and 15 suns for extreme
angles of 0 and 50�. The peaks are observed to be sharp close to the
acceptance angles because of the reflections due to the parabolic
surfaces. The energy flux at the receiver is calculated from Eq. (1)
where Irec is the intensity at the receiver (W/m2) as indicated pre-
viously in Ref. [12].

Irec ¼ Io �
Xm
i¼1

�
tgIi þ tdIi þ jrIi

�
(1)

The optical efficiency may be defined as the ratio of solar radi-
ation at the absorber surface i.e., the solar cell to the incoming ra-
diation at its aperture. In the present analysis the optical efficiency
is evaluated using the Eq. (2). The average illumination (Gavg) is
calculated for each incident angle. The value of Gincident is taken as
1000 W/m2 in our analysis. Fig. 7 shows the variation of the optical
efficiency with respect to the incidence angle.

hopt ¼
Gavg*Areciever

Gincident*Aaperture
(2)

It may be clearly noted that the optical efficiency in the case of
the system with reflective film is higher than the optical efficiency
of the system without the reflective film. The figure quantifies the
losses occurring in the system by the escaping light. The impact of
these phenomena is now studied on the overall performance of the
solar cell using the finite element method which is detailed in the
following sections. The output illumination intensity is utilised to
determine the electrical performance of the system.
e angles for system with reflective film.

angles for system without reflective film.
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4. Electrical analysis & performance

The electrical analysis is based on the one diode model and is
performed in accordance to the method reported elsewhere [9].
Considerable difference was found between modelled and experi-
mental results previously, and suggestions were made to revaluate
the solar cell constants. We have covered this gap in the present
study and characterised the solar cells according to the procedure
described in Ref. [6] and extracted constants specific to this solar
cell. The solar cell used and the conditions applied in the present
Fig. 12. Current generated in the solar cell for a s
study are different to that reported [6], however similar experi-
mental procedure has been used. The test conditions and the pa-
rameters extracted are presented in Fig. 8. In order to perform the
electrical analysis of the solar cell under non-uniform illumination,
it is important to first evaluate the intensity distribution at different
incident angles. In the previous section the intensity distributions
were evaluated for both the cases of with and without reflective
films.

The use of COMSOL Multiphysics software is made in our study
to obtain the solution. The continuity equation as shown in Eq. (3) is
ystem with and without reflective film at Isc.



Fig. 13. Experimental setup showing the solar simulator and the tilted module.

Fig. 15. Manufacturing errors.
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solved to determine the voltage and the effective current density
distribution on the surface the solar cell subjected to non-uniform
illumination for both the cases.

�V$ðsVV � JeÞ ¼ Q (3)

where V is the electric potential, Je is the current density and
Q represents the current generated or the source term and s is
the conductivity of the material. The current generated in the
illuminated emitter region Qe and in the dark region Qd may be
expressed as
Fig. 14. Comparison of experimental and numerical results for the system with
reflective film at 10� and 30� incident angle.
Qe ¼ j1Gþ j2T
3 exp

��Eg
kBT

��
exp

�
Vj

n1VT

�
� 1

�
þ j3Vj (4)

Qd ¼ j2T
3 exp

��Eg
kBT

��
exp

�
Vj

n1VT

�
� 1

�
þ j3Vj (5)

where j1, j2, j3 are constants, Eg represents the band gap energy, kB is
the Boltzmann constant, VT is the thermodynamic voltage, Vj is the
junction potential and n is the ideality factor. The presence of non-
uniformity and modification in the flux intensity by concentration
changes all the parameters with respect to the spatial location
making it as G (x, y) [W/m2]. The photovoltaic efficiency may be
defined as shown in Eq (6). Where the product G � A is the power
incident on the cell, and can be obtained using ray tracing tech-
niques. Isc is the short circuit current, Voc is the open circuit voltage
and FF represents the solar cell fill factor.

h ¼ IscVocFF
GA

(6)
Fig. 16. Comparison of power ratios for system with and without reflective film.



Fig. 17. Maximum power output in both the systems under uniform and non-uniform conditions.
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It is very important to validate the numerical model before its
application. To do so, the IeV characteristics of the solar cell are
evaluated under different illumination and temperature conditions.
In the present study we have changed the illumination between
835 and 1144 W/m2A curve fitting is performed on this experi-
mentally evaluated data using statistical techniques according to
the procedure highlighted in Ref. [6]. The comparison of the
simulated values of current with the experimental data is shown in
Fig. 8. The parameters j1, j2 and j3 extracted from this statistical
fitting operation are listed below in Table 1.

4.1. Validation of results

In order to verify the accuracy of the model finite element
modelling of the solar cell was carried out at different operating
Fig. 18. Comparison of FF under uniform and non-unif
condition. Details of the modelling procedure, boundary conditions
employed may be found here [9]. Improved model is uses the new
fitted parameters as shown in Table 1. An example of such analysis
is comparedwith the experimental results for uniform illumination
of 1141 W/m2 and temperature of 314 K and is shown in Fig. 9. It
may be seen clearly that the numerical model is accurate with less
than ±2% error.

4.2. Analysis of angular performance

To understand the overall energy production of the system it
needs to be analysed at different angles representing the variable
sun positions throughout the day. In the previous section, the op-
tical analysis is carried out at different incident angles. Based on the
illumination profile output obtained from this optical analysis, the
orm illumination conditions for both the systems.



Fig. 19. Geometry used for the thermal analysis.

Fig. 21. Comparison of temperature along solar cells with and without reflector.
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electrical performance of the solar cell was simulated for the case
with and without reflective film. The IeV characteristics obtained
are shown in Figs. 10 and 11. The behaviour of the solar cell is found
to change substantially when comparing both the scenarios at
different incidence angles. A clear increase in the electrical output
may be seen in the results by the use of reflective film. As shown in
Fig. 11, a consistent output is seen across different incidence angles.
A maximum short circuit of 0.52168 A is observed at 0� incidence
angle in the case with reflective film, as compared to 0.39308 A
observed in the case without the reflective film.

This substantially boosts the power output; however the
important point to consider is that these simulations are carried out
a constant cell temperature in both the cases which might not be
true in realistic conditions. The effect of temperature on the output
and the comparison of important parameters obtained from the
IeV curves are discussed in detail in the next few sections. The
incoming illumination profile directs the current generation on the
Fig. 20. Temperature contours of the CPV system with and without reflector at 0� incidence angle.
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solar cell, with higher densities being generated at the points
receiving peak intensities. This imbalance in current generation
causes a local resistance adding up the existing series resistance of
the solar cell. Additionally, it also causes a non-uniform solar cell
temperature. Fig. 12 shows the current density at short circuit
conditions in the solar cell when placed under the CPC with and
without the reflective film for 0� incident angle. As expected, the
current in the solar cell is greater for the case with the reflective
film. The arrows show the current density generation and its di-
rection to the fingers and the bus bars. These plots are made to
visualise the impact of the non-uniform illumination and not for
making any analysis. It may be seen clearly that the current gen-
eration at points of higher illumination intensities is higher. These
currents in the emitter region are accumulated at the Busbar while
flowing through the fingers on the solar cell.

Experiments were carried out to see the impact of introducing
the reflective film in the CPV system. The use of a special setup to
change the angular position of the concentrator unit was utilised.
The setup consisted of a base plate which may be inclined at any
desired inclination with respect to the incoming illumination, in
one dimension. The IeV characteristics were recorded at different
angles using an experimental setup which consists of a solar
Fig. 22. Temperature profiles across
simulator, an IeV tracer and an inclining bench. The solar simulator
fromWacom having AAA rating and 2% spatial non-uniformity was
used to carry out the experiments as shown in Fig. 13.

The illumination intensity distribution obtained while carrying
the optical analysis of the system is used to carry out the electrical
analysis of the single concentrator unit at different angles. A sample
result at 30� incident angle is shown in Fig. 14 for a systemwith the
reflective film.

Slight deviations are found while comparing with experiments,
which are predominantly due to the manufacturing defects of the
concentrator. Fig. 15 compares the designed geometry with the
manufactured product. The deviations of the numerical results at
these points are attributed to the losses occurring at the edges of
the concentrator due to the accumulation of encapsulation layers
and are relative to the optical efficiencies.

To measure the overall performance of the system the param-
eter PR (Power Ratio) is used in our study. The power ratio repre-
sents the ratio of the power output of the unit system to the power
obtained by a bare cell. The power ratio was evaluated for different
angles and is presented in Fig. 16. A maximum power ratio of 2.56
was found in our study when comparing the electrical output of the
concentrator unit with the reflective film compared to the earlier
the solar cells without reflector.
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power ratio of 2.2 without a reflective film. With increasing inci-
dence angles the power ratio drops due to the higher optical losses
and the decrease in the optical efficiency of the system. The dif-
ference between the experimental and numerical results is pri-
marily due to the manufacturing defects of the system and is in line
with the optical efficiencies of the system.When compared to a flat
PV panel having a similar area as that of the input face of the
concentrator, the system generates lesser power due to the optical
losses. A PR of 2.2 without the reflective film indicates optical losses
of 21.5%. The CPV systemuses 64% less solar cell than a flat PV panel,
which means the cost of CPV system is 50% (assuming negligible
cost of about 14% for making the concentrator). Which means the
cost per unit output is 39.25% less than the standard PV module.
While using a reflective film the optical losses are reduced
considerably, indicating the system to cost 45% less than the PV
panel.

4.3. Effect of non-uniformity

The non-uniform illumination distribution over the solar cell
usually creates hotspots on the solar cell and tends to reduce its
Fig. 23. Temperature profiles acros
durability [13]. It is always desired by the CPV system designers to
have a lower degree of non-uniformity for increased reliability of
the system. Quantifying these losses helps the solar cell designer
to prepare the metallisation accordingly and helps in the proper
system sizing. A recent study [14] also demonstrated non-
uniformity could prove beneficial in increasing the electrical po-
wer output of the solar cell when associated with a particular
temperature profile. In the present study, we analyse the impact
of the change in the illumination intensity distribution under
different angles of incidence for both the systems with and
without the reflective film. A parametric analysis is carried out
while biasing the cell to evaluate the IeV curve of the cells sub-
jected to both uniform and non-uniform illumination patterns.
Applying bias on the cell in small increments, the output power
and current are modelled for both uniform and non-uniform
illumination conditions. In both cases the total illumination on
the cell is identical and a constant temperature is maintained
across the solar cell. Fig. 17 shows the comparison of the
maximum power obtained under uniform and non-uniform illu-
mination conditions. It may be seen in both the cases that non-
uniformity tends to have both beneficial and detrimental effect
s the solar cells with reflector.
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on the overall power production. In the case with no reflective
film we can observe that the difference between modelled out-
puts is very much less. On averaging the output power at various
angles it was found that the overall power decreases due to non-
uniformity by 0.94%. In the case with the reflective film it may be
seen that at incident angles of 20 and 30�, the output power
exceeds the power obtained under uniform conditions. Overall, on
averaging the impact at different angles the output power was
found to drop by only 0.5% due to non-uniformity. Fig. 18 shows
the simulated Fill Factor values under both uniform and non-
uniform illumination conditions. A drop in the fill factor values
may be consistently seen potentially due to the effect of non-
uniformity. The magnitude of this drop is 1.53% and 1.07% in the
case of system with and without the reflective film. Other
important notable effects of non-uniformity are in the open circuit
voltage. The non-uniformity of illumination tends to generate
small local currents at operating conditions close to the open
circuit voltage. These small currents cause a gradient in the
voltage across the solar cell.
Fig. 24. IeV characteristics of the system u
5. Thermal analysis

The temperature of the solar cell is very important factor
affecting the overall energy output of the CPV system. The Voc of the
solar cell tends to drop quickly by the increase in its temperature
and so the fill factor and the maximum power output drops
immediately. Recent study [14] has also shown that the distribution
of temperature also has affects the overall performance of the solar
cell and if tuned properly it can actually help in improving the
performance of the system. The operating temperature of the solar
cell is evaluated under steady state conditions performing a heat
transfer analysis of the system using finite element method. The
geometry of the system being analysed is shown in Fig. 19. A mesh
independency test is carried out to confirm the accuracy of the
solution.

The boundary conditions applied to the system include, a
convective heat transfer condition at the top and bottom surface of
the system with h ¼ 10 W/m2. K on the exterior surfaces of the
system and a convective heat transfer coefficient of h ¼ 7 W/m2. K
nder operating temperature profiles.



Fig. 25. Variation of the Voc with and without the reflective film.
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on the interior surfaces further details on these and the thermo
physical properties used can be found [9]. The heat generated from
the solar cell whilst converting the available irradiation to the
electrical energy is considered as a heat flux condition at the base of
the solar cell surface. The use of symmetry boundary condition
(adiabatic boundary) was made towards the side edges of the glass
plate. A typical result at 0� incidence for the case without and with
reflective film can be seen in Fig. 20, the temperature distribution
varies in the range of 308e345 K in the system without the
reflective film and 313e365 K in the case with the reflective film.

The heat transfer analysis is carried out for different angular
positions. The temperature profiles at the solar cell surface found
with and without a reflective film are shown in Figs. 21e23. It was
found that the temperature across the solar cell changes drastically
by the use of the reflective film. The highest temperature of 364 K is
seen in the case with the reflective film at 0� incident angle
compared to 343 K seen in the unit without reflective film. Similar
increase is visible at all other angles of incidence due to the use of
Fig. 26. Maximum power produced in the CPV s
the reflective film compared to its counterpart without reflective
film. Using the temperature distributions obtained from the ther-
mal analysis, the T (y) is used to perform the electrical analysis
whose results are highlighted in the next section.

6. System output

The current study was carried essentially to predict the impact
of placing the reflective film along the edges of the CPC and see the
effects. As can be seen in the previous section, there is a consid-
erable increase in the flux incident on the solar cell due to place-
ment of this reflective film which has also a detrimental effect of
raising the solar cell temperature. The temperature profiles ob-
tained at different incident angles under both the scenarios of our
study are now used to evaluate the steady state electrical perfor-
mance of the system. Using the obtained temperature profiles the
IeV characteristics are evaluated as shown in Fig. 24. A clear drop in
the Voc values is visible in both the scenarios depending on the
ystem with and without the reflective film.



Fig. 27. Variation of the fill factor with and without the reflective film.

Table 2
Comparison of the electrical characteristics of the solar cell for the system with and without reflector.

Incident angle Reflector film No-reflector film

Isc Vm Pm Im Voc FF Isc Vm Pm Im Voc FF

0 0.522 0.298 0.134 0.449 0.408 0.629 0.399 0.365 0.128 0.350 0.473 0.678
10 0.520 0.316 0.139 0.441 0.425 0.632 0.472 0.340 0.140 0.413 0.461 0.645
20 0.524 0.328 0.148 0.450 0.443 0.635 0.470 0.340 0.139 0.408 0.455 0.649
30 0.526 0.328 0.149 0.453 0.443 0.638 0.468 0.340 0.141 0.414 0.461 0.653
40 0.516 0.316 0.144 0.457 0.473 0.591 0.443 0.353 0.137 0.388 0.473 0.653
50 0.511 0.328 0.146 0.446 0.455 0.630 0.363 0.365 0.118 0.324 0.473 0.687
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operating solar cell temperature. The Voc can be seen to be higher at
higher incidence angles due to the lower temperature as can be
seen in Fig. 25. However, it is important to evaluate the overall
power production of the system to qualify the use of the reflective
film for the system. Fig. 26 shows the maximum power produced
under both the scenarios at different incident angles. It may be
clearly seen that, the maximum power point for the case with the
reflective film is higher at all the incidence angles. An average of
about 6e7% increase can be expected by the use of the reflective
film along the edges of the concentrator. The fill factor of the solar
cell was found to drop considerably by the use of the reflective film
as could be seen in Fig. 27.

From all the results presented in this section it may be seen that
the temperature plays an important role in the overall power
production of the system. Different temperatures and distributions
are seen at different angles of incidence. However, it is clear that the
use of reflective film does benefit the overall system output. The
detailed variation of all the parameters is also shown in Table 2.
7. Conclusions

A dielectric based asymmetric concentrating photovoltaic sys-
tem was analysed for its optical, electrical and thermal perfor-
mance. Based on the losses shown by initial optical modelling, the
impact of using a reflective film along its edges was explored both
by modelling and experiments. Detailed analysis was carried out to
showcase the changes in optical, electrical and thermal perfor-
mance of the system. It could be seen that the illumination flux
exiting the concentrator after using a reflective film increases
significantly. Also, a change in the position of the hotspots and the
illumination peaks occurs. The peak value of the illumination in-
tensity changes from 24 to 34 Suns. An average increase of 15.9%
was seen in the overall power output while keeping constant
temperature of 25 �C. However it's important to note that this
illumination changes the operating solar cell temperature. To
analyse the effect of such a change the electrical analysis solar cell is
carried out by coupling it with the thermal analysis of the overall
system. During the thermal analysis the solar cell was found to
reach a temperature of 356e364 K for the case with the reflective
film against a temperature range of 344e355 K for the case without
the reflective film. Hence the temperature profiles obtained by the
thermal analysis were used to analyse the electrical performance. It
was found that the temperature has a parasitic effect on the overall
performance of the system. Still, the addition of the reflective film
was found to improve the performance by an average increase of 6%
compared to the 15.9% predicted without including the thermal
effects. In addition to this, the effects introduced due to the non-
uniformity were also studied for the case with and without
reflective film. In the case with no reflective film the average
maximum power was found to drop 0.94% whereas in the casewith
reflective film the average drop was just 0.5%.
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Abstract

The use of concentrating photovoltaic systems (CPV) in building integration has spurred towards the development of newer products,
which have the potential to offer the convenience of pleasing architecture and day lighting along with simultaneous production of clean
energy. This paper addresses the energy transformations and the expected energy output of a low concentrating photovoltaic system
designed to have a geometric concentration of 3.6�. The optical element used is a three dimensional Cross Compound Concentrator
(3DCCPC) made from clear polyurethane material. Small sized silicon solar cells based on the Laser Grooved Buried Contact (LGBC)
technology having an absorber area of 1 cm2 are utilised in the system. Both experimental and numerical analyses are performed
confirming the optical, electrical and thermal performance of the system. While performing the optical analysis the concentrator was
found to have a maximum optical efficiency of 73.4%. A maximum power ratio of 2.67 was observed when comparing the electrical
output of the concentrator unit with a non-concentrating counterpart. The effects of non-uniformity caused by the use of the concentra-
tor are analysed. The non-uniformity of flux distribution showed an average drop of 2.2% in the Isc values which is again reflected in the
overall power output. Manufacturing defects like the cell and concentrator misalignments are addressed and their impact on the overall
performance are verified by numerical simulations. The operating temperature of the solar cells was found to have a parasitic effect on the
overall performance of the system. A maximum temperature of 332 K was observed in the solar cell at 0� incidence and a incoming
radiation of 1000 W/m2 which brings down the overall power production by 14.6%. Finally, the expected system output over a given
time period is presented showing the strengths and weakness while employing such a system.
� 2014 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The rising energy prices and climate change have
spurred the renewable energy revolution across the globe,
driving us towards self-sustaining energy resources and
the technology to harness it. Solar energy has proven to
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.solener.2014.03.002
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be one such potential alternative energy resource, which
can be used for meeting our energy demands. The energy
from the sun can be directly converted into electricity by
the use of photovoltaic (PV) technology. According to a
report by the International Energy Agency (Lausten,
2008) buildings consume more than 40% of world’s energy.
The adoption of PV technology in residential applications
has seen an increasing trend for its application in the last
few years. Starting with simple PV panels the industry is
now moving towards Building integrated photovoltaics
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(BIPV) systems. These systems are designed to integrate PV
systems seamlessly into structural elements of the
buildings, making them a functional part of the building
architecture. Such systems include semi transparent facades
(Park et al., 2010), glass ceilings (Hughes, 2009), clay solar
tiles (Magazine, 2010), thin films (Yoon et al., 2011) and
Sphelar� cells (Biancardo et al., 2007). A review of some
of the notable solutions are presented under (Petter Jelle
et al., 2012) addressing their satisfactory appearance and
high efficiencies with good weather stability. These systems
however have huge costs associated with them making
them less feasible for general applications.

Concentrating sunlight and focusing it on smaller sized
cells can be sought as a viable solution in reducing the
use of expensive solar cell materials for niche application
as building fenestrations. Further, integrating these systems
in our existing building structural elements could prosper
the technology and increase its usage. Such applications
can be categorised as Building integrated concentrating
photovoltaic (BICPV) systems, which can prove to be the
right solution towards sustainable modern buildings. These
applications will help in having an optimised day lighting
and simultaneous energy production, bringing efficient
buildings closer to reality. Using the principle of concen-
trating sunlight reduces the amount of solar cell material
required and makes it more cost effective. Integrating the
structural elements like windows, facades, sky lighting,
cladding, curtain wall, etc. with concentrating photovoltaic
technology further adds prospects of an entirely new mar-
ket in its own. Only a few of such applications have been
developed across the world over the last decade (Zacharo-
poulos et al., 2000) (Nilsson et al., 2007; Tripanagnostopo-
ulos et al., 2007), some of the recent developments have
been reviewed (Chemisana, 2011). Few other developments
very recently undertaken by our research group can be
found under (Baig et al., 2012a,b; Sarmah et al., 2011;
Mammo et al., 2013; Sellami et al., 2012; Sellami et al.,
2011a,b,c; Baig et al., 2013). A new concept of integrating
concentrating photovoltaics has been recently demon-
strated by (Mammo et al., 2013), where a reflective type
three dimensional compound parabolic concentrator (3D
CCPC PV) was used as the optical concentrating element.
The system maximum power output was found to be three
times that of the similar kind of non-concentrator system
with maximum electrical conversion efficiency of 14%. A
3D static concentrator called the square elliptical
hyperboloid (SEH) with 4� was presented recently
(Sellami et al., 2011a,b,c), this system was built using
dielectric material and worked on the concept of total
internal reflection. The system was found to have an optical
efficiency of 40% with a wider acceptance angle equalling
120� thus enabling the sunlight capture all day from both
direct and diffuse radiations. A similar system but with var-
iable heights is presented under (Sellami and Mallick, 2012)
recently. A two dimensional linear asymmetric CPC
system based on dielectric concentrator was analysed by
(Sarmah et al., 2011; Baig et al., 2013) the system has a
concentration ratio of 2.8 capable of having maximum
power ratios of 2.27. A system based on see-through prism
CPV module for window integrated photovoltaics was ana-
lysed by (Yamada et al., 2011). This system generates
approximately 1.15 times more electricity than a conven-
tional module while operating with 63% less solar cell area.
Other systems based on CPV/T concepts having a
CR > 2.5� were addressed by (Tripanagnostopoulos
et al., 2009) in which the thermal and PV module work
together or separately with and without tracking mechanisms.

The current study brings forward a dielectric based three
dimensional cross compound CPC (3DCCPC) with square
entry and exit aperture. Earlier work on a reflecting type
3DCCPC may be found under (Mammo et al., 2013). This
work introduces a refractive system using similar design
features. The three dimensional shape is attained by sweep-
ing the 2DCPC over a square profile. In this work, a refrac-
tive based prototype of the system is designed,
manufactured and analysed both experimentally and
numerically. Use of ray trace method is made to carry
out the optical analysis of the concentrating element and
finite element methods are applied to carry out the electri-
cal and thermal analysis of the system. Results obtained are
validated experimentally and the gaps highlighted.
2. System description

The system under study essentially consists of a concen-
trator element, an encapsulation material and a solar cell
essentially placed between two glass sheets.
2.1. Concentrator

The concept of the compound parabolic concentrator
(CPC) has been utilised in numerous solar energy
applications including both thermal and photovoltaics.
The concentrator element used in our study is a dielectric
material based Three Dimensional Cross Compound
Parabolic Concentrator (3DCCPC). The three dimensional
design allows light to be concentrated in all the directions
via total internal reflection. The concentrator geometry
was designed by simply sweeping a segment of parabola
about a square cross section as shown in Fig. 1. The details
on the equations of the parabolic segment of the CPC can
be found under (Sellami and Mallick, 2013) and (O’Galla-
gher, 2008). The refraction on its front air and dielectric
interface allows having better external acceptance angle.
The system is desired to have a concentration ratio (C) of
4�, using the following equation:

C ¼ nR

SinðhaÞ
� �2

ð1Þ

The system half acceptance angle (ha) is found to be
48.5� for a refractive index (nR) of 1.5, entry side of
20 mm and a height of 25.9 mm. However this is truncated
by almost 37.6% to get a truncated height of 16.16 mm and



Fig. 1. Schematic design of the 3DCCPC.

Fig. 3. Refractive index of Polyurethane.
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a concentration ratio of 3.6� with entry and exit aperture
sides of 19 mm and 10 mm respectively as shown in Fig. 1.
The truncation would also impact on the acceptance angle
which can be seen while performing the optical analysis in
later sections. The concentrator used in our study as
shown in Fig. 2 was made using a polyurethane material
crystal-clear 200� (http://www.smooth-on.com/tb/files/
CRYSTAL_CLEAR_200_TB.pdf).

One of its main features is that it is transparent and
refracts all the light entering the aperture via total internal
reflection. The refractive index of the material is shown in
Fig. 3. It has good transmission properties and excellent
strength and rigidity to retain the shape of the complex
profile.
2.2. Solar cell

The solar cell used in the system and its design is shown
in Fig. 4. The solar cell used in this study is based on the
Fig. 2. Sample of the concentrator element made using polyurethane.
Laser Grooved Buried Contact (LGBC) technology (Heas-
man et al., 2007) but any other advanced solar cell technol-
ogy may be utilised while using the same concentrating
element. The silicon solar cell used in the present study
has 13 fingers each 35 lm wide and a bus bar of width
1 mm. These cells have been optimised to perform under
conditions upto 10�, hence are utilised in this system. A
small visual difference between the designed solar cell and
the cell used in analysis, which basically occurs in laser cut-
ting of the cells in huge quantities, however it has negligible
effect on the overall performance.

2.3. Encapsulation material

The purpose of using an encapsulation material is
to increase the lifetime of the solar cell while protecting
it from the moisture. Good transmission properties are
always desired from an encapsulant to be used in building
integration. The use of Sylgaurd-184 (Anon, 2008) as
an encapsulation material is made in our system. The



Fig. 4. Solar Cell geometry used in the numerical and the experimental analysis.
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encapsulant plays a dual role; firstly it acts as an adhesive
and helps in holding the concentrator to the solar cell,
secondly it functions as a perfect encapsulation material
and protects the solar cell from weathering.
Fig. 5. Sample system with nine CCPC units.
2.4. Assembly

Initially the concentrator units are casted using the poly-
urethane material, they are later cured at room tempera-
ture to obtain series of concentrator units as shown in
Fig. 2. The solar cells are soldered using thin tin plated cop-
per strips and suitable series or parallel strings are pre-
pared. The cells are then placed on a glass plate and fixed
using a glue material. The encapsulant is then prepared
and poured all over the solar cells and distributed smoothly
over the surface. Later the concentrator is placed over the
solar cells and the system is left to dry overnight. One of
the limitations during this process is that small misalign-
ment occurs between the solar cell and the concentrator
which can cause optical losses. A typical prototype employ-
ing 9 such units is shown in Fig. 5. The three rows are con-
nected in parallel with each row having three cells in series.
3. Optical analysis and performance

The optical power output while using a concentrator
unit can be obtained by carrying out ray trace analysis of
the system. In the present study a ray trace simulation soft-
ware OptisWorks (Sellami, 2011) was used to carry out the
optical analysis. In the ray trace method, the rays entering
the concentrator are assumed to be parallel and refract
depending on the refractive index of the material. The sim-
ulations were carried out for polyurethane based 3DCCPC
at AM 1.5D, the system was evaluated without a glass
cover by varying the angles of incidence in longitudinal
direction between 0� and 90�. The absorptance of the poly-
mer material used in making the concentrator as a function
of the incoming solar radiation used in the study in shown
in Fig. 6. It may be seen that there exists minimal absorp-
tion over the wavelength range of 350–1100 nm.

The optical model was based on the refraction laws
where a source of light with desired intensity is focused
on the concentrator and the output along the absorber sur-
face is estimated. The optical efficiency of the CPC is
obtained for different incident angles of the incident rays.
For each incident angle, an optical simulation is carried
out determining the energy of the incident rays reaching
the solar cells after going through the refractive element.
Fig. 7 shows an illustration of the concentrated incident
rays having a range of incident angles (�15�, 0�, 25�,
34.5� and 50�) to the normal of the CPC entry aperture
to highlight the different behaviour inside the optical



Fig. 6. Absorptance of polyurethane.
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concentrating element. The figure represents how the rays
reach the base of the system in a non-uniform fashion caus-
ing hotspots at particular areas of the solar cell. A small
portion of the rays can also be seen bouncing back or
escaping out through the concentrator depending on their
entry. The rays escaping could be of help in illuminating
the space behind helping in regulating the sunlight when
used as a building integrating system. Fig. 8 shows the var-
iation of the optical efficiency with respect to the incidence
angle. The use of refractive material provided a higher
acceptance angle in the initial design which was about
48.5�, however, the amount of refractive material required
was very high and was truncated due to which the overall
acceptance angle increases to about 70� as shown in
Fig. 8. Based on the optical efficiency obtained another plot
for the percentage of transmission vs. the incidence angle is
plotted assuming a 100% transmission at 0�. It may be seen
that for all angles less than 34.5� more than 90% light
entering the concentrator reaches the absorber as can be
seen in Fig. 8. It may also be noted that these results
represents both the E–W and N–S ray trace outputs. The
system has a greater acceptance angle but lower optical
efficiency as compared to the reflective system with a simi-
lar geometry studied recently (Sellami and Mallick, 2013).
Fig. 7. Ray tracing diagrams of the CPC for �
The square geometry also provides a cost benefit as the
solar cells are mostly available in square or rectangular
shapes, having them in circular or elliptical shape would
increase the cost of the solar cell per unit area. The spacing
between the optical concentrator may be utilised for
optimising the day lighting through the system.

The performance of the photovoltaic concentrator can
be experimentally analysed by evaluating the performance
of a CPV module with the concentrator and comparing it
with a non-concentrating counterpart. In an indoor con-
trolled environment the module can be analysed for partic-
ular radiation intensity with different incident angles. For a
static dielectric concentrator designed for a particular
range of acceptance angles, it is very important to evaluate
the performance for all the incidence angles within the
range. While carrying out the optical analysis by ray trace
method an illuminance detector is placed at the exit of the
concentrator. The detector gives the flux distribution and
energy of the concentrated rays by the concentrator. The
detector is defined to be the exact size of the exit aperture
of the concentrator and characterised to measure only the
illumination coming from the concentrator. The optical
performance of the system has also been analysed experi-
mentally (Sellami, 2011) and by simulation at every 10�
interval to determine its optical performance whose results
are shown in Fig. 9.

The rays exiting the concentrator element are found to
have a non-uniform distribution along the solar cell. This
non-uniformity plays an important role in the performance
of the system (Baig et al., 2012a,b). It may be seen in
Fig. 10 how the illumination intensity varies along the cell
spatially at different angles of incidence. The highest inten-
sity along the solar cell may exceed up to 20 suns as can be
seen in the case of incidence angle 20�, i.e. for the case of
angles below the acceptance angle and can fall to values
even lower than the concentration ratio as can be seen in
the case of 60� incident angle, i.e. for cases of incident angle
higher than the acceptance angles. These phenomena were
not addressed in the earlier studies mostly because simple
five parameter models were utilised to evaluate the average
power output of the system. However, we have now used
the finite element method to analyse the impact numerically
15�, 0�, 25�, 34.5� and 50� incidence angle.



Fig. 8. Variation of optical efficiency and transmission percentage with incidence angle under direct solar radiation.

Fig. 9. Comparison between the experimental and calculated optical
performance.
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and validate its effects experimentally in the present study.
The output illumination intensity distribution as shown in
Fig. 10 is utilised to determine the electrical performance of
the system.

The non-uniformity of the illumination is a complex
property and may be expressed in several forms. In the case
of the concentrating system, the non-uniformity on the
solar cell varies with its location, at some points the flux
may be highly non-uniform and at some points it might
be completely uniform. In order to quantify this term as
a general number is not correct, since several different illu-
mination distributions may give the same mathematical
result, but would represent different physical distributions.
However, in order to explore this effect it’s important to
perform some mathematical way to express the non-unifor-
mity. A spatial non uniformity factor (a) was proposed
recently by (Lu et al., 2009) and has been utilised here to
define the extent and effect of non-uniformity in the illumi-
nation, neglecting its quality. The spatial non uniformity
factor (a) is defined as the ratio of the difference of the
maximum and minimum incident flux to their sum as
shown in the following equation:

a ¼ Gmax � Gmin

Gmax þ Gmin

ð2Þ

where Gmax and Gmin indicate the highest and the lowest
flux along the solar cell surface whose values are tabulated
in Table 1. The non-uniformity parameter is analysed at
different incident angles, as shown in Fig. 11.

From Table 1 it may be clearly seen that a very high
non-uniformity in the incident flux exists in the system.
Higher values of ranging around 20 suns may be observed
at angles of incidence ranging between 20� and 40�. It may
also be noted that the average illumination reduces signif-
icantly, once the incident angle crosses the acceptance
angle. The impact of the non-uniformity on the overall per-
formance of the system is not simple to be accessed, since a
series of factors come under play while determining the
impact (Baig et al., 2012a,b). The non-uniformity can be
found at every incidence angle, hence making it important
to include the flux distribution over the solar cell surface
instead of using an average value of the illumination inten-
sity. This illumination intensity has been utilised to carry
out the electrical and thermal analysis as shown in the
following sections.
4. Electrical analysis and performance

The solar cell can be modelled using either the one diode
or the two diode equation as shown in Fig. 12. In the pres-
ent study both models were tested for their accuracy and
one-dimensional model was selected. The term ID repre-
sents the diode current and the term Iph represents the
photo-generated current. The total current flowing in the
external load RL is given by Eqs. (3) and (4) respectively.
The term I0 represents the reverse saturation diode current
corresponding to the diffusion and recombination of
electrons and holes in the p and n sides of the cell, V is



Fig. 10. Flux distribution on the solar cell.
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the mean cell voltage across the external load resistance RL

and VT is the thermodynamic voltage, Vj is the junction
potential, kB is the Boltzmann constant, q is the electron
charge and n is the ideality factor which is usually greater
than 1.

I ¼ Iph � ID ð3Þ

I ¼ Iph � I0 exp
V j

nV T

� �
� 1

� �
� V j

Rsh
ð4Þ

V T ¼ kBT =qe ð5Þ
V j ¼ V þ IRs ð6Þ
Eq. (4) is the general form of current generated in a solar
cell; it may further be reduced depending on the emitter
region Ie and the dark or finger region Ida. The term Iph

strongly depends on the illumination and is directly pro-
portional to its intensity.

Ie ¼ Iph � I0 exp
V j

nV T

� �
� 1

� �
� V j

Rsh
ð7Þ

Ida ¼ I0 exp
V j

nV T

� �
� 1

� �
� V j

Rsh
ð8Þ

The incident solar radiation leads to the increase of the
temperature of the solar cell which further increases the
population of electrons exponentially enhancing the dark
saturation current. The dependence of the saturation
current on the temperature (Rosell and Ibáñez, 2006) is



Table 1
Variation of non uniformity parameter a with incident angle h.

Incident angle (h) Illumination intensity G(W/m2) Non uniformity (a)

Max Min Avg

0 14767.5 717.6 2997.8 0.907
10 18733.8 698.1 2942.7 0.928
20 20573.6 642.5 2796.4 0.939
30 22347.5 2.9 2548.8 0.999
40 19855.5 19.9 1984 0.998
50 3333.3 42.8 550.6 0.974
60 2496.6 24.6 272.8 0.98
70 1471.3 0 62.4 1
80 150.4 0 2.9 1
90 5.12 0 0 1

Fig. 11. Variation of spatial non-uniformity factor with incidence angle.

Fig. 12. Equivalent circuit of solar cell with one diode.
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represented by Eq. (9) which suggests that its value
increases with temperature but decrease with increasing
material quality.

I0ðT Þ ¼ IooT 3 exp
�Ego

kBT

� �
ð9Þ

The terms Ioo and Ego represent the saturation current and
the band gap energy at 0 K and are both approximately
constant with respect to temperature. Employing the
analogy expressed in (Chemisana, 2011) the equations
may be represented in terms of generated current density
(Q) as:

Q ¼ j1Gþ j2T 3 exp
�Eg

kBT

� �
exp

V j

nV T

� �
� 1

� �
þ j3V j ð10Þ

In order to solve the case with non-uniform illumination
and determine the effective current density distribution on
the surface, the solar cell needs to be simulated by solving
the continuity equation as shown in Eq. (11). The
continuity equation may be solved using finite element
method. In our study finite element method is applied to
obtain the solution using COMSOL Multiphysics software
(Chemisana and Rosell, 2013). The governing equation
solved over the solar cell domain is represented in the
following equation:

�r � ðrrV � J eÞ ¼ Q ð11Þ
where V is the electric potential, Je is the current density
and Q represents the current generated or the source term
and r is the conductivity of the material. The current gen-
erated in the illuminated emitter region Qe and in the dark
region Qd may be expressed as:

Qe ¼ j1Gþ j2T 3 exp
�Eg

kBT

� �
exp

V j

nV T

� �
� 1

� �
þ j3V j ð12Þ

Qd ¼ j2T 3 exp
�Eg

kBT

� �
exp

V j

nV T

� �
� 1

� �
þ j3V j ð13Þ

Usually an I–V curve is used to demonstrate the perfor-
mance of the solar cell and can be generated by superposi-
tion of the solar cell diode I–V curve in the dark with the
light-generated current. The important parameters used
to characterise the solar cell include the open circuit voltage
(Voc) also referred as zero current condition, short circuit
current (Isc) referred as zero voltage condition, and fill fac-
tor FF. Under a particular operating illumination condi-
tion the power (P) will be maximised at a point known
as maximum power point. The parameter fill factor or
‘FF’ is defined as the ratio of the maximum power from
the solar cell to the product of Voc and Isc.

The I–V curve is usually modelled under standard uni-
form illumination conditions, the presence of non unifor-
mity and modification in the flux intensity (G) by
concentration changes all the parameters and a modified
I–V curve could be expected. The photovoltaic efficiency
may be defined as shown in Eq. (14). Where the product
G*A is the power incident on the solar cell with area (A),
and can be obtained using ray tracing techniques.

g ¼ IscV ocFF
GA

ð14Þ
4.1. Solar cell parameters extraction and model validation

In order to validate our model and compare the
numerical solution, I–V characteristics of the cell were
evaluated under different uniform illumination intensities



Fig. 14. Simulated vs. measured cell current for all the conditions.
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and temperature to extract the constants j1, j2 and j3 to be
used in modelling. These constants have been fitted using
statistical techniques over a range of different operating
conditions of solar radiation and temperature whose
results are shown in Fig. 13. Previous work has been car-
ried out to show the constants obtained using a one diode
model (Rosell and Ibáñez, 2006). In the present study, the
experimental data for the solar cell were obtained using an
indoor sun simulator at the Research Centre in Applied
Energy, University of Lleida. It consists of a continuous
light source concentrator device yielding 5000 W/m2 irradi-
ance. The PV cell was attached mechanically to the heat
sink, ensuring a good electrical contact. A voltage was
applied to the terminals of the PV cell using a bipolar
power KepcoW source, model BOP 50-2M (Kepco, Inc.,
Flushing, NY). The cell voltage was measured by measur-
ing the voltage drop over a calibrated resistance connected
in series to the PV cell and KepcoW source. Data acquisi-
tion was made using a 16-bit analog-to digital converter,
Campbell W CR23X (Campbell Scientific, Inc., Logan,
UT). The fitted parameters j1, j2 and j3 are further utilised
to carry out finite element modelling. To confirm the accu-
racy of the model results all the measured current values
are plotted against the simulated current values is shown
in Fig. 14. The correlation (Isim = Iexp

* 0.99) and the coeffi-
cient of determination R2 = 0.99 for the experimental and
simulated currents indicates a good accuracy.

The parameters obtained and used are listed below in
Table 2.
4.2. Electrical performance and validation of results

The electrical performance (I–V characteristics) of the
solar cell was analysed using finite element modelling at
Fig. 13. Comparison of model simulated and experimentally obtained I–V char
different operating conditions. An example of such analysis
is compared with the experimental results and is shown in
Fig. 15.

It was reported earlier (Sellami, 2011) that there exist
differences between the simulated and experimentally cal-
culated optical efficiency whose values ranges within a
value of about ±10%. The possible causes for this differ-
ence could be several factors. Some of the important fac-
tors could be the differences between the modelled and
the actually manufactured concentrator surface qualities,
geometry, moulding defects and absorption quality. Other
factors include the misalignment of the solar cell caused
during the manufacturing process and the spreading of
the encapsulant layer around the borders of the concentra-
tor causing the rays near the borders to escape out because
of similar refractive index as shown in Fig. 16.

Fig. 17 shows the schematic setup used to carry out the
experiments. The setup includes an ABET class-A solar
simulator (Anon, 2009). The simulator consists of a xenon
lamp and a filter to provide an AM1.5 solar spectrum. The
acteristics for different levels of solar radiation and operating temperature.



Table 2
Solar cell parameters.

Cell parameters Values

Cell width 11.5 mm
Cell length 10.0 mm
Busbar width 1.0 mm
Finger width 35 lm
Emitter sheet resistance 100 O/h
Finger resistance per unit length 0.3 O/cm

Operating conditions

Illumination intensity range G 640–1015 W/m2

Temperature range T 305–317 K

Diode equation parameters

Constant j1 0.32788 AW�1

Constant j2 �183824.4 Am�2 K�3

Constant j3 �20.578 Am�2 V�1

Ideality factor n 1.13
Eg 1.124 eV
kB 1.380 � 10�23 J K�1

qe 1.602 � 10�19 C

Fig. 15. Experimental and finite element simulated I–V characteristics of a
solar cell under uniform illumination.
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maximum illumination area of is 156 � 156 mm, with a
nominal working distance of 200 mm. The uniformity of
the illumination is 95%. In addition the setup included
another small setup made of aluminium with a protractor
scale that can be used to change the angles of the incident
radiation on the CPV module. The IV characteristics of the
system were recorded using an IV curve tracer from EKO
instruments. The solar simulator was usually switched on
for a warm up enabling a steady energy flux output. Using
a temperature photodiode the simulator was calibrated
while varying the current going to the xenon lamp.

While comparing the optical output considerable losses
were found to occur due to such misalignments. The
advantage of using the finite element modelling is that it
can accurately help us in predicting the actual electrical
output experienced under such conditions. Electrical
analysis was carried out while projecting the optical power
output on the misaligned solar cell. The characteristics
obtained are plotted in Fig. 18 and compared with the
experimental results obtained. An error of less than 1.5%
can be seen between the modelled and the experimental
results. It was important to implement the proper temper-
ature while making this analysis, a temperature of 305 K
and in the another 300 K was used as the cell temperature
while making the analysis as observed during the experi-
mentation process which is the primary reason for the
slightly different Voc values. Also important to incorporate
was the losses occurring due to the absorption in the
encapsulant which accounted for about 2%. This was
obtained by experimentally checking the I–V characteris-
tics of the solar cell with and without encapsulant as shown
in Fig. 19.

4.3. Angular performance

The system was analysed at different angular positions
to understand the overall energy production with variable
sun positions. A special setup was utilised to change the
angular position of the concentrator unit (Baig et al.,
2013). The setup consisted of a base plate which may be
inclined at any desired inclination with respect to the
incoming illumination, in one dimension. The I–V charac-
teristics were recorded at different angles using the solar
simulator setup. Similarly, the unit concentrator with solar
cell was analysed numerically using finite element method.
The optical illumination output obtained from the concen-
trator is used as an input on the solar cell to analyse the
electrical output.

The current density profile reflects the incoming illumi-
nation intensity over the solar cell. The regions receiving
higher illumination intensities generate higher densities of
current; the imbalance of current production along the
solar cell surface tends to cause a local resistance in addi-
tion to the available series resistances of the solar cell.
Moreover, it also causes a non uniform temperature across
the surface of the solar cell. It has been shown by (Chem-
isana and Rosell, 2013) recently that the intensity profile
along with temperature can both influence the electrical
output of the system in both positive and negative manner.
An improvement can be obtained in the electrical output
by having a contrasting cooling arrangement for the solar
cell. A good comparison may be seen in the magnitude of
the current densities for different angles of incidence in
Fig. 20. Current density in the fingers and busbars is not
plotted in order to visualise the impact of the intensity pro-
file and not for making a quantitative analysis. It can be
clearly seen that the high flux incident on the cell in the case
of non-uniform illumination causes non-uniform current
generation along the cell. A peak may be noticed at the
same place very clearly where there is high illumination.
The current generated in the emitter due to the illumination
flows through the adjacent fingers and then leads to the
busbars, and finally gets absorbed.

Using the illumination intensity distribution obtained
while carrying the optical analysis of the system, the



Fig. 16. Top view of the CPV system prepared using a copper back plate to visualise the misalignments.

Fig. 17. Schematic of the setup used to carry out the experiments.

Fig. 18. I–V characteristics of a misaligned and properly aligned
concentrator with solar cell.

Fig. 19. Comparison of I–V characteristics of solar cell with and without
encapsulant.
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electrical analysis of the single concentrator unit is evalu-
ated at different incident angles and compared with the
experimental results. The summary of the results obtained
is presented in Table 3.
The results obtained by using finite element method are
found to be comparable with the results obtained by per-
forming experiments. Slight deviations are found at inci-
dence angles between 20� and 40� as shown in Fig. 21.
Slightly higher fill factors are seen in the case of experimen-
tal results at these angles essentially due to the losses
occurring at the edges of the concentrator due to the
accumulation of encapsulation. The maximum power is
obtained while the acceptance angle is 0�, with a value of
0.044 W and short circuit current of 90 mA at an incoming
solar radiation of 1000 W/m2.

The power ratio is defined as the ratio of the power out-
put of the CPV unit and the bare cell. The power ratio is
not same as the optical concentration ratio of the system
it was evaluated for different angles and is presented under
Fig. 22. The power ratio reveals the performance of the
concentrator in a CPV unit in terms of the increase in the
total power output. A maximum power ratio of 2.67 was
found in our study when comparing the electrical output
of the concentrator unit with the bare cell. The drop in



Fig. 20. Current density profiles on the emitter at different incident angles.

Table 3
Comparison of I–V characteristics obtained at different angular positions.

Numerical Experimental

ha (�) Pmax (W) Isc (mA) Voc (V) FF Pmax (W) Isc (mA) Voc (V) FF

0 0.044 90.00 0.610 0.804 0.043 88.35 0.610 0.802
10 0.043 88.02 0.610 0.803 0.043 87.94 0.608 0.804
20 0.041 84.11 0.610 0.800 0.039 78.80 0.604 0.819
30 0.037 76.65 0.605 0.802 0.032 65.81 0.598 0.816
40 0.028 59.32 0.600 0.793 0.023 49.27 0.585 0.794
50 0.007 16.51 0.550 0.761 0.006 12.99 0.546 0.799
60 0.003 8.13 0.550 0.675 0.004 9.29 0.524 0.758
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Fig. 21. Maximum power in a unit concentrator with varying incidence
angles.
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the power ratio of the unit for higher incidence angles may
be due to the higher optical losses and the drop in the opti-
cal efficiency of the system.

4.4. Effect of non-uniformity

The non-uniform illumination distribution over the
solar cell decreases the solar cell performance while com-
paring it under uniform illumination conditions. A detailed
review over the causes and effects may be found under
(Baig et al., 2012a,b). The refraction of light through the
concentrator changes its intensity and spectrum consider-
ably. In this study we analyse the impact of the change in
the illumination intensity distribution under different
angles of incidence neglecting the losses occurring by spec-
trum. A parametric analysis is carried out while biasing the
cell to evaluate the I–V curve of the cells subjected to both
uniform and non-uniform illumination patterns. Applying
bias on the cell in small increments, the output power
and current are modelled for both uniform and non-
uniform illumination conditions. In both cases the total
illumination on the cell is identical and the temperature is
Fig. 22. Power ratio at different acceptance angles.
maintained as observed during the test conditions.
Fig. 23 shows the simulated Isc values under both uniform
and non-uniform illumination conditions. A drop in the
short circuit current can be observed due to the effect of
non-uniformity having an average magnitude of 2.2%. A
drop of about 0.5% is observed in the average cell efficiency
due the non-uniformity of incoming flux distributions.
5. Thermal analysis

The solar cell temperature plays a key role in determin-
ing the overall energy produced by the solar cell, hence
making it important to perform the thermal analysis of
the overall system and determine the solar cell temperature.
The temperature profile spread over the solar cell has also
been shown to have a positive influence on the electrical
output (Chemisana and Rosell, 2013). Determining the
temperature distribution gives an idea if there is any need
of cooling arrangement for the system. In the present study
we analyse the operating temperature profile of the solar
cell while performing a steady state heat transfer and then
try to recalculate the electrical output of the solar cell. The
thermal analysis is carried out using the finite element
method, Fig. 24 shows the geometry of the system ana-
lysed. The most important step while solving the problem
in finite element method is the meshing, which involves par-
titioning the geometry into smaller units known as the
cells/mesh elements. These mesh elements can take different
shapes and sizes. It is important that proper meshing be
applied over the domain in order to obtain correct results.
Different meshes were applied while carrying out the simu-
lations and a grid independence test was carried out.

Typical heat transfer boundary conditions were applied
to the system, a convective heat transfer condition was
applied towards the top and the bottom surface of the sys-
tem with h = 10 W/m2-K on the exterior surfaces of the
system and a convective heat transfer coefficient of
h = 7 W/m2-K on the interior surfaces. The source of heat
transfer is considered to be the heat generated by the solar
Fig. 23. Comparison of Isc under uniform and non-uniform illumination
conditions.



Fig. 24. Geometry used for the thermal analysis.

Fig. 25. Temperature distribution across the CPV system.
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cell whilst converting the available irradiation to the electri-
cal energy. Symmetry boundary conditions were applicable
towards the side edges of the glass plate. The thermo-phys-
ical properties of the different materials used has been listed
in Table 4 below.

A typical result obtained while simulating the system
can be seen in Fig. 25, the temperature distribution varies
in the range of 297–332 K in the system.

The thermal analysis is carried out for various angular
positions, some of the results of which are presented in
Fig. 26. It may be observed very well that the variation
of the solar cell temperature is not that significant, however
the temperature values are different at different angular
positions. Starting with the highest temperature of 332 K
in the case of the 0� incident angle, the temperature drops
down to 299 K in the case of 60� incident angle. Also,
important to note is that the temperature profile is in line
with the incoming illumination flux intensity. Using the
temperature distributions obtained from the thermal anal-
ysis, the T(x, y) is utilised to perform the electrical analysis
is carried out for different angular positions to determine
the steady state performance of the system.
6. System output

Using the temperature profiles obtained at different
incident angles, the I–V characteristics are once again
evaluated at the expected operating conditions to know
what effect the temperature and its distribution has on
the performance on the system. Fig. 27 shows the I–V
Table 4
Thermo-physical properties of the different materials.

Component Solar cell
Material Silicon
Thickness (mm) 0.3
Density (kg m�3) 2329
Thermal conductivity (W m�1 K�1) 149
Heat capacity (J mol�1 K�1) 19.789
characteristics of a unit concentrator under an illumination
of 1000 W/m2 at different incidence angles under test and
expected operating conditions. It may be clearly seen that
the temperature has a parasitic effect on the performance
of the system. The Voc of the concentrator unit drops
significantly and so the maximum power point of the solar
cell.

A cell temperature of 332 K was observed along the cell
when the angle of incidence is 0�, which increasing angle of
incidence the amount of illumination intensity falling over
the solar cell decreases due to decreasing optical efficiency
and so the operating temperature decreases to about
320 K at an angle of incidence of 40�. A considerable drop
in the open circuit voltage and the maximum power occurs
during this transformation which is detailed in Table 5. A
considerable drop in fill factor amounting to an average
of 4% is observed during actual operation of the CPV unit
due to the temperature rise. About 14.6% of drop in the
maximum power output and 11% drop in Voc values can
be observed. It may be noted that the Voc values under test
conditions drop with increasing angle of incidence, whereas
they can be seen to increase during the operating condi-
tions. This may be primarily attributed to the decreasing
operating temperature with increasing angle of incidence
under operating conditions.
7. Conclusions

A dielectric based 3DCCPC based PV unit was analysed
for its optical, electrical and thermal performance.
Extensive set of experimental and numerical results are
presented to support its prospects as a Building integration
system especially on tilted surfaces. It could be a good
Concentrator Glass plate Encapsulation
Polyurethane Glass Sylguard
14.5 3 0.5
1162 2500 1030
0.1875 1.4 0.16
1465 750 1030



Fig. 26. Temperature contours on the concentrator and the solar cells.

Fig. 27. I–V characteristics at different incident angles under test and steady state conditions.
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application titled fac�ade, sky lighting or a roof application.
Using the flux distribution obtained while performing the
optical analysis the electrical modelling of the solar cell
was performed using finite element method. The I–V char-
acteristics of the system under different incidence angles
was analysed and compared with experimental results. It



Table 5
Comparison of the electrical characteristics of the solar cell under test and
operating conditions.

Angle of incidence Test conditions Operating conditions

Voc Pm FF Voc Pm FF

0 0.612 0.044 0.802 0.531 0.037 0.770
10 0.611 0.043 0.802 0.535 0.036 0.766
20 0.610 0.041 0.800 0.540 0.035 0.764
30 0.605 0.037 0.802 0.545 0.032 0.765
40 0.600 0.028 0.793 0.550 0.025 0.773
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was shown how misalignments can cause a drop in the
overall performance and minimisation of such errors is to
be avoided during the manufacture of the system. The
impact of non-uniformity of flux distribution showed an
average drop of 2.2% in the Isc values, which would again
reflect the same in the solar cell efficiency. The electrical
efficiency of the system was used to calculate the heat dis-
sipated by the solar cell to the rest of the unit. Further
the temperature of the solar cell and its profile is used to
analyse the steady state operation of the solar cell under
operating conditions. The temperature was found to have
a parasitic effect on the overall performance of the system
bringing about 14.6% drop in the overall power produc-
tion. The average fill factor was found to drop from 0.8
to 0.76 during different incident angles. Future work on
the system would be to test it under outdoor conditions
and perform accelerated experiments to understand the life
cycle of the system.
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The encapsulant is an important element used for mechanical bonding and optical coupling between the
concentrator and the solar cell in a typical concentrating photovoltaic system. In this work we explain the
concept of trapping the light escaping through the optical concentrator – encapsulant interface. Under-
standing how the losses incur is important for the development of concentrating photovoltaic systems.
A case study is performed on a 3D Cross Compound Parabolic Concentrator (3DCCPC) based low concen-
trating photovoltaic system. Detailed optical analysis is presented quantifying the losses based on the
thickness of the encapsulant spillage. Simulation results show that the optical efficiency drops from
84.5% to 55.6% whilst increase in the encapsulant spillage thickness from 0.1 mm to 3 mm. Use of reflec-
tive film is made along the bottom edges of the concentrator in order to make the interface region opti-
cally inactive to carry out refraction and trap the escaping light. Modelling shows that the optical losses
can be completely managed by the use of the reflective film. Experiments are carried out by building a
prototype in order to demonstrate the concept and validate the results. The short circuit current is found
to increase by a maximum of 8.5%. A maximum power ratio of 2.73 is observed at an incidence angle of
10� for the system using the reflective film compared to 2.56 without the reflective film.

� 2014 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Concentrating photovoltaic (CPV) technology is an effective
means towards improving the energy supply and reducing the
use of solar cell material. A CPV system utilizes the basic principle
of focusing sunlight on to a small sized solar cell by the help of an
optical concentrator. A typical system as shown in Fig. 1 consists of
a primary concentrating optical element (Fresnel lens) which con-
centrates the incoming solar radiation and focuses on a secondary
optical element (light pipe) and finally impinges on the solar cell.
The secondary optic is usually coupled with the solar cell using a
silicone encapsulant [1–3] (e.g., Sylguard 182 of Dow Corning).

The encapsulant provides optical coupling between the second-
ary optic and adhesion between the two elements. A major prob-
lem during the bonding process is the spillage of the encapsulant
around the bottom edges of the concentrator. It is difficult to con-
trol this spillage during the mass production of a CPV system. Any
extra encapsulant along the edges of the concentrator makes the
interface optically active and causes optical losses due to refraction
as shown in Fig. 2. If we reduce the amount of the encapsulant it
compromises the mechanical strength of the bond and reduces
its stability.

In order to demonstrate a solution for this problem we consider
a case study of a three dimensional Cross Compound Parabolic
Concentrator (3DCCPC) based concentrator element which finds
its use in both High Concentrating Photovoltaics as a secondary
optic and as a primary optic in low concentrating applications as
well as in building integration [2]. In the present study, we have
carried out a parametric optical analysis by varying the thickness
of the encapsulating material to see its impact on the optical per-
formance of the system. Later, a reflective film is placed at the
encapsulant and concentrator interface to see the impact on the
performance of the system at a range of incidence angles. Experi-
ments are performed to address the benefits and shortcomings of
using such a system.

2. Basic system design

The systems with a concentration ratio less than 10� are cate-
gorized as low concentration photovoltaic systems [4]. These solu-
tions, when integrated in building architecture can be an efficient
way to generate higher power, while collecting solar irradiance
effectively, and using fewer solar cells compared with conventional
building integrated photovoltaic (BIPV) modules. Several systems

http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1016/j.enconman.2014.11.026&domain=pdf
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.enconman.2014.11.026
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Fig. 2. Losses from the encapsulant and concentrator interface.
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[5–8] have been reported in the recent years using this concept of
CPV system into building integrated solutions. Most of the systems
under this category are termed as building integrated concentrat-
ing photovoltaic (BiCPV) systems [9,10]. Systems are also designed
specifically to be included as windows in the buildings; these have
optimized spacing for allowing day lighting [11]. Other systems
using this technology for everyday day lighting purposes are dis-
cussed in [12]. Systems with both electricity generation with hot
water production were recently studied by [13].

Most of these systems use non-imaging optical elements to con-
centrate the sunlight [14] which are only concerned with the trans-
fer of light energy to the target without forming a perfect image.
The most popular design used in the non-imaging optics is the
Compound Parabolic Concentrator (CPC) where the geometry is
formed by rotating a parabola about its axis at an angle. The design
accepts a greater amount of sunlight and requires lesser tracking
[15]. A recent study was carried out to show the performance of
CPC with polygonal apertures, results showed that square CPC out-
performs the pentagonal and hexagonal CPC [16].

The 3D CCPC system reported earlier [2] essentially consists of a
concentrator element, an encapsulation material and a solar cell
placed between two glass sheets as shown in Fig. 3. The concentra-
tor is made of polyurethane material and has good transmission
and dielectric properties. Laser grooved Buried Contact (LGBC)
solar cells optimized to be used up to 10� are used in this system.
The system is prepared by attaching the solar cell behind the con-
centrator. The encapsulant material (Sylguard) is used between the
solar cell and the optical element in order to protect the former and
join the concentrator to the solar cell. The optical element has a
geometric concentration of 3.6�. The dimensions of the system
under study can be found in reference [2].

3. Optical simulation

The optical modelling plays a crucial role in the present analysis.
The use of a commercial optical modelling software APEX [17] is
made to carry out the present analysis. Typical steps involved while
carrying out the optical analysis include defining the geometry of
the optical component, applying appropriate materials, defining a
proper spectrum for the source and finally carrying out a ray trace
analysis. The source emits a set of well collimated light rays which
are incident on the optical geometry. Once the light rays are inci-
dent upon the optical geometry, they are refracted, reflected and
scattered at the entry aperture, they are ultimately transmitted
towards the exit aperture via total internal reflection. A portion of
the rays also escapes the concentrator through its sides or bounces
Fig. 1. CPV using Fresnel lens.
back from the top surface. In our previous studies [18,19] involving
different optics, the encapsulant layer was neglected during the
optical modelling and a fixed loss of 2% through the encapsulant
layer was assumed.

In the present study we move a step ahead towards modelling
the problem more accurately and introduce the encapsulant layer
with different thickness. The losses occurring in the system due
to the activated surface of the concentrator and encapsulant inter-
face can now be quantified. Typically, researchers use a monochro-
matic source while performing the optical analysis. However, this
may not give reliable results. Hence it is very important to input
a standard solar spectrum while analyzing the performance of
the system. It is suggested to always use a standard spectrum like
AM1.5G while modelling the optics of such systems. The optical
efficiency of the system can be obtained for different angles of
the incident rays. For each incident angle, an optical simulation
is carried out determining the energy and distribution of the inci-
dent rays reaching the solar cells after going through the concen-
trating element.

3.1. Optical losses modelling

In order to model the optical losses, the geometry and the rela-
tionships between them need to be modelled correctly. In the pres-
ent study we place a thin layer of encapsulant layer between the
concentrator and the solar cell which is of fixed thickness; the
spilled encapsulant is modeled as a layer around the surface of
the concentrator for simplicity as shown in Fig. 4. The thickness
of the encapsulant spillage he, is a key parameter in determining
the losses occurring in the system.

The optical losses can be visualized clearly in Fig. 5, where the
rays escape through the concentrator and encapsulant interface.
The rays escape from all the four sides of the interface. Few rays
entering normal to the interface region escape directly, others
refracted due to the CCPC geometry, while others also escape after
undergoing total internal reflection. The optical material properties
adopted are shown in Table 1. A hundred thousand collimated rays
were traced at different incidence angles and varying encapsulant
spillage thickness.

3.2. Impact of encapsulant layer thickness

In order to quantify the effect of the encapsulant spillage he on
the performance of the system, a parametric analysis is carried out



Fig. 3. Basic System design.

Fig. 4. Geometry of a CPV with the encapsulant spillage used for optical modelling
of losses.
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whilst varying its thickness from 0.1 mm to 3 mm. The results of
the optical analysis are shown in Fig. 6. The optical analysis is car-
ried out at every 0.1 mm step increase of he, at different incident
angles. It may be clearly seen that the optical efficiency decreases
rapidly due to increasing encapsulant thickness. The optical effi-
ciency is a maximum of 84.6% at normal incidence for the case
with minimum encapsulant thickness spillage of 0.1 mm.

The optical efficiency is found to drop to a minimum of 55%
under normal incidence at a value of he = 3 mm. This is primarily
due to the absence of total internal reflection at the interface region.
The refractive index of both the encapsulant and the concentrator
are similar, which makes the rays to escape, and get absorbed in
the encapsulant. The increasing height of the spillage increases
the amount of rays escaping and thereby brings down the optical
efficiency. The incidence angle of the system is also found to be lit-
tle affected by the increasing encapsulant spillage thickness. The
results demonstrate that higher the thickness of the encapsulant
spillage, the less light is concentrated on the solar cell.
3.3. Reflective film based system

In order to trap the escaping rays an effective technique is to
use a reflective film along the encapsulant concentrator interface.
The reflective film traps the escaping light from the optically active
interface and pushes the rays back to the solar cell. The only disad-
vantage is that the rays undergo some specular losses due to the
reflectivity of the film. Highest possible reflectivity of the material
can minimize these losses. Fig. 7 shows the schematic of the sys-
tem with the reflective film attached along the encapsulant and
concentrator interface. Where te is the total height of the encapsu-
lant spillage (he) plus the thickness just enough to optically couple
the concentrator to the solar cell. The height of the reflective film
should be equal to the encapsulant spillage.

Optical analysis is now carried out on this modified system. A
reflectivity of 90% was used for modelling the reflective film.
Fig. 8 shows the rays trapped by the reflective film and redirected
towards the solar cell. A series of optical simulations are performed
whilst varying the encapsulant layer thickness and the reflective
film height together and the results are shown in Fig. 9.

The optical analysis is carried out in a similar way as explained
earlier with the only addition of the reflective film whose height is
varied. It may be seen clearly that the addition of the reflective film
controls the losses occurring due to the encapsulant spillage to
deliver a consistent optical performance under different thick-
nesses of the encapsulant. A slight increase in the maximum opti-
cal efficiency is seen under normal incidence for the case with
minimum encapsulant thickness. The value increases to 85.6% as
compared to 84.5% that reported in the earlier case without the
reflective film. A marginal decrease is seen in the performance of
the system with increasing reflective film thickness making the
specular losses due to reflection negligible.

3.4. Comparison of optical results

During the optical analysis an illuminance detector is placed on
the solar cell surface to measure the flux G(x, y) and its profile



Fig. 5. Rays escaping through the encapsulant and concentrator interface.

Table 1
Optical simulation parameters.

Parameters Geometrical concentration ratio Material Material refractive index Reflector reflectivity (%)

3DCCPC 3.6 PMMA 1.49 –
3DCCPC With reflective film 3.6 PMMA 1.49 –
Encapsulant spillage – Sylguard 1.49 –
Reflective film – Silver coated Acrylic – 90

Fig. 6. Variation of optical efficiency with encapsulant spillage thickness (he) at
different incidence angles.

Fig. 7. System with the reflective film.
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coming out from the optical concentrator. The detector defined in
the present study measures 100 mm2 which is exactly the size of
the exit square aperture of the concentrator and mimics the solar
cell active area. The flux incident on the solar cell has a non-uni-
form distribution. This non-uniformity plays an important role in
the performance of the system [20]. A homogeneous flux distribu-
tion is always desirable for attaining higher electrical efficiency
and increasing the reliability of the device. The energy flux reach-
ing the solar cell under normal incidence for the case with and
without the reflector film under a direct insolation of
1000 W m�2 is shown in Fig. 10. It may be clearly seen how the
reflective film along the edges redirects the light on the solar cell
surface, thereby improving the optical performance of the system.

The optical efficiencies of both the systems are also compared in
Fig. 11. A close view at the figure reveals that the addition of the
reflective film clearly increases the optical efficiency in any case.
However an important fact to note is that the increasing height
of the reflective film also tends to cause specular losses and tends
to drop the optical efficiency.

Maximum optical efficiency can be obtained when the spillage
height is less. Increasing encapsulant spillage height leads to
increased optical losses. Applying a reflective film along the edge
of the concentrator can help in reducing these losses. It is very
important to note that the height of reflective film should not
increase the height of the expected spillage (he). Any extra film
added might tend to cause specular losses and reduce the optical
performance of the system.

4. Experimental results

In order to verify the modelling results, a series of experiments
were conducted using prototypes of the 3DCCPC made of polyure-
thane. The details of manufacturing these optical concentrators are
discussed elsewhere [2] and will not be repeated here. A reflective
film was added to the basic 3DCCPC in order to evaluate its impact



Fig. 8. Rays trapped by the a reflective film between the encapsulant and the concentrator interface.

Fig. 9. Variation of optical efficiency with increasing reflective film thickness at
different incidence angles.

Fig. 10. Contours of Illumination flux G(x, y) reaching the solar cell for the system
without and with a reflective film.
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on the overall performance. Thin strips of reflective film with self
adhesive were cut and attached along the edges of the concentra-
tor surface as shown in Fig. 12.

The performance of the concentrator unit can be experimentally
analyzed by evaluating its performance and comparing it with a
bare solar cell. In an indoor controlled environment the concen-
trating unit can be studied for a variation in radiation intensities
by changing the incidence angles. Measurements were performed
using the 3DCCPC, a solar cell and a 3DCCPC with a reflective film
encapsulated using the Sylguard as shown in Fig. 13. The experi-
mental setup as described earlier was utilized.

The prototype shown in Fig. 13 was placed under the AAA
Wacom solar simulator which produces collimated light with an
irradiance of 1000 W m�2. The spectrum of the light source is
AM1.5G and the measurements are carried out room temperature
of 25 �C. The prototype is mounted on a special setup with a pro-
tractor scale used to change its angular position.

A special setup with a protractor scale was used to change the
angular position of the concentrator unit as shown in Fig. 14. The
setup consisted of a base plate made of aluminum which may be
inclined at any desired inclination with respect to the incoming
illumination, in one dimension. Using the IV tracer from EKO the
electrical characteristics are recorded. The I–V characteristics were
recorded at different angles using the procedure described earlier
[21].

4.1. Angular performance

The values of the short circuit current (Isc) of the systems, with-
out and with the reflective film at an indoor temperature of 30 �C
are shown in Fig. 15. The highest Isc of 96.4 mA is observed for
the system with the reflective film at an incidence angle of 10�,



Fig. 11. Comparison of the optical efficiencies for the system without and with
reflective film.

Fig. 12. Prototype samples of the 3DCCPC without and with a reflective film.

Fig. 13. Prototype used for experimental evaluation of the optical efficiency and other electrical parameters.

Fig. 14. Schematic of the Experimental setup.
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Fig. 16. Variation of Voc at different incidence angles.

Fig. 17. Variation of maximum power at different incidence angles.
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compared to 89.1 mA seen in the case without the reflective film,
which shows an increase of about 8.15% (absolute) increase in
the short circuit current. The reduction in Isc of the solar cell with
the increase in incidence angle is due to the cosine effect and the
increase in the reflecting component at the air-dielectric interface
of the front surface. A higher open circuit voltage is observed for
the system with the CPV units compared to the non-concentrating
counterpart for the same radiation intensity as shown in Fig. 16. A
maximum Voc of 598 mV and 597 mV is seen in the cases with and
without a reflective film compared to the 565 mV level obtained
using only the solar cell at normal incidence. With increasing inci-
dence angles, the solar radiation incident on the system drops con-
siderably; this leads to a drop in the Voc in all cases.

The maximum power output of the system with reflective film
is 44.28 mW compared to 41.46 mW level obtained without reflec-
tive film indicating an absolute increase of 6.7% at an incidence
angle of 10� as shown in Fig. 17.

The optical efficiency of the systems is calculated using Eq. (1)
where Cg is the geometric concentration ratio defined as the ratio
of the areas of the entry and the exit aperture.

gopt ¼
IConc
sc

ISolarcell
sc

1
Cg

ð1Þ

A comparison is also made with the results obtained by the sim-
ulated values and shown in Fig. 18. The optical properties of the
polyurethane material used to manufacture the concentrator geo-
metrical profile play an important role in determining the accuracy
of the predicted and experimentally evaluated performance. The
difference in the simulated and experimental values is a result of
these issues. Also the geometrical shrinkage caused while manu-
facturing the system reduces the optical performance against the
predicted values.

Also, the total internal reflection is very sensitive to the surface
finish of the model; any small roughness causes optical losses. The
optical efficiencies in the range of ±40� in the incidence angle are
shown in Fig. 18 specifically because this kind of system typically
operates under these incidence angle ranges. A maximum of 73%
optical efficiency is found at 10� of the incidence angle, against
67.4% obtained in the system without reflective film. An average
of 71% efficiency could be seen in the ±40� acceptance angle range
against 64% obtained previously without the reflective film. In
comparison with the reflective type 3DCCPC reported earlier [7],
this system shows better acceptance angle in addition to improved
optical efficiency. The optical efficiency of the reflective based
Fig. 15. Variation of the Isc at different incident angles.
3DCCPC showed a maximum optical efficiency of 83%, but had a
limited half acceptance angle of 25�. The system shown in the pres-
ent study is shown to have an average optical efficiency of 71% and
a half acceptance angle of 40�.

The changes in the Fill Factor (FF) values of the system with and
without reflective film are shown in Fig. 19. The fill factor of the
system with reflective film is found to be considerably lower when
compared to the systems without the reflective film at every inci-
dence angle. A maximum fill factor of 0.78 is seen in the case with-
out the reflective film compared with 0.77 in the case with the
reflective film. A drop in the fill factor values may consistently be
seen as an impact of the increased illumination and the effect of
non-uniformity.

The magnitude of this drop ranges between 1% and 3% along the
entire incidence angles. These losses are essentially attributed to
the increase in series resistance losses which further translates into
fall of the solar cell efficiency [20].

The power ratio (PR) is defined as the ratio of the power output
of the CPV unit and the bare cell as shown in Eq. (2)

PR ¼ PConc
max

Psolarcell
max

ð2Þ



Fig. 18. Comparison of the optical efficiency for the systems with and without
reflective film.

Fig. 19. Variation of the FF at different incident angles.

Fig. 20. Power ratio at different incident angles.
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The power ratio reveals the performance of the CPV unit in
terms of the increase in the total power output. Fig. 20 shows
the PR for both the systems at different incident angles. A maxi-
mum power ratio of 2.73 was found in the case of the system with
the reflective film compared to 2.56 obtained without the reflective
film, thus indicating a maximum increase of 6.2% in the
performance.
5. Conclusions

The encapsulant is a critical element of any CPV system. The
determination of the optimum thickness plays a critical role in
defining the system durability and performance. The present study
showcased a detailed analysis of a low concentrating system,
wherein the thickness of the encapsulant was varied to study its
impact on the optical performance of the system. It was seen that
the increased spillage of the encapsulant has a detrimental impact
on the performance of the system. Simulation results showed that
the optical efficiency dropped from 84.5% to 55.6% whilst the spill-
age thickness increased from 0.1 mm to 3 mm. Addition of a reflec-
tive film along the edges proves to be an optimal solution to reduce
these losses. Modelling showed very less effect on the optical effi-
ciency when using the reflective film along the edges of the con-
centrator profile. Experiments were performed while preparing
prototypes of the systems with and without the reflective film.
Results showed an improvement in the optical and electrical per-
formance of the system. The short circuit current was found to
increase by a maximum of 8.5%. The open circuit voltage was little
affected by the addition of the reflective film. The maximum power
out was found to rise by a maximum of 6.7% at 10� of the incidence
angle. The optical efficiency was found to be lesser than the simu-
lated results in both the cases. A maximum power ratio of 2.73 was
observed at an incidence angle of 10�. The use of reflective film
along the interface region of the concentrator and the encapsulant
was found to improve the performance of the system substantially.
This concept could be broadly applied to most of the secondary
optics used in high CPV systems and could help towards making
the CPV technology more efficient.
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a b s t r a c t

Building Integrated Concentrating Photovoltaics (BICPV) is a promising solution leading toward self-
sustaining buildings. In this work, we have evaluated the performance of one such system carrying out
detailed modeling and indoor experiments. The system has a geometric concentration of 6� and
typically consists of a dielectric based Symmetric Elliptical Hyperboloid (SEH) concentrating element
attached to a silicon solar cell. The incoming light incident on the top surface is concentrated and reaches
the solar cell in a non-uniform fashion. Part of this concentrated light is converted to electricity and rest
is dissipated in the form of heat. In order to analyze the performance of such a system, a coupled optical,
electrical and thermal analysis is required. Using the non-uniform flux distribution obtained by the
optical analysis, the electrical modeling of the solar cell is carried out at different incident angles.
Modeling showed a maximum power ratio of 3.7 which is in line with the experimental values under a
constant solar cell temperature. Several loss mechanisms occur in the system under actual operating
conditions. Losses occurring due to the absorption of light over a range of spectrum were quantified by
performing an External Quantum efficiency analysis. The losses occurring due to the solar cell
temperature were evaluated while carrying out a coupled electrical and thermal analysis of the system.
A maximum temperature of 319 K was observed on the solar cell surface under normal incidence. An
average drop of 11.7% was found making the effective power ratio of the system 3.4.

& 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

According to the World Energy Council report [1] buildings are
the largest consumers of electricity, accounting for about 40% of
energy consumption in most countries. The increasing trend in
energy consumption could only be reversed if we provide solu-
tions which are economically viable and can integrate well within
existing architecture. Such systems, often known as Building
Integrated Photovoltaics (BIPV), could displace conventional build-
ing materials. The net cost of installing such system is much lower
compared to a typical PV system as pointed out by Norton et al.
[2]. However, these systems are limited by the solar cell efficiency.
One of the most effective ways to improve the performance of
such systems is to concentrate the incoming light. Typical con-
centrating photovoltaic systems include a larger sized optical
element /concentrator, a small sized solar cell and a heat dissipa-
tion system joined together. The sunlight incident on the optical
element is concentrated on the solar cell. Incorporating the concen-
trating photovoltaics into any part of the building architecture is

referred to as Building Integrated Concentrating Photovoltaics
(BICPV). A review on such systems was recently presented by
Chemisana et al. [3].

In the last few years several of such applications have been
demonstrated [4–10]. Starting from simple reflective elements
used to concentrate the light, complex designs based on dielectric
materials have been used. Some of the systems developed along
these lines have been showcased by several researchers [9,11–13].
Unlike conventional systems, some systems use luminescent
materials to concentrate sunlight. One of the systems analyzed
recently was a stained-glass window proposed for building inte-
gration by Kerrouche et al. [10]. These systems provide good
aesthetics but have very limited efficiency. A new design of the
Luminescent Solar Concentrator (LSC) window with front-face PV
cells was proposed recently by Corrado et al. [14]. This configura-
tion allows the solar cells to receive both direct solar irradiation
and wave-guided photons emitted from a dye embedded in an
acrylic sheet, which is optically coupled to the PV cells. A recent
study [15] demonstrated a new mirror symmetrical dielectric
totally internally reflecting concentrator (MSDTIRC) based on the
method described by Ning et al. [16]. The system has a geometrical
concentration of 4.9� and was proposed for building integration.
In most of the literature, usually a singular component of the
system analysis is presented and very little literature is present on
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the overall performance and analysis of such systems. A study on
the optical performance of compound parabolic concentrators
with polygonal apertures was carried out by Cooper et al. [17].
Results show that the flux distributions at the exit aperture of
polygonal CPCs was less uniform than that of the revolved CPC,
with dark spots forming near the corners. A detailed performance
analysis of a Cross Compound Parabolic Concentrator (CCPC) based
concentrator for building integration was conducted by Baig et al.
[18]. The system was built using dielectric material and worked on
the concept of total internal reflection. This system was found to
have an optical efficiency of 40% with a wider acceptance angle,
thus enabling sunlight capture throughout the day from both
direct and diffuse radiations. However, it was concluded that this
system is best suited for inclined building surfaces and rooftops.

An integral part of any such BiCPV system is the solar cell
designed to operate under such high concentrating light. Laser
Grooved Buried Contact solar cell technology [19] is now widely
used for solar cells used in both low and medium CPV applications.
These cells have more than 18% efficiency when operating at
designed concentration and are usually made on monocrystalline
silicon wafer using highly efficient design and manufacture tech-
niques. Solar cells convert a fraction of absorbed solar radiation
into electrical energy; the remaining energy is dissipated in the
form of heat in the bulk of the solar cell. The irradiance incident on
the optical element of the CPV system is refracted, reflected,
scattered and transmitted on to the solar cell. This irradiance is
usually non-uniform [20], and forms hotspots on the solar cell and
decreases its reliability. An approach describing the modeling
procedure for a linear concentrator has been described earlier
for a linear concentrating photovoltaic system by Baig et al. [7]. As
one can see, the development of such systems requires an
exhaustive design/test cycle, which can only be reduced by using
numerical modeling. It also involves an understanding of the
different multiphysics involved in the operation of such systems.

The system analyzed in the present study is a double glazed
facade consisting of a Square Elliptical Hyperboloid (SEH) concen-
trating element. The basic geometry has an elliptical entry aper-
ture and a square exit aperture connected through hyperbolas. The
process of the geometry generation and optical design of this
system was presented earlier by Sellami et al. [21] and will not be
repeated here. The focus of this work is to evaluate the overall
performance of the system through modeling and experiments.
We make use of ray trace techniques to carry out the optical

analysis and finite element methods to analyze the electrical and
thermal performance of the system. Laboratory characterization is
also performed to support the analysis. Comparisons are presented
between the results demonstrating the overall performance and
the loss mechanisms occurring in the system are also identified.

2. System description

The system under study essentially consists of a concentrator
element, an encapsulation material and a solar cell placed
between two glass sheets as shown in Fig. 1. The concentrator is
made of polyurethane material and has good transmission and
dielectric properties. Laser Grooved Buried Contact (LGBC) solar
cells optimized for up to 10 � are used in this system. The system
is prepared by attaching the solar cell behind the Concentrator.
The encapsulant material is used between the solar cell and the
optical element in order to protect the solar cell and connect the
concentrator to the solar cell.

The optical element (SEH concentrator) has a geometric con-
centration of 6� ; the dimensions of the system under study can
be seen in Fig. 2. The top surface is elliptical in shape with semi-
axis, a¼13.06 mm, b¼9.75 mm, which gives a total inlet aperture
area of 600 mm2. The height of the element is 25 mm and the base
is a square with side s¼10 mm connected by hyperbolic branches
forming the side surfaces. Details of the equations used to design
the geometry are shown elsewhere [21].

The light incident on the surface is refracted through the top
glass layer; the optical element present below the surface con-
centrates the light by total internal reflection and impinges on the
solar cell in a non-uniform manner. The solar cell converts part of
the incident radiation to electricity, while the rest is dissipated in
the form of heat. The concentrators have some spacing between
them to allow light to be directly transmitted, which could be
helpful in providing day lighting for the building interior. As
shown in Fig. 3 arrays of such concentrating units can be prepared
using a Clear polyurethane material crystal –clear 200 s [22] using
simple stainless steel moulds. These arrays are attached to the
solar cells using an encapsulant material. Silicon solar cells based
on LGBC technology are used in this system as shown in Fig. 4. The
cell has an absorber area of 1cm2; the busbar is placed outside the
absorber area and has a width of 1mm. The cell consists of 13

Fig. 1. Total internal reflection (TIR) of light rays to the solar cell.
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fingers each 35 mm wide having a pitch of 965 mm to carry the
generated current to the busbar.

A silicone elastomer having the same refractive index (1.5)
should be used to encapsulate the solar cell in order to have best
optical coupling. The system could be made in the form of arrays.
For simplicity, we show a single unit system in Fig. 5. The space
between individual units can be modified depending on the
daylight requirement.

3. System modeling

Modeling such a system requires understanding of the different
physical phenomena taking place in the system. A detailed modeling
should typically start with a study of the optics and using the results
obtained to analyze the electrical and thermal behavior of the solar
cell and finally corroborate all of them together to determine the
overall steady state performance. Using Ray trace methods the optical
output/distributions from the concentrator are evaluated for different
angles of incidence of this system. Making use of these optical outputs
the solar cell is modeled by finite element methods to predict the
expected electrical output from the system. Both electrical and

thermal analysis of the system has been carried out simultaneously
to ensure accurate results.

3.1. Optical analysis

The results from the optical modeling form a crucial part of our
analysis. Typically, researchers use a monochromatic source while
performing the optical analysis. However, this may not give
reliable results. Hence it is very important to input a standard
solar spectrum while analyzing the performance of the system. It

Fig. 2. Dimensions of the square elliptical hyperboloid concentrator.

Fig. 3. Sample of the concentrator element array made using polyurethane.

Fig. 4. Silicon solar cell based on LGBC technology.
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is suggested to always use a standard spectrum such as AM1.5 G
while modeling the optics of such systems. The spectrum used in
our analysis is shown in Fig. 6. The solar spectrum of our Class AAA
solar simulator from Wacom[23] matches very well with the AM
1.5 G solar spectrum at 1000 W/m2. Since the experiments were
carried out on this simulator, we have made use of AM 1.5 G
spectrum for eliminating losses if any due to the solar spectrum
during the experiments.

The details of the ray-trace procedure could be found in our
previous articles [21,24]. Optical analysis was carried out at
different angles of incidence. A typical ray tracing simulation
involves using a source which emits a set of well collimated light
rays which are made incident on our optical geometry. Once the
light rays are incident on the optical geometry, they are refracted,
reflected and scattered at the entry aperture and are ultimately
transmitted toward the exit aperture through total internal reflec-
tion. A portion of the rays also escape the concentrator through its
sides or bounce back from the top surface. It is essential that the
optical properties of the material be defined as close as possible to
the actual material in order to get consistent results. Wavelength

dependent refractive index material property is used for the
concentrator to ensure accuracy of results. The refractive material
causes total internal reflection and traps the incoming rays. The
material properties of the polyurethane used could be found in our
earlier study [13]. The optical efficiency of the SEH can be obtained
for different angles of the incident rays. For each incident angle, an
optical simulation is carried out determining the energy and
distribution of the incident rays reaching the solar cells after
passing through the concentrating element.

3.2. Concentrated light reaching the solar cell

During the optical analysis an illuminance detector is placed at
the exit aperture of the concentrator to measure the flux G(x, y)
and its profile exiting the optical concentrator. The detector
defined in the present study measures 100 mm2 which is exactly
the size of the exit square aperture of the concentrator and mimics
the solar cell active area. The rays exiting the concentrator element
were found to have a non-uniform distribution in the plane of the
solar cell. This non-uniformity plays an important role in the

Fig. 5. A sample of the concentrating unit showing the SEH concentrator, the solar cell and the tabbing.

Fig. 6. Solar spectrum profiles used to model the source.
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Fig. 7. Illumination profiles Gθ(x, y) reaching the solar cell at different incident angles (0–801).

Fig. 8. Peak sun values at different incident angles.
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performance of the system [20]. A homogeneous flux distribution
is always desirable for attaining higher electrical efficiency and
increasing the reliability of the device.

The energy flux distributions G (x, y) reaching the solar cell at
different incident angles (θ) under a direct insolation of 1000
W/m2 is shown in Fig. 7 The flux distributions have been labeled
as Gθ where G indicates the irradiance at angle θ. The figure
clearly highlights the spatial variation of the illumination intensity
at different incident angles. The degree of non-uniformity varies
considerably at different incident angles causing hotspots at
different areas of the solar cell. Some points on the solar cell
receive higher flux compared to other points. Fig. 8 shows the peak
intensities incident on the solar cell at different incident angles in
terms of number of suns, where 1 sun represents 1000 W/m2.

Unlike the Gaussian profiles with a fixed center for peak value
studied by most of the researchers using high concentration
systems [25–28], the flux has profiles of different shapes. Peak
flux values as high as 40 suns could be observed at incident angle
of 101. The lowest peak of 2 Suns could be seen at 801 incident
angle. The impact of this peak illumination value varies while
incident on the fingers of the solar cell or the emitter area as
pointed out by Baig et al. [29]. Averaging the flux gives us an
indication of the amount of light being concentrated. Even though
the average flux is decreasing with increasing incident angles the
peak values do not follow the same trend. The averaged flux
incident on the solar cell is presented in Fig. 9. The highest is seen
at the 01 incident angle which is equal to 3325 [W/m2]. This
downward trend in the average flux is essentially because not all
rays are reflected through TIR in the optical concentrator. Most of
the rays are reflected or bounced back at higher incident angles.
The impact of these phenomena will now be studied on the overall
performance of the solar cell using the finite element method
which is detailed in the following sections. The output illumina-
tion intensity distributions are utilized to determine the electrical
performance of the system.

3.3. Conversion of light to electrical energy

The concentrated light exiting from the optical element is
transmitted to the solar cell through the underlying encapsulant.
Sylguard is used as an encapsulant in this study. In our previous
study it was shown that there is a drop of almost 2% while using
the encapsulant [13]. However, this is quite essential to ensure

proper optical coupling in the system. Use of finite element
modeling was used in order to evaluate the electrical performance.
The basic working of this modeling has been presented earlier and
will not be repeated here. The electrical analysis is based on the
one diode model and has been performed in accordance with the
method reported elsewhere [7]. COMSOL Multiphysics software is
used in our study to obtain the solution. The continuity equation
shown in Eq. (1) has been solved to determine the voltage and the
effective current density distribution on the surface the solar cell
subjected to non-uniform illumination for both the cases.

�∇:ðσ∇V� JeÞ ¼ Q ð1Þ
Where V is the electric potential, Je is the current density, Q
represents the current generated or the source term and σ is the
conductivity of the material. The current generated in the illumi-
nated emitter region Qe and in the dark region Qd may be
expressed as

Qe ¼ j1Gþ j2T
3exp
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The presence of non-uniformity and modification in the flux
intensity by concentration changes all the parameters with respect
to the spatial location making it as G (x, y) [W/m2]. The photo-
voltaic efficiency may be defined as shown in Eq.(4) Where the
product G�A is the power incident on the cell, and can be
obtained using ray tracing techniques.

η¼ IscVocFF
GA

ð4Þ

3.3.1. Solar cell parameter extraction
It is very important to validate the numerical model before its

application. To do so, the I-V characteristics of the solar cell are
evaluated by simply placing it normal to the light source under
different illumination and temperature conditions. A curve fitting
is performed using statistical techniques according to the proce-
dure highlighted in the literature [13], results are shown to
compare the simulated and the experimentally evaluated values
as shown in Fig. 10 and Fig. 11. The fitting procedure requires a
multivariable regression analysis to be performed over the experi-
mentally evaluated I-V curves at different irradiance and

Fig. 9. Average flux incident on the solar cell at different incident angles.
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temperature levels. This is primarily done to extract the constants
j1, j2 and j3, which are to be used in the finite element modeling. In
the present study, measurements have been carried out using a
continuous Solar Simulator (CLASS AAA Wacom) based at the
Environment and Sustainability Institute, University of Exeter. The
simulator consists of Xenon short arc lamp coupled with unique
optical filters to provide an AM1.5 G solar spectrum. The max-
imum illumination area of the simulator is 210�210 mm, with a
nominal working distance of 200mm. The spectral matching
is72% and the temporal instability is within70.5%. In addition,
the setup includes an IV curve tracer MP-160 from EKO instru-
ments connected to a computer. A reference solar cell SRC-1000-
TC calibrated and certified by VLSI standards ISO 17025 is used to
monitor the irradiance while characterizing the test solar cell.
The solar simulator was usually switched on for a warm up
enabling a steady energy flux output. I-V characteristics of the
cell were evaluated under different uniform illumination inten-
sities ranging between 554–1610 W/m2 and temperature 26.6–
43.9 1C to extract the constants j1, j2 and j3 which are later
utilized in finite element modeling. These constants have been
fitted using statistical techniques over a range of different
operating conditions of solar radiation and temperature; few of
those results are shown in Fig. 10. The fitted parameters j1, j2 and
j3 are further utilized to carry out finite element modeling. To
confirm the accuracy of the model results all the measured

current values are plotted against the simulated current values
is shown in Fig. 11. The correlation (Isim¼ Iexp n0.99) and the
coefficient of determination R2¼0.99 for the experimental and

Fig. 11. Simulated vs. measured cell current for different levels of irradiance and temperatures.

Fig. 10. Comparison of model simulated and experimentally obtained I-V characteristics for six different levels of solar radiation and operating temperature.

Table 1
Solar cell parameters.

Cell parameters Values

Cell width 11.5 mm
Cell length 10.0 mm
Busbar width 1.0 mm
Finger width 35 mm
Emitter sheet resistance 100 Ω/□
Finger resistance per unit length 0.3 Ω/cm

Operating conditions
Illumination Intensity range G 554–1610 W/m2

Temperature range T 26.6–40.9 C

Diode equation parameters
Constant j1 0.375814AW-1

Constant j2 -405514.093Am-2.K-3

Constant j3 -98.8097 Am-2.V-1

Ideality factor n 1.13
Eg 1.124 eV
kB 1.380�10–23 J.K-1

qe 1.602�10–19C
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simulated currents indicates a good accuracy. The parameters
obtained and used are listed below in Table 1.

3.4. Solar cell modeling

It is important to apply the correct boundary conditions
while solving the problem using finite element method. The
continuity equation shown in Eq. (1) earlier is solved across the
whole domain of the solar cell. The applicable boundary
conditions are as shown in Fig. 12 and listed in Table 2. An
initial temperature of 298 K (which represents standard test
condition) is utilized while modeling the cells. The solar cell
temperature plays a key role in determining the overall
performance of the cell. In later sections the thermal analysis
is presented which helps us determine the actual operating cell
temperature under steady state operation at different incident
angles. Using this temperature profile the steady state elec-
trical output from the solar cell can be predicted.

The electrical performance (I-V Characteristics) of the solar cell
was analyzed using finite element modeling at different operating
conditions to verify the accuracy of the model. The complete
domain is partitioned into smaller units known as mesh elements.

Grid independence is carried out to ensure the accuracy of
modeling results.

3.5. Current flow

The current density distributions can be seen at every single
bias voltage throughout the modeling analysis. Fig. 13 shows the
current density profiles for a 101 incident angle at three major
points, that is, the short circuit condition, the maximum power
point (Pmax) and the open circuit condition. The current density
profile represents the incoming illumination intensity over the
solar cell. The regions receiving higher illumination intensities
generate higher densities of current; the imbalance of current
production along the solar cell surface tends to cause a local
resistance in addition to the available series resistances of the solar
cell. Moreover, it also causes a non uniform temperature across the
surface of the solar cell.

The figure demonstrates the typical current flow intensity and
direction at these three points. Highest current density is gener-
ated at short circuit conditions as can be seen in Fig. 13(a), the
direction of the current as indicated by the arrows shows how the
current flowing from the emitter regions passes through the
fingers and is collected at the busbar from where it exits. Fig. 13
(b), shows the maximum power point, there is a slight drop in the
current density as could be seen in the figure, however it is at this
point that maximum power is produced. And finally the Fig. 13
(c) shows us a point near the Voc where the current is generated
but does not flow out of the solar cell, at voltages beyond this
point the current tries to go inside the solar cell from the external
bias as shown in Fig. 13 (d).

4. Impact of non-uniform illumination

Non-uniform illumination is one of the inherent characteris-
tics of non-imaging optics [20,30] and cannot be eliminated
completely. The symmetry in the shape can only guarantee
symmetry in the illumination profile, which can be clearly
observed under normal incidence (Gθ¼0) as shown in Fig. 7.
The non-uniformity of the illumination reaching the solar cell
usually has a detrimental impact on its performance. However,
there are situations under which the performance may actually
improve or have no impact due to the presence of non-uniformity
[25,31]. In order to access this impact on the present system
under study, simulations were carried out under actual condi-
tions and compared with the performance under uniform illu-
mination conditions as suggested by [32]. The average of the
illumination flux reaching the solar cell in both the cases is equal.
Interesting observations can be made along the open circuit
conditions as shown in Fig. 14. The current at open circuit voltage
under non-uniform illumination never reaches an absolute zero
value. The non-uniform illumination forces smaller currents to be
generated even at points close to the Voc. On comparing the
values of open circuit voltage under non-uniform and uniform
illumination conditions it may be seen that the Voc values drop
considerably at some angles of incidence but are mostly similar
to that uniform illumination conditions. Usually, it is expected
that the current values are zero at the open circuit conditions;
however, the non-uniformity in the flux brings about a gradient
in the potential along the cell surface which is similar to the
incident illumination profile. The junction voltage varies along
the solar cell with the central, highly illuminated region at the
highest voltage.

The most commonly affected parameter of the solar cell due
to the non-uniformity is the fill-factor. Table 3 shows the fill-
factor simulated under both uniform and non-uniform

Table 2
Electrical boundary conditions.

No Region Boundary condition

1 External edges of
the cell

Electrical Insulation indicating no current flow across
the outer edges, i.e., of the form n.J¼0

2 Dark region Q da as indicated in Eq.3
3 Busbar edge Biasing through external potential, which is of the form

V¼Ve

4 Internal edges No current generation at the interface of the
illuminated and the dark region, hence the boundary
condition is of the form n.(J1-J2)¼0

5 Illumination
region

The emitter area of the solar cell, Q e as indicated in
Eq.2

Fig. 12. Electrical boundary conditions.
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conditions at different incident angles. It may be seen that the
non-uniformity does not have any major impact on the overall
performance of the system at different angles. It was suggested

earlier by [31] that for cases where the grid resistance is
negligible, the maximum conversion efficiency can be obtained
under a non-uniform illumination. Especially, for the cases

Fig. 14. Voltage profiles along the solar cell under non-uniform and uniform illumination at Isc.

Fig. 13. Current density maps along with stream lines and arrows showing the flow of electrical power output at (a) Isc, (b) Pmax and (c) Voc (d) after Voc conditions at 10 1
incident angle.
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where the illumination closer to the busbar is found to be
higher, the non-uniform illumination profile can actually
increase the performance. In the present study, it was seen that
the illumination non-uniformity was found to be always closer
to the busbar as can be seen in Fig. 7. This tends to reduce any
impact of non-uniform illumination on the present system. The
optical analysis of the system was carried out for different
incident angles ranging from 0 to 90 degrees. It was initially
thought that a similar performance would be expected from -90
to 0 degrees because of the symmetric profile of the concen-
trator. However it is important to note that the solar cell used
under study has only one bus bar and is not symmetric. It was

Fig. 15. Variation of fill factor due to the spatial position of the busbar.

Fig. 16. Experimental setup for determining the I-V characteristics.

Table 3
Fill factor of the system under uniform and non-uniform conditions

Incident angle Non-uniform Uniform Difference

0 0.756959486 0.756870335 0.0118%
10 0.753311878 0.753426036 -0.0152%
20 0.756488349 0.756508289 -0.0026%
30 0.748349623 0.748665385 -0.0422%
40 0.730995763 0.731214992 -0.0300%
50 0.700334821 0.700334821 0.0000%
60 0.675953743 0.676082398 -0.0190%
70 0.609820246 0.608896151 0.1515%
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found that the non-uniformity plays a role as we move in the
second quadrant (i.e., incident angles 90–180). Fig. 15 shows the
non-uniformity profiles for the incident angles of740 1. The
non-uniformity reverses its effect as soon as we perform
analysis in the opposite direction at the same incidence angle.
This is majorly attributed to the spatial position of the non-
uniformity which although identical to the previous case, is
actually farther away from the busbar which helps improve the
fill factor of the system.

5. Laboratory characterization

The performance of the concentrator unit can be experimen-
tally analyzed by evaluating its performance and comparing it
with a bare solar cell. In an indoor controlled environment, the
CPV unit was tested to evaluate the impact of radiation intensity at

different incident angles. Measurements were performed using
the experimental setup as shown in Fig. 16 details of which have
been explained in the earlier sections.

A special setup with a protractor scale was used to change the
angular position of the concentrator unit. The setup consisted of a
base plate made of aluminum, and a glass plate which may be
inclined at any desired inclination with respect to the incoming
illumination, in one dimension. I-V characteristics were recorded
at different angles using the solar simulator setup. Results from
this analysis are shown in Fig. 17. It may be seen how the electrical
output drops with the increasing incident angles. The maximum
short circuit current is found to be 0.110 A, with maximum power
0.0529 W. The fill factor is recorded to be 78%, which is slightly
lower compared to that of the bare solar cell recorded to be 80%.

The short circuit current of the CPV unit at 0 and 101 was
maximum and then found to decrease with increasing incident
angles. This decrease of Isc in the CPV unit is due to the cosine

Fig. 17. Electrical output at different incidence angles for system.

Fig. 18. Variation of the Isc and Voc of the CPV unit at different incident angles.
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effect and the increase in the reflecting component at the air-
dielectric interface of the front surface. There could also be
some losses occurring at the sides of the CPV unit and rays are
rejected outside. As can be seen in the Fig. 18 the short circuit
current varies according to the incident flux intensity. However
a linear drop can be seen for the Voc with increasing incidence
angles. The drop in Voc is primarily due to the decreasing
irradiation with the incident angles and not due to the tem-
perature of the solar cell.

The optical properties of the polyurethane material used to
manufacture or model the dielectric concentrator and its geometrical
profile play an important role in determining the accuracy of the
predicted and experimentally evaluated performance. A comparison
is made between the results obtained both numerically and through
experiments to assess the performance at different incident angles.
Based on the output illumination profile G(x, y) obtained from the
optical analysis discussed previously, the electrical performance was

predicted as shown in Fig. 19. The results obtained by using finite
element method are found to be comparable with the results
obtained by performing experiments. The results are within75%
for incident angle less than 401. A parameter named power ratio is
utilized to compare the experimental and the numerical results. The
power ratio (PR) is defined as the ratio of the maximum power output
of the CPV unit at different incident angles to the power output at
normal incidence on bare solar cell. Slight deviations are found
between the results which are predominantly due to the temperature
difference between the actual experiment and numerical simulation.
A maximum power ratio of 3.7 could be observed at 0 and 101
respectively.

5.1. Spectral response

The quantum efficiency and the spectral response are proper-
ties that enable understanding of the current generation,

Fig. 19. Power ratio obtained experimentally and numerically.

Fig. 20. Quantum efficiency of CPV unit and the bare cell.
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recombination and diffusion mechanisms occurring in the solar
cell. The ability of the solar cell to absorb the incoming light at
different wavelengths within a spectral band and therefore gen-
erating electric current is termed as the spectral response (SR). The

quantum efficiency (QE) is a measure of how effectively the
photons in the specified spectral band are absorbed by the
minority charge carriers and subsequently collected by the solar
cell. Fig. 20 gives the typical spectral response measurements of

Fig. 21. Percentage transmission through the SEH concentrator.

Fig. 22. Geometry used and the boundary conditions applied for the thermal analysis.

Table 4
Thermo physical properties of the materials used.

Component Solar cell Concentrator Glass plate Encapsulation

Material Silicon PMMA Glass Sylguard
Thickness (mm) 0.3 25 3 0.5
Density (kg m�3) 2329 1162 2500 1030
Thermal conductivity (W m�1 K�1) 149 0.1875 1.4 0.16
Heat capacity (J mol�1 K�1) 19.789 1465 750 1030
Coefficient of thermal expansion (mm/m-1C) 3 75 9 310

Table 5
Thermal boundary conditions.

No Region Boundary condition

1 Side surfaces of concentrator and the internal faces of glass Temperature Tav, Convective heat transfer coefficient hav

2 External surface the concentrator Constant temperature To, convective heat transfer coefficient ho

3 Cell Heat generation, Q
4 External surface of glass Temperature Ti, Convective heat transfer coefficient hi

5 Side surfaces of glass Adiabatic boundary,.∂T=∂x¼ 0
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the BiCPV and a bare solar cell done as part of our laboratory
characterization using the Bentham PVE300 PV Characterization
System. It may be clearly seen that the EQE of the CPV unit is
zeroed in the region below 400 nm mainly because of the UV
stabilizer present in the polyurethane material; this is reconfirmed
by carrying out the transmission measurements of the concen-
trator unit using PerkinElmer UV spectrophotometer as shown in
Fig. 21. The absorption of light below 400 nm reduces the
performance of the system substantially. On integrating the EQE
for both the bare solar cell and the BiCPV unit it was found that the
EQE drops by 16.53% due to the absorption by the polyurethane
material with almost a 10% drop in the spectral range below
400nm. In a recent study[33], the optical losses occurring in a PV
panel were quantified. It was shown that it is important to match
the solar cell characteristics with the adjoining encapsulant to
improve the performance of the solar cell.

6. Thermal analysis

The temperature of the solar cell determines the power output
from the system. According to Green et al. [34] increasing the solar
cell temperature leads to increased internal carrier recombination
rates, caused by the increase in the carrier concentration. Keeping
the cell at an optimally cooled temperature ensures maximum
power output [35,36]. Two different types of current mechanisms
occur in the case of solar cells subjected to illumination, one is the
photo-generated current which converts the incident radiation to
electrical power and the other is the dark current which being
dissipative in nature tries to reduce the efficiency. The dark circuit
current is a function of the solar cell operating temperature,

increasing solar cell temperature tends to increase the dark
current which reduces the Voc and thereby reduces the power
output from the system. The high current flowing through the
solar cell can cause resistive losses in the solar cell due to joule
heating. In order to access the impact of joule heating a separate
study was carried out whilst including the joule heating and its
effect on solar cell temperature. It was found that only 0.00001% of
incident energy was converted to heat due to joule heating. Since
this was very low, the joule heating was neglected in the thermal
simulations to reduce the time of study.

Typical CPV systems employ either active or passive cooling
mechanisms to maintain the solar cell at the operating temperature.
However, we have not employed any such mechanisms and estimate
the solar cell under realistic conditions. Better performance may be
obtained whilst cooling the system through artificial means. More
research may be carried out in future to exploit the excess heat
transfer occurring behind the solar cell.

Typical heat transfer boundary conditions were applied to the
system, a convective heat transfer condition was applied toward
the top and the bottom surface of the system with a convective
heat transfer coefficient h¼ 10 W/m2. K on the exterior surfaces of
the system and of h¼7 W/m2. K on the interior surfaces, further
details on these and the thermo physical properties used can be
found [7]. The source of heat transfer was considered to be the
heat generated by the solar cell whilst converting the available
irradiation to the electrical energy. This value is changed itera-
tively until a convergence is obtained between the thermal and
the electrical analysis. Symmetry boundary conditions were
applicable toward the side edges of the glass plate. In the present
study we analyze the operating temperature profile of the solar
cell while performing a steady state heat transfer analysis

Fig. 23. Temperature (K) of the CPV unit at different incident angles.
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and then try to recalculate the electrical output of the solar cell.
The thermal analysis is carried out using the finite element
method. Fig. 22 shows the geometry of the system analyzed. The
thermo physical properties of the different components are men-
tioned in Table 4. The details of the different boundary conditions
used in modeling are shown in Table 5.

6.1. Thermal performance results

The thermal analysis was carried out for various incident
angles, some of the obtained results are presented in Fig. 23. It
may be observed very well that the variation of the solar cell
temperature is not that significant across the width of the solar
cell, however the temperature values are different at different
angular positions. The highest temperature of 318 K is seen at
01 incident angle. The temperature was found to drop with
increasing incident angles. Using the temperature distributions
obtained from the thermal analysis, the T(x, y) is utilized to
perform the electrical analysis is carried out for different
angular positions to determine the steady state performance
of the system.

7. System output

The current study was carried out to predict the overall system
output whilst considering the non-uniform illumination exiting
the SEH concentrator and the increased solar cell temperature
under steady state condition. As can be seen in the previous
section, there is a considerable increase in the solar cell tempera-
ture under actual steady state operation of the system. The
temperature was found to have a detrimental effect on the Voc of
the CPV unit. The temperature profiles obtained at different
incident angles of our study were used to evaluate the steady
state electrical performance of the system. Based on these tem-
perature profiles obtained at different incident angles the I-V
characteristics were evaluated and their impact quantified.

A comparison between the Voc values under standard condi-
tions used earlier (Tcell¼298 K) and the steady state operating
temperatures are shown in Fig. 24. A maximum drop of almost 10%
could be seen in the Voc values when comparing the two results.
With increasing incident angles the difference between the Voc

values diminishes and is found to be the same at the extreme
incident angle of 801. This occurs because the temperature of the
solar cell reaches a value of 298 K which is same as that used
under standard testing conditions. The increasing temperature
under steady state operation has a parasitic effect on the overall
performance of the system. This ultimately affects the maximum
power output from the CPV unit and it's FF.

It is important to evaluate the overall power in order to assess
the losses. Fig. 25 shows the comparison between the power ratios
under these two conditions. An average drop of 11.8% was found in
the power output across all the incident angles.

7.1. Loss mechanisms in the system

Several losses occur at every step of the energy conversion in
the system which needs to be quantified for the overall improve-
ment of the system performance. The optical analysis carried out
indicates a slightly higher performance than achieved through
experiments. Essentially, this means that there are some defects
while manufacturing the concentrator which need to be evaluated.
Also, the flux exiting the optical element is highly non-uniform
which could reduce the long term reliability of the system. A
detailed analysis highlighting the illumination non-uniformity and
its effect on the system performance has been presented. It was
found that non-uniformity has a negligible impact on the overall
performance of the system which is less than 0.1%. It is very
important to match the spectral properties of the materials used,
as was seen in the results shown earlier we see that there occur
losses in the spectrum range of 300 nm to 400nm. The use of anti-
reflective coating might help in reducing these losses considerably.
The operating temperature of the solar cell plays a crucial role in
determining the system output; an increase of 20 1C can reduce
the system output by up to 12%. The spacing between the
individual units needs to be optimized considering the constraints
of required day lighting and reducing ohmic losses due to
increased connector lengths. When compared to a flat PV panel
having a similar area as that of the input face of the concentrator,
the system generates lesser power due to the optical losses. A
performance ratio of 3.7 is found at normal incidence and an
average performance ratio of 2.106 is demonstrated over the entire
range of incident angle.

8. Conclusions

Detailed analysis of a SEH concentrating system proposed for
building integration has been presented. The results obtained from

Fig. 24. Comparison of Voc at standard conditions and steady state conditions.

Fig. 25. Comparison of the power ratios at standard operating conditions and
steady state conditions.
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the ray tracing are coupled to the solar cell and its overall
performance has been predicted at steady state conditions. Non-
uniform spatial irradiance profiles produced by using the SEH has
been utilized as an input rather than conventional average flux in
order to evaluate the electrical performance of the system.
Laboratory characterization of the solar cell under study has been
carried out to obtain constants of an equivalent circuit model.
These constants have been utilized to carry out the finite element
modeling of the CPV unit. A multiphysics simulation involving
electrical and thermal analysis of the solar cell has been con-
ducted. The results obtained have been validated while performing
the laboratory characterization of the system. The spectral
response of the system has been carried out and compared with
a bare cell showing the effect of the absorption due to the UV
stabilizer in the concentrator material. Scope for improvement in
the performance of this system is feasible if the spectrum of the
incoming radiation can be modified before reaching the solar cell
surface as shown by prior studies [33]. There are some losses and
gains while inclining the concentrator unit at a slope angle. A
slope ensures a better incident angle on the concentrator unit and
helps in improving its overall performance. I-V characteristics of
the system under different incident angles has been analyzed and
compared with experimental results. A maximum power ratio of
3.7 was observed under normal incidence. A detailed thermal
analysis of the complete system has been performed to emulate
the solar cell temperature at steady state operation. This solar cell
temperature has been utilized in calculating the steady state
output from the BICPV system. A maximum temperature of
318 K was observed during the thermal analysis for the solar cell
at normal incidence. The solar cell temperature profile T(x, y) has
been evaluated for different incident angles and used to carry out
the electrical analysis. A considerable drop in the power ratio was
observed because of the increase in the solar cell temperature.
A maximum power ratio of 3.4 was found while using the
temperature profiles obtained by the thermal analysis of the CPV
unit. It is also important to note that the solar cell temperature
depends on the spacing between the CPV units; a greater distance
means a better operating solar cell temperature. However this may
also mean increased losses through electrical transmission.
Further studies of this effect will be necessary to determine the
optimum configuration.
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A concentrating photovoltaic (CPV) system uses the basic principle of

focusing sunlight on a solar cell with the help of an optical concentrator,

which can be a Fresnel lens,1–3 parabolic troughs,4 dishes5,6 v-groove

mirrors,7–9 luminescent glass,10–12 a refractive prism13–15 or a compound

parabolic concentrator.16–21 See Figure 1 for an example of how sunlight

is simply concentrated on a small area of the solar cell by using a Fresnel

lens. The use of an optical concentrator increases the intensity of the

illumination at the photovoltaic (PV) surface, which would otherwise be

reflected back to the atmosphere. The research and development of CPV

technology effectively started at the National Sandia Laboratories in

1976 with Sandia I and Sandia II, spurred on by the oil crisis in 1973.22

Swanson23 presents a brief history on concentrators, highlighting the

factors needed to push forward the large-scale production of

concentrators. One of the earliest and most successful implementations

of a concentrator PV saw its dawn in Saudi Arabia,24 where a complete

village was powered using a CPV system comprising 160 arrays with an

area of 4000 m2 and generating 350 kW at peak output. However, with

the end of oil crisis and the absence of any significant breakthroughs the

research and development slowed down over the next few decades. In

more recent times, with interest shifting towards applications for building

integration, CPV systems once again have come back into the picture

with the development of several CPV systems for building applications,

such as sky lighting, façade applications and a few other applications still

undergoing development. With the PV industry recently gaining impetus

in power production, several new companies are now coming forward to

introduce CPV systems that can effectively produce electricity and readily

compete with the conventional electricity costs.25

By concentrating the sunlight on smaller areas, effective use can be

made of the costly solar cell, accompanied by enhanced efficiency and

performance. PV production is increasing as well as the demand for

larger systems. With the invention of high performance but expensive

multijunction solar cells, the demand for CPV systems is likely to

increase. Wherever there is a demand for large-scale applications and

high performance, CPV systems will be used. The amount of

concentration produced by using a concentrator varies over a wide

range of values. A geometrical parameter called the ‘concentration

ratio’ is defined as the ratio of the areas of the concentrator, and the

solar cell is used for distinguishing the type of concentrator. 

Several parameters are involved in the design and manufacture of a

CPV system. The overall efficiency of the system is dependent on

optical, thermal and electrical performance. For optical performance,

proper material for the optics, shape and size play an important role.

While concentrating sunlight the thermal radiation on the solar cell

increases and so a proper heat sink needs to be designed. The

electrical performance of the solar cells needs to be matched to the

illumination it receives and so needs proper care while designing the

CPV system. Most of the systems used in power generation require

accurate tracking because they are designed to concentrate direct

solar radiation. 

Why Concentrating Photovoltaics?

The existence of CPV systems could be related to the slow fall in the

price of the PV systems, recent innovations with regard to solar cells

and the tremendous potential these systems offer in harnessing the

available solar energy. The concentrator increases the intensity of solar

radiation at the PV surface, reducing the area of expensive photovoltaic

material required per unit power output. These concentrator systems

are easy to manufacture compared with the complicated procedures

adopted for manufacturing solar cells. This shifts the burden of cost

from the expensive solar cells towards the optical concentrator systems.

However, solar cells remain the integral part of the PV system. With

time it is expected that the PV will grow and replace the existing

technologies used for power production. This simply implies that the

larger system demands can be met through the use of CPV instead of

PV systems making CPV research important. The technology is now

quite mature and by using the latest innovations in solar cell technology

(multijunction cells) it is now capable of generating more electricity

and has a potential market. The most recent reported efficiency of

these multijunction cells under concentration is 43.5 %, which is

almost double that of silicon solar cells according to Kazmerski

(National Renewable Energy laboratory, US).26 The cells are being

manufactured by Solar Junction, California.
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Types of Concentrating Photovoltaic Systems

The concentrator systems not only try to focus more sunlight on solar

cells but also reduce the cost of the energy produced by using these

systems because the area of expensive solar cells or modules needed is

reduced and their efficiency is increased. However, this has one

shortcoming: the system needs to be tracked to keep it normal to the

sun. Based on the illumination intensity it focuses on the solar cell, the

concentrators are classified as low-, medium- or high-concentration

systems. The systems use different types of solar cell technologies

depending on the cost and efficiency of the solar cells. 

Low Concentration Photovoltaics

Low concentration PV (LCPV) systems are usually simple in their design,

manufacture and operation. These systems have a concentration factor

of less than 10x. Several systems fall into this category, a few notable

ones include the compound parabolic concentrators,10,17–21,27 prism-based

concentrators13 and V-troughs.28,29 These systems suffer huge losses

owing to the non-uniform illumination of the solar cells. Dielectric

material is used for making these concentrators16 and both reflective and

refractive materials are used in LCPV systems (see Figure 2). 

A few systems using the Fresnel lens can also be included in this

category: a system employing a Fresnel lens has been reported30 to have

Challenges and Opportunities in Concentrating Photovoltaic Research

Figure 1: Representation of a Basic Concentrator System Using a Lens
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Figure 2: A Compound Parabolic Concentrator Collector-based Concentrating
Photovoltaic System with a Reflective17 and a Refractive Concentrator16
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ACPC PV = asymmetric compound parabolic concentrator photovoltaic.
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a concentration ratio of 2.37. Other technologies in this category include

the luminescent concentrators.10–12,31 A recent system that has been

developed and that is gaining in popularity is Pythagoras Solar32 (see

Figure 3), which is claimed to have four times the concentration of other

building-integrated photovoltaic (BIPV) systems. 

Medium Concentration Photovoltaics

Medium concentration systems have a concentration ranging between

10 and 100×. These systems primarily employ a Fresnel lens, mirrors

and parabolic or V-troughs. There is a slight disparity in classifying

medium-type concentrators because some companies extend the range

of medium concentrators to 150×. Having a higher concentration

factor demands more space and therefore, they are only suitable for

outdoor applications. Several types of concentrators have been

developed by researchers and companies. For a recent review of the

majority of CPV systems using a Fresnel lens, see Xie et al.3 who

concluded that these concentrators are the most promising and are

expected to bring breakthroughs that should help commercialise CPV

systems technology in the near future. 

Medium concentrators use silicon solar cells, which might get heated

during the day – this can drastically reduce their performance. Usually

the medium concentration PV (MCPV) systems have large aluminium

cooling fins attached to the back of each panel to dissipate the excess

thermal heat. The Skyline X14 (see Figure 4) is a working example of

the MCPV system.34 The system consists of a reflective surface that

concentrates sunlight onto the silicon solar cells. The temperature of

these cells tends to rise due to the concentrated light and hence

aluminium fins are used on their back to dissipate the heat generated.

Slightly special solar cells are used in this system, compared with those

used in a PV system. These cells tend to have a lower temperature

dependency on their overall efficiency compared with conventional

solar cells. The systems are tracked along the sun’s trajectory by means

of a single- or double-axis tracker. 

High Concentration Photovoltaics

High concentration PV (HCPV) systems are used for power generation and

have a concentration factor greater than 100×. A few notable systems

include the Concentrix Solar,35 Amonix,36,37 Arima EcoEnergy,38 Emcore39

and Opel, Inc., SolFocus.40 Using a higher concentration reduces the

consumption of the solar cell material significantly. If we have a HCPV

system of 500× concentration, then a 1 cm2 solar cell area can produce

the same electricity as a 500 cm2 simple PV system. However, this shifts

emphasis onto the solar cell, which needs to be capable of working

under this high concentration. Figure 5 shows some of the installed

technologies using HCPV systems. HCPV systems usually have two-axis

tracking to capture the maximum amount of available solar radiation.

The high energy output from these systems and a minimal area of solar

cells makes this technology competitive with utility power generation.

The three types of concentrating systems are compared in Table 1. 

Application of Concentrating Photovoltaic Systems

CPV systems are finding their use in several applications, including

power generation, desalination and BIPV applications, such as facades,

sky lighting and wall curtains. The use of CPV systems in BIPV and

power generation is still the most important application. Recently a

huge power-cum-desalination plant able to produce 30,000 m3 of

pure water per day working on HCPV technology with a concentration

ratio of 1,500× was announced in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia.42

Several huge power plants working on CPV technology are also being

announced.41 With these figures continuing to grow, CPV technology

seems promising.

Solar Cells for Concentrating Photovoltaic Systems

The solar cell design plays a key role in enhancing the performance of the

entire CPV system. Depending on the concentration ratio, application and

the type of concentrator, different types of solar cells are used for
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Figure 4: Representation of a Medium Concentrator Photovoltaic 
System – Skyline X14 System34
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Figure 5: High Concentrating Photovoltaic Systems41
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Figure 3: Curtain Wall – A Building-integrated Photovoltaic Application of a
Pythagoras Solar Photovoltaic Glass Unit33
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optimum performance and the reliability of the system. For applications

demanding high concentrations, such as point-focused systems, a special

kind of solar cells are needed that can perform with higher efficiency

under high concentration and are durable for a long period of time. This

increases the cost of the solar cells in the CPV systems. For applications

that are line focused there is scope for using cheaper materials, with

average efficiencies as solar cells. The type of solar cells used in the CPV

system can be single-junction silicon cells, thin films or multijunction cells.

The LCPV and MCPV systems use some high-quality single-junction

silicon cells. These cells are cheaper and their manufacture is not much

different from those used in conventional PV panels. By contrast, some

MCPV and almost all HCPV systems use multijunction solar cells. The

multijunction solar cells use materials that have different band gaps and

are bonded together to use the maximum portion of the visible spectrum,

which tremendously increases their efficiency. By contrast, single-junction

solar cells only use a limited portion of the visible spectrum. Only a limited

portion of the solar spectrum comes under the visible region, typically

having wavelengths between 380–750 nm (see Figure 6). Multijunction

solar cells are designed so that different layers of the cell can absorb

different regions of the visible spectrum, making them capable of

reaching higher efficiencies. 

Challenges in Concentrating Photovoltaic Systems

The CPV systems face several technological and decision-making

problems. Some of the challenges include43 lack of standards in terms of

cell size, test conditions and concentration levels. The CPV systems are

continuously undergoing developments, which make it difficult to

standardise these systems, or even to do some standard pricing for these

systems. The cost of the system depends on several factors and types of

application, which causes an anomaly in predicting a standard price for the

system. The exceptional demand for semiconductor materials in the

electronics industry causes a shortage in the supply of material, which

encourages the use of concentrators, but also makes it more challenging.

The CPV systems use cell sizes of a few centimetres; however, with the

advent of the modern machining methods used in the manufacturing, the

cell sizes are expected to become smaller in the future. The concentration

factor of available sunlight is also not standardised. A large variation exists

within the industry, with systems with a wide range of concentration.

Furthermore, there is no standard performance rating procedure. An

overview of the standardisation of CPV systems and its benefits has been

presented by Muñoz et al.44 The IEC62108:2007 is the first standard

developed for standard testing of CPV systems. It specifies the minimum

requirements for the design qualification and type approval of the

concentrator photovoltaic system suitable for long-term operation. Details

of results obtained by a company using this standard are presented.45 A

few more standards are being developed that are specific to some CPV

systems, including IEC TC82 WG7, which is a recent safety standard for
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CPV modules. Others include UL 8703 and TUV TS3.80815. The tracking

plays an important role in the working of medium and high CPV systems

because it is an integral part of the system. Failing to track the sun could

deteriorate the concentrator edges, which could reduce the long-term

working of the reflective system. Other important parameters that remain

common to PV systems include the impact of dust and soiling on the CPV

systems.46,47 It was found that soiling affects CPV systems far more than

simple PV panels. The effect of soiling cannot be generalised and is more

site specific; however, maintaining a clean system is important or all the

efforts of increasing the efficiency of the system are wasted. Furthermore,

the CPV technology faces competition from crystalline silicon due to the

high cost involved in manufacturing these special solar cells and accurate

tracking. Commercialisation of CPV technology also poses a challenge

owing to several issues: some important issues include the formation of

hot spots owing to the imaging Fresnel lens in CPV systems. The successful

way of using the imaging system is by having an accurate and reliable

tracking system, which increases the overall cost of the system and poses

problems for commercialisation. The overall performance of the CPV

system is related to its optics, thermal dissipation and the electrical

performance of the system. The purpose of the optical system is to

concentrate sunlight and direct it to the solar cell uniformly, but this does

not happen in reality because some portions of the solar cell get more

exposure and some portions get less exposure, causing a non-uniform flux

distribution on the solar cells.3 The flux distribution along the absorber has

been evaluated using ray tracing simulations. The results indicated that a

uniform distribution of solar irradiance for moderate concentrator ratios

helped to improve the overall efficiency of the system. The solar cell

electrical performance varies throughout the day depending on its

orientation and the flux incident on its surface. It is important that the solar

cells are designed with proper current matching and optimal solar

spectrum, respectively. Improper design causes an increase in the

resistance and reduces the electrical performance of the system. Another

important challenge is the expansion of the Fresnel lens due to excessive

heat. The Fresnel lens used in the high concentration systems experiences

thermal expansion if installed in high-temperature climates, causing its

deformation, which degrades its performance. Hence, improving the lens

material could prove to be significant in the area of HCPV. 

Opportunities

There are many opportunities for research and development in the

area of CPV systems. Opportunities exist in material characterisation,

the design of new concentrators, numerical modelling and the testing

of the CPV systems. The technology is being upgraded continuously as

a result of the R&D efforts by industry and academia. Field testing has

been shown to be of crucial importance in identifying material and

operational deficiencies, which are difficult to identify in industry

standard tests.40 The growing capacity of installed CPV and the expected

growth in CPV technology are shown in Figure 7. An exponential growth

in the use of CPV technology for power generation has been predicted.

Even though the forecast seems quite challenging, with the innovation of

new technology and the recent announcements about the installation of

this technology, this prediction shows promise of being fulfilled. The

other area of application where such a trend is expected is in BIPV using

concentrating systems. New technology33 is breaking new ground for
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Table 1: Comparison of Different Types of Concentrators
Type of Concentrator CR Advantages Disadvantages
Low 1–10 • Easy to manufacture • Less efficient compared with other CPV systems 

• Both direct and diffuse solar radiation • Does not require much thermal management • Cost effective and single junction solar cells 

• No tracking

Medium 10–100 • Bulky in size • Only DNI • Easy to manufacture • Tracking 

• Single axis tracking • Requires thermal management • Can be used for power generation •

Can use both single or multijunction solar cells

High More than 100 • Compact design and requires less space per • Only DNI watt generated • Requires costly solar

cells • Requires precision components • Requires double axis tracking • Has the highest

potential for power generation • Active thermal management

CR = concentration ratio; CPV = concentrating photovoltaics; DNI = direct normal irradiation.

Figure 6: Representation of the Solar Spectrum in Gallium Indium
Phosphide-, Gallium Indium Arsenide- and Germanium-based Triple-
junction Cells
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applications in this area and promising net zero buildings and

integration with building architecture and construction processes. 

Conclusion

This article has focused on highlighting some of the important

challenges and opportunities in the area of CPV research. Significant

developments are mentioned based on different types of technologies

and the underlying gaps between research and industry are

highlighted. The performance of a CPV system depends on several

parameters, including optical efficiency, heat dissipation, precision

manufacturing and accurate tracking. The use of inexpensive materials

for concentrators and components is predicted to be the key to

lowering the cost of the system. The reliability of the systems should

improve if they are able to perform in harsh environments. The failure

of any component in the system degrades the performance of the

system instantly, so the overall system needs to be designed and

manufactured accordingly. To lower the cost of CPV systems, the

important parameters include optimal solar cell design and efficient

and robust concentrators accompanied by lower manufacturing

costs, which could be achieved via mass production. The HCPV

systems require high-precision components, high-quality solar cell

material and demand reliability. In addition, they require two-axis

tracking to obtain desired efficiencies. By contrast, medium

concentration systems can operate on single-axis tracking and are

proving quite useful in power generation systems. Low concentrator

systems promise a better future for BIPV applications. n
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Abstract — Non-Uniform illumination is a commonly observed 

phenomenon in concentrating photovoltaic applications. The 
quantification of the effects is a difficult process. This study 
focuses on identifying the effects of shadowing effects that occur 
in the solar cells and its relevant effects. Masks of circular, linear 
and Gaussian profiles are used to analyze the impacts. Both black 
and semi-transparent masks are used to identify the impact of the 
non-uniformity. The results obtained are critically analyzed to 
quantify the effects 

 

Index Terms — Solar energy, Loss measurement, photovoltaic 
cells, silicon. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Concentrating photovoltaic technology considerably reduces 

the use of costly silicon material used for manufacturing solar 

cells whilst making use of optical concentrating elements. 

These include both imaging and non-imaging optics. Most of 

the low and medium concentrating photovoltaic systems 

employ a non-imaging optical concentrator as a concentrating 

element. 

These optical have several designs and could be made of 

different materials. A distinct reason of using non-imaging 

optics is thought to be that they can be made using cost 

effective processes and requires less precision. Due to the 

changing sun movement, the flux distribution incident on the 

solar cells placed behind these concentrators tends to change. 

There are some times when the light distributes on a circular, 

square, rectangular and several other forms of the solar cell. 

This could be evident at all the different incident angles. The 

specific shape of the concentrating element and the changing 

sun position cause non-uniform illumination in the solar cells 

whose causes and effects have been highlighted recently by 

[1]. Non-uniform illumination plays a significant role in CPV 

technology and can cause several losses by causing hot spots, 

current mismatch, and shadowing which reduces the overall 

efficiency of the system. In a non-uniformly illuminated solar 

cell it is found that an internal current flows even in open-

circuit conditions which directly proportional to the irradiance 

and the degree of non-uniformity. Parameters including the 

total photocurrent, short-circuit current density, open circuit 

voltage and fill factor get affected. In concentrator solar cells, 

the diffused layer has a very low thickness which is usually 

about a micron, in the presence of non uniform illumination 

the open circuit voltage is affected primarily by the cell area 

and the sheet resistivity. 

  The non-uniform distribution over the solar cell was 

studied along with the effects of series resistance [2]. It was 

shown that there is current flow at open-circuit conditions and 

was found to be proportional to the incoming illumination.  

Similar effects were demonstrated recently by [3] while 

carrying out a study on the performance of low concentrating 

system. 

For incident angles which are lower than the acceptance 

angles of the concentrator the non-uniformity exists in the 

form of hot-spots i.e., by having a very high intensity at some 

spots of the concentrator. This is essentially due to the design 

of the solar concentrator. In the cases where the incident angle 

crosses the acceptance angle considerable portions of the solar 

cell get shadowed again producing a non-uniform illumination 

pattern over the solar cell. The illumination profile produces a 

temperature gradient across the solar cell which can alter the 

overall current production. The impact of the temperature 

profile on the system performance may be found under [4]. A 

measurement system and a technique to measure the effects of 

non-uniform illumination was shown by [5]. Use of masks 

prepared by photolithographic techniques was made to 

replicate the non-uniform patterns on the system. 

The non-uniformity caused by both shadowing and 

illumination distribution need to be distinguished. In the first 

case a complete/partial shadow effect occurring on one of the 

cells causes the whole series generator to stop/reduce the 

supplying energy. Usually solar cells are connected in series in 

linear concentrators, where the current passing through each 

cell is assumed to be same. But in reality, there might be lot of 

difference between the current generated by each cell 

depending upon the amount of shading. In the second case, 

there is excessive illumination on some region of the solar 

cells and some are rarely illuminated. The regions illuminated 

excessively generate huge currents and get heated. This 

decreases the electrical output of the solar cell and some areas 

of the cell do not operate and the generation of cross currents 

causes dissipation of electrical power. It was shown by [6] that 

the current is almost linearly dependent on the incident light, 



 

the current in a string of identical solar cells will be limited by 

the cell with the least illumination. The electrical energy 

produced in the illuminated cells is dissipated in the cell which 

is not illuminated, and this cell is heated.  

The present study is carried out to understand the effects of 

non-uniform illumination under shadowing and flux 

distribution profile.   

II. EXPERIMENTS  

In order to evaluate the different effects of non-uniformity 

based on both shadowing and illumination pattern, it is 

important to analyze this phenomenon both experimentally and 

numerically. However, the present study is focused on carrying 

out an experimental analysis of the effect of non-uniformity 

caused by both shadowing and distribution patterns. A 

concentrator solar cell with an illumination area of 1cm
2
 is 

chosen to carry out this study.  

The solar cell used in the study is shown in Figure 1. The 

cell used in the study was prepared using LGBC technology. It 

has 13 fingers each 35µm wide and a bus bar of 1mm width.  

 
 
Fig. 1. Solar cell used in the study 

 

A. Shading Masks 

Using black cardboard material 12 different masks were 

prepared for analyzing the impact of non-uniform illumination 

caused by shadowing as shown in Figure 2.  It is commonly 

observed phenomena that the concentrator cells have circular 

or rectangular illuminated sections. Keeping this in mind both 

these profiles were prepared details of whose dimensions can 

be found in Table 1. In order to draw a comparison between 

the effects of shadowing profile on the solar cell a case of 50% 

shadowing was compared with both rectangular and circular 

profile. The Mask C5 and R2 represent these two different 

cases used for comparison.  

 

 
 
Fig. 2. Different masks used for simulating the non-uniformity 
caused by shadowing effects. 

 

B. Gaussian Distribution Mask 

A separate mask has been prepared using lithography 

technique to produce a Gaussian illumination profile over the 

solar cell as shown in figure 3. Similar masks were used by [5] 

in their study, however they were prepared for a linear 

concentrating system and had a Gaussian illumination profile 

in one direction. In the present study the masks are prepared to 

have a Gaussian distribution in both the x and y directions of 

the solar cell.  The transparency levels of the mask were 

approximated to a squared area over which interprets the 

Gaussian illumination. The Gaussian mask transmits light on 

the entire solar cell surface while controlling the transmission 

power.  The mask was so prepared to allow 25% of the light 

incident on it following a Gaussian profile. The illumination 

profile projected over the solar cell is shown in figure 4. It 

may be clearly seen how the variation of light intensity levels 

occurs across the absorber.  

 

TABLE I 

DIMENSIONS OF THE MASKS USED  

Mask 

Circular (C) Rectangular (R) 

Diameter 

(mm) 

% of Illumination 

Area 

Width  

(mm) 

% of Illumination 

Area 

1 2.9 6.5% 2.5 25% 

2 3.6 10.4% 5 50% 

3 4.8 18.2% 6.1 60% 

4 7.4 43.3% 7.0 70% 

5 7.9 50% 7.5 75% 

6 9.1 65.4% 8.1 81% 

 

 

 



 

 
 
Fig. 3. Mask used to simulate a Gaussian profile  
 
 

 
 
Fig. 4. Gaussian Profile over the solar cell when illuminated by 
1000 W/m2 
 

III. RESULTS  

The I-V characteristics of the solar cell under different 

illumination conditions are evaluated using a ABET class-A 

solar simulator. The simulator consists of a xenon lamp and a 

filter to provide an AM1.5 solar spectrum. The maximum 

illumination area of is 156×156 mm, with a nominal working 

distance of 200mm. The uniformity of the illumination is 95%. 

The I-V characteristics of the solar cell under circular 

illumination profiles are shown in Figure 4 and 5. A clear fall 

in the short circuit current and the open circuit voltage could 

be seen with decreasing illumination areas. A similar plot was 

also prepared for comparing the I-V characteristics of the 

rectangular profiles. 
 
 

On comparing the results with the area of the illuminated 

surface it was found that the short circuit current varied 

linearly with the illuminated area in the case of both 

rectangular and circular profiles. However in the case of the 

circular profiles the current produced is slightly higher than 

compared to the rectangular profiles. On comparing the case 

of 50 % shading in both the rectangular and circular 

illumination conditions it was found that the maximum power 

produced in the circular profile was higher by 1.5 % when 

compared to a similar illumination area of rectangular profile.   

I-V characteristics of both these cases are shown in Figure 5.  
 

 
 
Fig. 4. I-V characteristics under different masking conditions 
under circular illumination profiles  
 

 
 
Fig. 5. I-V characteristics under different masking conditions 
under rectangular illumination profiles 
 

The primary reason for the difference in the short circuit 

current density and the power out is the front grid pattern. In 

the case where a circular profile is used higher metallic region 

comes into place when compared with the case of the 



 

rectangular profile. The increased resistance causes the 

circular profile to have lesser currents when compared to the 

case of a rectangular profile. This phenomenon depends on a 

case to case basis depending on the side of the shading (closer 

or farther from bus bar).   

 
Fig. 5. Comparison of the Rectangular and Circular shading 
profile for the case of 50% illumination 
 

The I-V characteristics of the cell under Gaussian 

illumination profile were also analyzed. Since, the mask was 

prepared in order to allow 25 % of the incident light to the 

solar cell. It was compared with the results obtained using a 

rectangular cross section of having a similar illumination area. 

The I-V characteristics of these two cases are shown in Figure 

6. On comparing the power output for the two cases it was 

found that the Gaussian profile reduced the output power by 

19% when compared with an equally sized illuminated area.  

 

 
 
Fig. 6. Comparison of the Gaussian distribution and Rectangular 
shading profile for the case of 25% illumination 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

A number of different shadowing masks were prepared and 

the performance of the solar cell under the respective 

illumination conditions was evaluated. The short circuit 

current and the power output were found to vary linearly with 

respect to the illuminated areas. Comparing the I-V 

characteristics of case with equal illumination are under 

rectangular and circular profile revels that the circular cross 

section yields higher power output. A drop of about 1.5 % is 

seen when comparing a rectangular cross section with a 

circular illuminated area. The effect of illumination 

distribution on the overall performance of the solar cell was 

also analyzed. On comparing the power output in the case of 

Gaussian illuminated profile transmitting 25% light through 

the mask with a rectangular illuminated area showed that the 

maximum power dropped by 19 % (relative) as compared with 

the power generated in a rectangular cross section. 
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ABSTRACT: Saudi Arabia receives an average insolation of 6 kWh/m2/day, making it one of the most likely 
candidates for a country to be using solar energy for meeting its energy needs in the near future. The energy from the 
sun can be directly converted into electricity by the use of photovoltaic (PV) technology. A key barrier to achieving 
economic viability and the widespread adoption of PV is losses related to high operating temperature. The application 
of an active cooling might increase the cost of the system. However, employing a concentrating element along would 
cooling would subside the extra cost and benefit in terms of the overall energy extraction. A low concentrating 
photovoltaic (PV/T) system with a compound parabolic concentrator as the optical element can be a promising choice 
for enhancing the power output from conventional PV panels with the simultaneous generation of thermal energy. In 
the present study a system with this concept it proposed and its optical performance is analyzed. Detailed analysis is 
performed using ray-tracing technique to identify the important parameters affecting the overall performance and 
design of this system. Results of the ray-trace analysis show a maximum optical efficiency of 80% with an 
acceptance angle (2α) of 60°, an optical efficiency of 56 % was found under diffuse radiation conditions. Comparing 
the performance of this system with a flat plate or a CPV indicates an increase of about 44 % in the electrical output. 
 
Keywords: Concentrators, Ray Tracing, Simulation, Hybrid, Photovoltaic 

 
 
1 INTRODUCTION 
 

The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia receives some of the 
most intense sunlight in the world [1] which is estimated 
around 105 trillion kilowatt hours a day, and is equivalent 
of 10 billion barrels of crude oil in energy terms. The 
average annual solar radiation falling on the Arabian 
Peninsula is about 2200 kWh (thermal)/m2 equivalent to 
approximately 6 kWh/m2/d. Based on the  solar radiation 
data available at [2] a map is prepared showing the 
Annual average of Daily Solar Radiation on a horizontal 
surface (kWh/m2/d) as shown in Figure 1. Currently The 
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia is poised towards harnessing 
the available solar energy resources in the country. 
Photovoltaic systems utilized for this purpose face 
challenges, which include high temperature and dust. The 
generation of electricity by PV cells is impeded by high 
temperature. For monocrystalline and polycrystalline 
silicon solar cells, the efficiency decreases by 0.25 to 
0.45% for every degree rise in temperature, depending on 
the module design. Hence, there is a requirement of 
cooling these cells. However, it is important that the 
cooling arrangement does not increase the overall cost of 
the system, hence concentration can be applied to balance 
the cost versus the overall energy output.  

In this study a new 2× Compound Parabolic 
Concentrator (CPC) based PV/T system is proposed and 
analyzed for its optical performance. The optical analysis 
will give insights about the expected flux distribution on 
the solar cells using which the overall energy output and 
the operating temperature of the system may be 
determined. Also, it will give an idea of the operating 
conditions of the solar cell under different illumination 
conditions and help in predict key challenges. 
Additionally, employing a glazing material on the cover 
glass with infrared reflective coating will help in 
protecting the reflective material of the CPC. Cooling the 
cells with water is one of the efficient ways to increase 
the yield while increasing the amount of solar radiation 
on these cells using concentration.  Another benefit from 
cooling the cells with water is the possibility to use the 

hot water for heating provided that the produced heat 
fulfills the demand and replaces heat from other sources. 
Employing concentrating photovoltaics in combination 
with a concentrating PV-T system could help in 
increasing both the system energy output and making it 
cost effective in the arid environments of Saudi Arabia.  

 

 
 
Figure 1: Average Annual Daily Solar Radiation in KSA 

 The number of the photovoltaic cells in the system 
can be adjusted according to the local load demands. A 
number of simulation as well as experimental studies 
have been reported on the photovoltaic-thermal (PV/T) 
system. Brogren et al [3] studied the advantage of PV–
thermal hybrid CPC modules for high latitudes. They 
observed that the advantage of a PV-thermal hybrid 
system is their total high efficiency. By using 
concentrating hybrid systems, the cost per energy 
produced was found to be reduced due to simultaneous 
heat and electricity production and a reduced PV cell 
area. Rewthong et al [4] constructed and tested a hybrid 
PV-CPC of a concentration ratio of 3. Tests were done 
with un-cooled and water-cooled configurations. More 
electrical energy was obtained with the PV-CPC unit. In 
addition, the thermal energy obtained was about ten times 
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that of the electrical energy. Othman et al [5] conducted 
the performance analysis of a double pass photovoltaic 
oblique thermal PV/T solar collector with Compound 
Parabolic Concentrator (CPC) and fins. In this study, 
results show that electricity production in a PV/T hybrid 
module without CPC decreases with increasing 
temperature of the air flow. Nilsson et al [6] carried out 
an electrical and thermal characterization of a PV-CPC 
hybrid solar collectors. They found the annual electrical 
and thermal energy output from the MaReCo hybrid and 
optimized for high latitudes. Mittelman et al [7] carried 
out a study involving solar cooling with concentrating 
photovoltaic thermal systems. Simultaneous production 
of electrical and high grade thermal energy is proposed 
with a CPVT system operating at elevated temperatures. 
These collectors may operate at temperatures above 
100°C, and the thermal energy can drive processes such 
as refrigeration, desalination and steam production. The 
present study advances further by proposing a new design 
for the CPC-PVT system. The system size is about 1 
sq.m, consisting of a series of CPC-PVT systems in 
parallel. 
 
3 CPC-PVT SYSTEM 
 

The non-imaging CPC is the most promising 
concentration device which produces elevated operating 
temperature and represents the optimum optical 
properties. The device has a particular advantage that it 
has a wide acceptance angle and would require minimal 
tracking for overall day operation. This combined system 
is expected to produce electricity and simultaneously 
exploit the waste heat of the PV cells to heat water for 
domestic or industrial processes.  
 
3.1 CPC DESIGN 
 
A conventional CPC is formed by segment of two 
parabolas. The concentration ratio of 2d CPC is n/sinθ 
[n=1, for air] and θ is the half acceptance angle. Figure 2 
shows the basic CPC design. The curves BC and AD are 
the tilted parabola having focus point at A and B. The 
surface AB is the absorber surface place where solar cell 
is placed. In the present study the CPC is designed for a 
concentration of 2×, for a absorber width of 50mm and a 
half acceptance angle of 30°. However, it is then 
truncated to have a 1.8× concentration, for optimum 
material utilisation. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 2 Basic CPC design 
 

3.2 System Design 
The schematic design of the CPC based PV/T system 

is shown in Figure 3. It essentially consists of a glazing, 
CPC, solar PV cells, and absorber plate. The solar energy 
passing through the glazing is concentrated onto PV cells 
by the CPC. Reflective materials based on anodized or 
coated sheet aluminum can be employed for making the 
CPC, because of their manufacturing flexibility and low 
cost. The Solar cells are bonded to the absorber copper 
plate using EVA. It is important to note that that the 
copper plate is electrically insulated before the cells are 
bonded. A square tube is attached to the copper plate to 
carry the water utilized for cooling the system. Proper 
insulation is needed to be applied at the back surface to 
ensure effective heat transfer to the cooling water.  

 

 
Figure 3: Schematic of the CPC-PVT system 

 
4 OPTICAL ANALAYSIS
 
4.1 Ray Tracing 
    Using Ray tracing technique the optical analysis of 
the CPC-PVT system is carried out to determine optical 
efficiency of the system. The optical efficiency of the 
CPC is obtained for different incident angles of the 
incident rays. For each incident angle, an optical 
simulation is carried out determining the energy of the 
incident rays reaching the solar cells after going through 
the glass and reflecting on the sides of the CPC. Figure 4 
shows an illustration of the concentrated incident rays 
having an incident angle of 15º to the normal of the CPC 
entry aperture. 

 

 
 

Figure 4:Ray Tracing Analysis of the system 
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The energy of the incident rays is 1000W/m2, the 
transmission of the glass is 90% and the reflectivity of 
the side reflectors of the CPC is 92%. The ray tracing is 
first carried out to evaluate the effect of beam radiation 
and calculate the optical efficiency at different angles of 
incidence. The Figure 6 shows the optical efficiency of 
the system when operated without a glazing cover. 
Having the system without a cover is beneficial in terms 
of getting higher optical efficiencies. An optical 
efficiency of around 97 % can be observed in this case. 
However, there are issues related to the long term 
operation and effects due to dust which can degrade the 
system performance considerably. 
 

 
Figure 5: Optical Efficiency of the system obtained by 
ray tracing without a glazing cover 

 

 
Figure 6: Optical Efficiency of the system obtained by 
ray tracing with a glazing cover 

The Figure 6 shows the optical efficiency of the system. 
A wide half acceptance angle of around 30° can be 
observed. An optical efficiency of around 80 % can be 
observed. As all solar radiation falls within the large 
acceptance angle of the CPC is reflected to the PV cells, 
the diffuse radiation within these angles is also useful 
input to the collector in addition to beam radiation. Based 
on the optical efficiency curve obtained, the amount of 
solar radiation falling over the absorber surface can be 
estimated for any desired location and inclination angle. 
It is very important to note that the optical properties of 
the reflector and the galzing materials should be match as 
closely as possible for achieving the desired results. The 
second most important thing is to estimate the amount of 
solar radiation falling on the solar cells, which is 
discussed in the next section. 
 
In order to estimate the impact of diffuse radiation a 
hemispherical dome shaped source is prepared and the 
rays are introduced in every possible direction as shown 
in Figure 7. This way the optical efficiency under diffuse 
radiation is evaluated to be 53.63%. 

 
Figure 7: Ray Tracing to evaluate the effect of Diffuse 
Radiation 

4.2 Energy Flux Distribution on the Receiver 
 
In the CPC system the concentration ratio varies over the 
cell surface. The value may be very high at the focus, 
resulting in higher temperatures. The flux distribution 
obtained by concentration on the  solar cell plays an 
important role in the performance and the longetivity of 
the solar cells. Non-uniform illumination has a parasitic 
impact on the overall performance of the system [8]. The 
efficiency of photovoltaic cells decreases with increasing 
cell temperature as the voltage and the fill factor, FF, of 
the cell decreases. This is one of the inherent problem 
while using non-imaging optics like CPC. However, by 
making use of appropriate solar cells, the problem might 
be avoided.  Figure 8 shows the energy flux distribution 
on the reciver at different incident angles between 0° and 
40°.  A  sharp peak of energy intensity can be observed  
at some points. The intensties could reach more than 
36000 W/m2 at some incident angles.  This implies 
higher concentration levels at few points and could result 
in hot spots. The distribution on the reciever changes for 
every small change in the incident angle, and so these hot 
spots change for every incident angle. Commercially 
available solar cells based on LGBC technology [9] are 
required to be used under such high illumination. The 
energy distribution for the incident angles higher than the 
acceptance angle yeild a very low energy ouput and 
hence have not been shown. 
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Figure 8 Energy Flux distribution on the reciver at 0°, 
10°, 20°, 25° and 40° 

5 ORIENTATION AND ABSORBED ENERGY  
 
The main advantage whilst using a CPC is that they 
require minimal tracking and are able to achieve the 
desired concentration. In order to maximise the collection 
of the absorbed radiation it is very crucial to identify the 
best orientation. Most of the linear concetrating systems 
are aligned along the a horizontal east west axis  and 
sloping towards the equator. To calculate the amount of 
the radiation absorbed by the reciever of the CPC it is 
important to determine if the angle of incidence of the 
beam radiation is within the range of the acceptance 
angle. Based on the time of the day and the geographical 
location the contribution of the beam, diffuse and the 
ground reflected radiations can be estimated.  
 
A detailed method to determine the pseudo incidence 
angle has been illustrated in [10].  
 
The total absorbed radiation may be estimated as the sum 
of contributions from the beam, diffuse and the ground 
reflected radiations as shown in Eq.(1.2). The term G 
represents the radiation on the aperture and the subscripts 
b,d and g represent the contributions by beam, diffuse 
and the ground reflection.  
 
 ( )a beam diffuse groundreflectedS A G G G= + +  (1.1) 

 
 

, , , , , ,( )a b C C b b d C C d d g C C g gS A G G Gτ α τ α τ α= + +  (1.2) 

 
The acceptance angle of the CPC on the vertical north-
south plane for a CPC oriented in east-west is shown in 
Figure 9. The angles (β+�c) and (β-�c) describe the limits 
of the acceptance angle. The condition to be met in order 
the beam radiation to be effective is  
 
 1( ) tan (tan cos ) ( )c z s cβ θ θ γ β θ−− ≤ ≤ +  (1.3) 

 

 
Figure 9 Projection on a N-S plane of CPC acceptance 
angles and slope for a CPC on a east west axis 

The terms in the equation is modified to introduce the 
terms of optical efficiency which is obtained while 
carrying out the ray trace analysis.The contribution made 
by the direct beam and diffuse  radiation may be again 
expressed in terms of the respective optical efficiency 
and the geometrical concentration ratio (CR) as  
 
 * *beam b optG G CRη=  (1.4) 

 
,* *diffuse d opt dG G CRη=  (1.5) 

The electrical power produced by this would be  
 
 * elecP S η=  (1.6) 
  
 

dissipatedQ S*(1 )elecη= −  (1.7) 

   
5.1 Influence of the Slope of the Collector 
 
The slope (β) of the collector has a major influence on 
the overall performance of the system and influences the 
irradiance distribution over the absorber. As discussed 
previously this distibution has a large impact on the 
overall performance of the system in the long run.  On a 
typical day in June, the system optical efficiency is 
evaluated for Dhahran (26.2667° N, 50.1500° E) for 
slopes of latitude ± 10° as shown in Figure 11. It may be 
seen that the system performs best when inclined at -10° 
from its original latitude value. The inclination improves 
the overall accceptance angle of the system during a day. 
Using the above analysis and comparing the performance 
of this system with a flat plate or a CPV indicates an 
increase of about 44 % in the electrical output. 
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Figure 10 The pseudo incidence angle �	for a typical day 
of June in Dhahran for three different inclinations  

 

Figure 11: Optical Efficiency of the system for a typical 
day of June in Dhahran for three different inclinations 

6 CONCLUSIONS  
 
In the present work a low concentrating PV/T system was 
designed and modelled for its optical performance with 
and without a glazing cover. In the absence of the glazing 
cover higher optical efficiency was obtained when 
compared to the system with a glazing cover. An optical 
efficiency of around 97 % was found for the case without 
a glazing cover. However, in the long term this may be 
detrimental for the system, hence system with a glazing 
cover is preferred. The optical efficiency of the system 
was found to be 80°. The advantage of using a cpc 
system is that even the diffuse radiation gets 
concentrated. An efficiency of 53.6% was found under 
diffuse radiation conditions. The energy distributions on 
the absorber solar cell surface were evaluated for the 
system. A high degree of non-uniform illumination was 
found which would require attenuation. The orientation 
of the collector was found to have a strong influence on 
the performance of the system. On a typical day in June, 
the system was found to perform best at -10° angle of its 
latitude. 
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Abstract 

Building Integrated Concentrating Photovoltaic (BICPV) systems make use of optical 

elements to concentrate the incoming solar radiation on small sized solar cells with the aim of 

integrating PV technology into the building architecture and reducing the use of silicon solar 

cells.  In this paper we present a novel conjugate system designed to utilize the merits of both 

reflective and refractive optics used to concentrate the incoming sunlight. The optical 

geometry under study is a dielectric based three dimensional cross compound parabolic 

concentrator (3DCCPC) enveloped by a reflective geometry of similar shape whilst 

maintaining an air gap between them. Monte Carlo ray trace simulations are used to model 

and optimize the system configuration.  The theoretical analysis shows that the optical 

performance of the system can be improved by 11 % whilst maintaining an air gap of 0.1 mm 

between the reflective and the refractive surfaces. Experimental analysis is carried out by 

making a prototype of the proposed system to evaluate the proof of concept. A maximum 

power ratio of 2.76 was found under standard testing conditions at an incidence angle of 10°. 

Results show that the average power output from the proposed system increases by 5.46 % 

compared to its predecessor. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



1. Introduction 

Concentrating Photovoltaic (CPV) systems make use of optical components which 

concentrate the incident sunlight and focus it on solar cells. The concentrated light reaching 

the solar cell magnifies the production of energy several times. These optical components 

often referred to as concentrators, make use of reflective/ refractive principles of optics, 

individually or in combination for concentrating the sunlight. Based on the level of 

concentration these concentrators are divided into Low (< 10 ×), Medium (10×-100×) and 

High (>100×) Concentrating Photovoltaic (HCPV) systems [1]. Concentrators may include 

one or more optical elements to achieve the desired level of concentration. Typical CPV 

systems incorporate non-imaging optics [2] to achieve the desired level of optical 

concentration. Based on the level of concentration, different solar cell technologies are 

utilized. Most commonly used include the single junction Si solar cells [3] for low and 

medium concentration systems and Multi-junction solar cells [4] for high concentration 

systems.  

Integration of these concentrating photovoltaic systems into building architecture is referred 

to as Building Integrated Concentrating Photovoltaics (BICPV) and several systems have 

been presented in the past decade demonstrating the potential of this technology [5-11].. The 

use of BICPV will make a significant contribution to sustainable buildings as compared to 

glass-on-glass BIPV systems. The key advantages of such technologies include: 

 Integration into the building’s architecture such as windows, facades, roof tiles etc. 

 Integration with  day lighting systems whilst generating clean power 

 Reduced use of silicon required lowering their associated carbon footprint, whilst 

generating higher energy for a given surface area 

 Capability to concentrate both direct and diffuse radiation 

 



Most popular among non-imaging optics is the Compound Parabolic Concentrator (CPC). 

Further developments on this shape were made by introducing the asymmetric concentrating 

photovoltaic systems [7, 8] using reflective and refractive (dielectric-based) concentrators. 

The asymmetric shape allowed for the increase in the acceptance angle especially for systems 

which are mounted perpendicular to the ground. Improvements on these systems were 

presented recently [6, 12], where the use of a reflective boundary was made along the outer 

surface of the CPC to trap the light escaping the concentrator surface [13].  These systems are 

essentially linear, extending the CPC geometry along a linear axis and concentrating sunlight 

in only one direction. A tilted design of the asymmetric based dielectric system was recently 

presented [14]. Optical ray tracing was carried out by truncating the concentrator at eight 

different intervals relative to the complete CPC.  It was found that the optimum output can be 

achieved by having a truncation leading to about 70% of the side area.   

 

Further developments were made on the BICPV system  using a Three Dimensional Cross 

Compound Parabolic Concentrator (3DCCPC) using both reflective [10] and refractive [15] 

based geometries.  These systems achieve the desired concentration along both the axis of the 

concentrator. Reflective based systems demonstrate higher optical efficiencies, and refractive 

based systems have higher acceptance angles. Several other systems have been demonstrated 

recently which do not make use of the CPC geometry; most popular in this category include 

Mirror Symmetrical Dielectric Totally internally Reflecting Concentrator (MSDTiRC) [9], 

the Symmetric Elliptical Hyperbolic (SEH) concentrator [13, 16], Luminescent solar 

concentrators [17-19] and Fresnel based systems [20, 21].  A study on the optical 

performance of compound parabolic concentrators with polygonal apertures was carried out 

by [22]. Results show that the flux distributions at the exit aperture of polygonal CPCs was 

less uniform than that of the revolved CPC, with dark spots forming near the corners. Organic 



photovoltaic devices [23] are also being developed to serve as photovoltaic windows; 

however their performance is limited due to their low efficiencies.  

In the present study, we introduce a new type of system which incorporates the benefits of 

both reflective and refractive based concentrators. A Conjugate Cross Compound Parabolic 

Concentrator (CCCPC) designed for a 3.6× is presented which essentially consists of a 

dielectric 3DCCPC enveloped by a reflective surface of same shape to trap any escaping rays 

from the dielectric.  The intent of this study is to demonstrate the concept of using both the 

optical elements together. A detailed optical analysis is presented for this system highlighting 

the impact of air gap between the dielectric and the reflective envelope. A prototype of the 

system has been manufactured and results validated. 

2. Optical System Description 

The system under study is a dielectric based three dimensional cross compound parabolic 

concentrator enveloped by a reflective casing/sleeve of the same shape. An air gap is kept 

between the dielectric concentrator and the reflective envelope. Figure 1 shows the different 

components of the system: Figure 1 (a) shows the casing having the shape of a CCPC. Figure 

1 (b) shows the casing lined with reflective film. Figure 1 (c) shows the dielectric CCPC and 

Figure 1 (d) shows the Laser grooved Buried Contact (LGBC) solar cells used. The system is 

prepared by placing the dielectric CCPC in the reflective casing and attaching a solar cell 

behind the Concentrator using an optically clear encapsulant. The encapsulant material helps 

in optically coupling the concentrator and the solar cell and also acts as an adhesive between 

them. The system is symmetric in both E-W and N-S directions. The concentrator is made of 

polyurethane material and has good transmission and dielectric properties similar to PMMA. 



 

Figure 1 Components of the 3DCCCPC system (a) the casing having a hollow 3DCCPC (b) The casing lined 

with reflective film (c) The dielectric 3D CCPC (d) Solar cell  

 

Ray-trace simulations were carried out using the APEX® software package [24]. The optical 

properties of the dielectric material used for making the 3DCCPC and the spectrum of the 

incoming solar radiation were kept in accordance with the experimental setup. Air mass 1.5G 

spectrum was utilised for the source that produces collimated light. Figure 2 shows the ray 

trace analysis of a 3DCCPC at 0° incidence. It may be seen that few rays are directly 

reflected back from the entry aperture due to the transmission limitations of the material. 

Other rays undergo total internal reflection and reach the absorber surface (solar cell). Some 

of the rays are also seen to escape through the edges of the concentrator. If we are able to 

capture these escaping rays there is a good possibility of increasing the performance of such 

systems.  



 

Figure 2 Ray Trace Analysis of the dielectric 3DCCPC showing the rays escaping through the surface of the 

concentrator  

 

This may be achieved by placing a reflecting surface with a small air gap. The placement of 

this air gap is very important in order to trap these escaping rays. Placing the reflective 

surface along the periphery would decrease the performance as all the rays undergoing total 

internal reflection will undergo an additional specular reflection causing reflective losses 

which can reduce the optical performance. Figure 3 shows the rays trapped by the reflective 

surface which is fitted along with an air gap. Some of the rays still escape from the edges of 

the concentrator, which essentially depend on the amount of air gap between the two 

surfaces.  



 

Figure 3 Ray trace showing the rays trapped by the outer reflective surface 

 

The illumination flux reaching the solar cell after concentration changes considerably while 

using the reflective surface of the casing.  This increment in the flux helps in the 

improvement of the optical efficiency of the system. Figure 4 Flux maps showing the gain 

using reflective sleeve at incident angles of 20° and 45°shows a spatial distribution of the flux 

increment (ΔG) obtained while using the reflective sleeve at incident angles of 20° and 45°. It 

may be seen that there are certain regions where the illumination flux increases tremendously 

after the application of the reflective film.  There is an average increment of 338.17 W/m
2 

and 

40.3 W/m
2
 at 20° and 45° incidence respectively when having an air gap of about 600µm.  



 

Figure 4 Flux maps showing the gain using reflective sleeve at incident angles of 20° and 45° 

 

3. Impact of air gap  

The optical efficiency is a key parameter in determining the performance of a concentrating 

photovoltaics system. It may be simply defined as the product of the ratio of the concentrated 

light reaching the solar cell with (Gwith) and without (Gwithout) a concentrator to the inverse of 

the geometric concentration (Cg) as shown in Eq. (1).  
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In order to understand the impact of the air gap on the optical performance of the system, a 

parametric study was carried out by changing the air gap between the concentrator and the 

reflective surface at different incident angles. The initial refractive based system reported 

earlier is also presented for comparison purposes.  



 

Figure 5 Simulated Optical Efficiency of the system with different air gaps 

 

Figure 5 shows a comparison of optical efficiency for the system with varying air gaps 

between the reflective and refractive geometries. The air gap was varied from 0 to 1mm in 

steps of 0.2mm. A significant variation in the optical performance can be observed under 

increasing air gap values. There is a sudden boost in the optical efficiency when the reflective 

surface is directly in contact with the outer periphery. The optical performance, however, is 

found to reduce the acceptance angle of the system. The refractive system was expected to 

have a maximum of 73.5 % efficiency by itself. Creating an air gap between the surfaces 

increases both the optical efficiency and the acceptance angle of the system. Increasing the 

air gap reduces the optical efficiency due to increased ray travel and rays being rejected out 

of the system. A maximum optical efficiency of 84% could be achieved with an air gap of 0.1 

mm at an incidence angle of 25 °. 

It may be clearly seen that having the smallest possible air gap will help in gaining the best 



performance from the system. However, it is equally important to understand the feasibility 

of manufacturing such a system. In order to explore this, a series of prototypes were 

manufactured to identify the best possible system configuration feasible both in terms of 

improved performance and easy handling. 

4. Prototype Assembly  

In low concentrating systems the optical losses are very significant, which may occur due to 

several factors: 

(a) Optical losses due to reflection from the front surface 

(b) Absorption losses through the dielectric material  

(c) Losses due to the surface finish of the refractive surface 

In one of our previous works [15] the optical performance was found to be very different to 

that observed experimentally, due in part to the manufacture procedure of the concentrator. In 

order to address these aspects related to the surface finish of the concentrator, the 

manufacturing method employed in the present study was modified. In the present study we 

have considerably improved the manufacturing procedure of the concentrator. A major 

challenge while preparing the mould is to achieve the correct geometry as designed. In the 

present study all the four sides of the concentrator assembly were machined individually and 

polished to obtain a smooth surface and then coupled together to form the mould for 

producing the concentrator. Clear polyurethane material crystal –clear 200 ®, due to its 

excellent transmission and dielectric properties, is used to prepare the concentrating element. 

The concentrator material is resistant to humidity and several other solvents. Details on the 

preparation method have been discussed elsewhere for these type of concentrating systems 

[6]. The casing was prepared using 3D printing process. Once printed, the reflective film was 

attached along the inner surfaces of the sleeve. The other key issues while manufacturing 

such a system is the alignment of the solar cell. It is very important that the solar cell remains 



perfectly parallel with the exit aperture of the concentrator. In earlier studies this issue was 

neglected. Given the solar cell has a bus bar on one side it’s important to prepare a slot in 

both the solar cell packing and the reflective sleeve to accommodate the connecting wires 

which are soldered along the solar cell top and bottom surfaces. The dielectric casted using 

the mould is shown in Figure 6(a). All these parts are assembled together by using an 

optically clear material between the solar cell and the dielectric 3DCCPC and shown in 

Figure 6(b). An air gap of 800 µm was found to be feasible for handling the parts and 

maintaining the consistency of air gap. An optically clear gel [9] was used to couple the solar 

cell and the refractive geometry together.  

 

 

Figure 6 Prototype Assembly (a) the refractive concentrator (b) the front view of 3DCCCPC system  

 

5. Results  

5.1 Electrical Performance  

The experimental setup typically consists of a light source generating collimated light. In the 

present study we use a class AAA solar simulator by Wacom [25] as a source of light. The 

solar spectrum matches very well with the AM 1.5G at 1000 W/m
2
. The IV-curve 



measurement of the CPV unit was carried out using an IV curve tracer from EKO to 

calculate: 

a. Short circuit current  (Isc )  

b. Open-circuit voltage (Voc)  

c. Fill factor (FF) 

d. Maximum power (Pm) 

Four different system measurements were carried out using the same solar cell at different 

incident angles using a special setup [15]. The systems include the following (i) Bare solar 

cell (ii) An Initial Refractive based 3DCCPC system (iii) New Refractive 3DCCPC system 

and (iv) Conjugate 3D-CCPC system. 

Figure 7 shows the comparison of different parameters for the four different systems. The Isc 

particularly depends on the optical performance of the system and represents how well the 

optical concentrator works, since Isc is linearly dependent on the concentration of sunlight.  

Figure 7 (a) shows the variation of the Isc at different incident angles. Under normal incidence 

the conjugate system has the highest value of 102 mA compared to 89mA reported earlier 

[15], which shows a 14.6 % increase in the short circuit current value.  The new refractive 

system produced using the current manufacturing method is found to give improved results 

compared to the initial refractive system and has a short circuit current of 96 mA.   

On comparing the conjugate system with  the 3DCCPC having a  reflective film along the 

edge [13], we can see that the short circuit current increases by 5.8%  . This improvement is 

mainly attributed to the improved conjugate design and manufacturing procedure of the 

prototype. 

The performance increment is reflected across the entire range of the incidence angles upto 

60°, where both the systems become the same.  The variation of the open circuit voltage is 

shown in Figure 7 (b). The open circuit voltage (Voc) of all the different systems increases 



due to concentration. A maximum of 605 mV was seen in the case of a refractive based 

system compared to 603 mV obtained using the conjugate system.  

The fill factor defines the maximum power that can be extracted using the solar cell and is 

defined as the ratio of the maximum power from the solar cell to the product of Voc and Isc 

[26].The fill factor of the solar cell is a measure of the squareness of the solar cell I-V curve. 

The fill factor of the different systems is plotted in Figure 7 (c). It may be seen that the bare 

solar cell exhibits a constant fill factor with a variation of ± 1% at different angles of 

incidence. The fill factor of the conjugate system is found to be considerably lower when 

compared to the other systems at every incident angle. This may be due to increase in series 

resistance occurred because of the non-uniformity of the illumination.   

 

Figure 7 Comparison of Experimental values of important electrical parameters for different systems as a 

function of incident angle (a) Short Circuit current (b) Open Circuit Voltage (c) Fill factor (d) Maximum power 

output 

 



Figure 7(d) shows the maximum power output obtained by the different system 

configurations. It may be observed that a maximum power of the conjugate system is 47.15 

mW at 10 ° incident angle. An average of 2.24 mW increase in the power output over the 

entire range of incidence angles may be noted due the use of the reflective casing.  

System Output 

A comparison between the modeled optical efficiency and that obtained experimentally is 

shown in Figure 8(a). The experimental values obtained are in good agreement with the 

simulated results. A difference of not more than ±5% between both the results was found.  

This difference may further be reduced by improved manufacturing techniques. A maximum 

optical efficiency of 77% was found in the conjugate system at 10 ° incidence angle.  

The power ratio (PR) is defined as the ratio of the maximum power output of the CPV unit 

and the bare cell [13] as shown in Eq. (2).  
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The PR for the different systems is shown in Figure 8(b). The figure indicates the 

performance of the conjugate unit in terms of the total power output compared to a bare solar 

cell. A maximum PR of 2.76 was found in the conjugate system compared to 2.65 obtained 

using the new refractive system indicating a maximum increase of 4.13 % in the 

performance. An average of 5.4 % improvement in the PR is seen across the complete range 

of incidence angles.  



 

Figure 8 Experimental optical efficiency and Performance ratio of different systems 

6. Conclusions  

The present study introduces a new concept of conjugate refractive-reflective based optical 

concentrating system. A reflective sleeve is wrapped around the traditional refractive 

concentrator with an air gap to trap the rays escaping its surface due to manufacturing defects 



and surface roughness. The impact of the air gap between the reflective and refractive 

geometry was evaluated. These results formed a basis for the concept to be applied in reality. 

CNC machining was used to prepare the mould for the refractive geometry which improved 

the performance of the system by 8%. 3D printing was used in order to prepare reflective 

sleeve of the prototype. The use of a reflective surface enclosing the original refractive 

geometry was found to boost the overall performance of the system. A prototype of the 

proposed system was tested experimentally in order to demonstrate the proof of concept and 

was found to be substantially better than other concepts demonstrated earlier. The 

experimental values obtained are in good agreement with the simulated results. A maximum 

optical efficiency of 77% was found in the conjugate system at 10 ° incidence angle. A 

maximum power ratio of 2.76 was found in the case of the conjugate system. Further studies 

will be carried out in the next stage of the work to apply this concept in high concentrating 

systems. 
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1. Introduction  

Typical 3D Compound Parabolic Concentrator (CPC) has a square or circular entry/exit aperture, which limits its 

optical performance. The systems with circular entry/exit apertures are found to have better optical efficiencies, and the 

systems with square apertures are found to have better acceptance angles [1]. In the present study, we introduce a new 

hybrid CPC having a circular inlet aperture and a square outlet aperture as shown in Figure 1. The optical analysis of 

this concentrator is investigated using ray tracing methods. The geometry is created by extruding a loft between the 

entry and exit aperture following a parabolic profile whose axis is rotated by 30°. The optical efficiency of the 

concentrator is evaluated for different incidence angles and compared with systems having only square or circular 

apertures. Truncation is carried out to study its impact on the acceptance angle. Additionally, flux distributions obtained 

at the exit aperture are examined. This concentrator shows promising results making it ideal to be utilized in a Building 

Integrated Concentrating Photovoltaic system as it provides electricity along with day lighting.  

2. Optical Analysis  

The system essentially consists of a concentrator element, an encapsulation material and a solar cell placed between two 

glass sheets. The concentrator material is made of PMMA due to its good transmission and dielectric properties. The 

concentrator is designed to have a half acceptance angle of 30° and a geometric concentration ratio of 3.14×. Monte 

Carlo ray-tracing was performed using APEX optical analysis software considering the specular ray splitting effects. 

All the simulations were carried out using a collimated source of light with AM1.5G spectrum. The source is placed at 

different incident angles with respect to the entry aperture between 0 & 90°. Simulations were performed with 1 million 

rays for which the error is expected to be lower than 0.01%. The optical output /distributions from the concentrator are 

evaluated for different angles of incidence which can be utilized further for carrying out the electrical and thermal 

performance of the system.   

 

 

3. Results  

The ray trace diagram is shown in Figure 2(a). The hybrid system optical performance is compared with the 

concentrator having only a square (CCPC) or circular (Rotational CPC) entry/exit aperture. It may be seen that the 

hybrid system has a better acceptance angle as compared to the previous systems. The flux map under normal incidence 

is shown in Figure2(c). Truncation is carried out on the hybrid CPC to see the impact in steps of 2mm. It may be seen 

that the optimum optical performance is seen at a height of 16 mm.  
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Figure 1 Geometry generation of the CPC with a circular entry and square exit aperture 

 
Figure 2 (a) Ray tracing of the Hybrid CPC (b) Comparison of optical efficiency with the CCPC and Rotational CPC (c) Flux 

map at normal incidence in a Hybrid CPC (d) Impact of truncation on the optical effieicny of the Hybrid CPC 
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